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Local Spotlight

An aerial view of Kuwait City. — Ahmad Khamees/KUNA

PHOTO OF THE DAY

Kuwaiti dailies announced this week that start-
ing from July, all clients who fail to update
their civil information with their banks will be

charged KD 1 for not providing their latest data. The
Central Bank said in an official statement that the fee
will only be taken from clients who don’t respond to
their bank’s reminders to provide updated contact
information to their local branches.

There is no doubt that the real measure of the
quality of bank services is reflected by customer sat-
isfaction and the speed of completion of their finan-
cial needs and the efficiency in protecting their bank-
ing information and confidentiality.

Therefore, I think that updating automated sys-
tems and information in the banking sector and the
modernization of all existing systems and programs
can easily contribute to facilitating all transactions to
comply with the latest global systems.

Although many countries in the world, especially
the United States and a number of European coun-
tries, still rely heavily on regular mail, in Kuwait we

have adopted the phone between the customer and
the bank as an easy way to communicate, and the
home address as per the civil ID for the collection of
rights and access to services.

I think the services of all the banks in Kuwait are
good in general, but they need constant and continu-
ous development, especially since the banking sector
is competing in terms of service delivery or lending.
So attracting new customers is no longer very easy in
a small market and competitive one too.  

So I think that banks must send early messages to
all clients about the need to update their info in order
to facilitate their access to banking services and
products to avoid any additional and possible fees.

Also, media campaigns and social tools are
required to remind people to not ignore the matter,
whether intentionally or not.

I think it is better for bank customers in Kuwait,
whether citizens or expatriates, to speed up the
updating of civil data with the banks in which they
have accounts in order to avoid paying extra money
from July, especially if they have more than one
account in more than one bank.

Bank updates

Attracting new 
customers is no 

longer easy in a small
and competitive

market like Kuwait

Good morning dear brothers and sisters and I
congratulate you all on the advent of the holy
month of mercy (Ramadan). We all know that

this month comes once a year to cleanse our souls from
hatred and our minds from worthless thoughts, and we
must take advantage of its beauty and great teachings.
It is clearly noticed during this blessed month that
many of those fasting are not completely following
Allah’s teachings or the month’s sacred objectives such
as abstaining from lies, hatred, backbiting and many
other unwanted behaviors. I will give some examples of
some deviant behaviors by many of people here during
Ramadan. 

I will start with some sponsors who place an extra
burden on their housemaids, such as cleaning, cooking,
washing cars under the blazing heat, caring for bratty
kids and most importantly not giving them enough time
to sleep after long harsh hours during the day prepar-
ing for the breaking of the fast. They are not machines
or three-in-one objects - they are human being like
you and deserve enough hours to rest like you do. If
they are given extra chores, you must help them or
bring another helper to assist them so that Allah will
have mercy upon you.

The next topic I would like to share with you is the
foul temper of some workers at government institutions
or those which offer services, such as immigration, traf-
fic department and labor offices. There are cases where
clients go there to inquire about or perform a task and
find the workers there (male and female) are sleeping
or dozing off on their desks, and when asked gently by
the client, they roar like a lion COME BACK TOMOR-
ROW and will not even look you in the face as if you
have murdered their children. Ramadan is a blessed
month and it is very short - let us show kindness to
others and help those who have come to us in this blaz-
ing heat and answer their queries with a smile on our
faces, because what you do to others comes back to
you for sure.

The Pakistani foreign minister was in Kuwait this
week. I welcome Kuwait’s guest and would like him to
look into his countrymen’s ordeal, as Pakistani men
cannot bring their spouses or kids to Kuwait. Other
countries’ nationals enjoy being here with their loved
ones, so why it is not OK for our Pakistani brothers to
bring their spouses? 

Till the next article insha Allah!

By Talal Al-Ghannam
local@kuwaittimes.com

IN MY VIEW

Cheer up for Ramadan
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Photos show some of the most popular items for sale during the holy
month of Ramadan in Kuwait’s traditional souq al Mubarakiya.  

— Photos by Joseph Shagra

By Ben Garcia 

Ramadan is the best time for many people in the Muslim
world. In Kuwait Ramadan makes people happy, prayerful
and generous. They give charity to institutions, individuals

including by giving food and cash to random people on the street.
In this season of charity, we stroll around Mubarakiya Market to
see what the top moving items are during Ramadan. 

Activities in Ramadan can be summed up with food. All gath-
erings are stuffed with sumptuous food, therefore food items are
the fastest-selling products in Ramadan. Next to food comes cook
ware, clothes, perfumes, accessories and toys for children.

“Normally we have bigger orders; we triple if not double or-
ders to suppliers so we can prepare for the bulk orders,” said
Ahmed, a meat shop owner at Mubarakiya. “We get a lot of
wholesale orders because of caterings and parties. Retailers are
coming in the evening only; in the morning we have several stocks
of meat and they are taken from our shop in bulk mostly for
restaurants and the hospitality businesses,” the meat shop owner
told Kuwait Times. 

Although fish is not a staple food in Ramadan but bigger fish
are to some Kuwaiti families. “Bigger fish are the hottest selling
in Ramadan especially their favorite hamour, zubaidi and shrimps.
We sell these fish normally to cater to Kuwaiti families who love
fish,” said Mahmoun, a fish vendor at Mubarakiya market.

Besides meat and fish products, there are other hot moving
items in the food sector such as spices, fruits and veggies. “Sell
of spices are up by 75 percent as well during Ramadan; it’s part
of hot selling items because people use these spices in their
kitchen at lot during the holy month,” said another attendant of a
spice shop in Mabarakiya.

Cooks as well as housewives will not be able to cook all these
items without buying all needed tools and equipment in the
kitchen. They are considered as hot moving items even before Ra-
madan.  “Normally, if there are tools in their home that needed a
replacement or repair, they normally make sure to secure it during
Ramadan. So our cookware items are up from 30-50 percent too.
Here in Mubarakiya we have low price of cookware products,
mostly from India, Pakistan and China,” noted Muntaser, an at-
tendant at cookware products shop at Mubarakiya. 

To complete Ramadan bash, you know what is next after Ra-
madan. Eid El-Fitr. People normally exchange visits to their loved
ones during this long break. During this holiday, children and
adults often wear new clothes and so clothing, perfumes, gifts and
toys are all hot sellers toward the end of Ramadan. Parents shop
for the members of their family in preparation for the activities
like Girgians and Ghabqas. Dresses are basically necessity for
everyone. Traditional dresses are still very popular for locals and
expatriates to wear for family gatherings, girgian and ghabqa cel-
ebrations. 
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Eng. Ala’a Ismail, Senior Research Associate at Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR) shows
some of the material that will be included in the time capsule. 

“When the first power plant was built in
Shuwaikh in 1952, it was among the world’s
biggest power plants, and yet there is very little
that we know about the people behind the
scenes and their workings. The human element
behind it all was missing. Today, technology has
evolved beyond measure and it is our duty to
preserve what we can, so that our future gen-
erations can learn about our lives, 42 years from
now,” said Eng. Ala’a Ismail, Senior Research
Associate at Kuwait Institute for Scientific Re-
search (KISR). 

The Time Capsule 2061 is made from a re-
purposed old tank that will be buried in Sha-
gaya Park. It contains KISR publications, local
newspapers, personal letters and drawings, an
SD card, KISR medallion, pictures, brochures,
a notebook supporting a prototype created to
detect oil contamination, floppy disk, 2061
calendar with astronomical events, coins con-
tributed by the Central Bank of Kuwait, GPS
that was used during the building of Shagaya
Park, toys, a meteoroid from 1576 and a
Kuwaiti Flag. 
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All the items will be preserved for the next 42
years with silica along with seeds and materials
created by the different departments of KISR.
Kuwait Times is among the newspapers that are a
part of the time capsule.

The Shagaya Renewable Energy Park is a mon-
umental step for Kuwait as it walks toward a
greener future. Kuwait’s New Vision strategic de-
velopment plan envisions that 15 percent of
Kuwait’s energy will be generated by green energy
by the year 2035. 

Link to the past
“To understand the inspiration behind it all we

will have to take a look at the past which will help
us make an educated guess about the future,”
added Eng. Ismail. “Forty two years ago, the world
saw the launch of the first space shuttle, the inven-
tion of the digital camera and many ground break-
ing innovations that changed our future forever. We
can only hope that in 2061, when half of the things
will cease to exist because of technological ad-
vancement, the world will be able to remember
2019 through these small tokens,” he said.

The concept of time capsules isn’t new. In

1939, the Westinghouse Company in New York
created their first time capsule to be buried for
5,000 years while in 1968, Japanese companies
Panasonic Corporation and The Mainichi News-
papers in celebration of the Japan World Expo-
sition 1970: EXPO ’70 created two time capsules
identical in every detail which were buried near
Osaka Castle. The lower capsule was buried for
5,000 years while the upper capsule will be
opened for in 2,000 years and every 100 years
thereafter for people to share their contributions
after every century.

“The capsule will contain a black and white
film with pictures and videos of how the capsule
was developed with a hope that the future gen-
eration will continue the art of preservation. The
future is scary, it is unknown. All we can do is
hope for it to be much better than it is today,”
concluded Eng. Ismail. 

The Shagaya Renewable energy park. 
—  Photo courtsey KISR

The KISR time capsule will be opened
in 2061, marking the 100-year an-

niversary of Kuwait’s independence. 

Objects for the time capsule. — Photos by Joseph Shagra
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By Faten Omar 

One of the most important aspects of buying gold in
Kuwait is to ensure that the jewelry is stamped. Many
people are not aware that the stamp refers to the cer-

tified quality of gold. Kuwait Times spoke with gold sellers
and officials to learn more about gold hallmarks, how to iden-
tify them and the procedures to obtain one.

The ministry of commerce and industry recently issued a
decision exempting gold and jewelry trademarks registered
in their countries of origin from the condition of stamping
upon entry to Kuwait, provided they comply with the spec-
ifications of their registered standards. Assistant Undersec-
retary for Technical Affairs and Trade Development at the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry Mohammad Al-Enzi told
Kuwait Times that the ministry started receiving applications
from May for the accreditation of trademarks exempted from
stamping, according to resolution no. 165 of 2019.

Enzi explained that according to the decision, applica-
tions are received and studied within two months from the
date of submission, and then a decision is made on the ex-
emption. “The minister of commerce and industry issued a
decree in March to regulate the stamping of precious metals
and exempt international brands, while maintaining inspec-

tion procedures, which will support import and re-export,”
he said.

Enzi added that in case the decision to adopt the trade-
marks is approved, examination of gold will take only about
three hours. “The decision will reduce the waiting period for
imports of precious metals from one month to three hours, in
cooperation with the General Administration of Customs,
which will contribute to efforts to transform Kuwait into a fi-
nancial and commercial center in the region,” he said.

Ahmed Mahdi, a jeweler, explained that all gold is stamped
or hallmarked according to its purity, adding that this stamp
will have a letter that refers to the gold’s karat, which indicates
the fineness of the metal. “The purest form of gold is 24 karat
or 24k. Jewelry made of gold ranges from 18k to 22k,” he said.
Mahdi said the karat helps determine the price of jewelry,
where you can get the price of a piece by weighing it and
comparing its selling price with the day’s gold rate.

Kuwait Times visited the department of precious metals
at the gold market in Mubarakiya to check on the process of
stamping gold pieces. Individuals cannot go through the
process by themselves - only gold sellers or companies can.
But individuals can have a piece of gold jewelry recently
bought inspected and its quality confirmed by the depart-
ment, as long as the invoice is within one week. 

Before buying any gold jewelry, check for the stamp that
indicates its purity. The stamp is the accurate determination
and official record of the proportionate content of precious
metals. Search for the stamp in the inner part of the jewelry -
it is not printed directly on the outer surface. It is advisable
to not buy any gold that is not stamped with the official hall-
mark attesting to its quality. 

Buying gold
inKuwait 

Tips for buying gold

1. Gold value is determined by a daily rate. You can
find this rate at the gold souq and online. 

2. When buying jewelry and ornaments, gold shops
will likely charge a craftsman/making fee per gram. 

3. Be sure to confirm the price per gram and the
karat (Kuwait typically sells 22-18k for jewelry) and the
price of the making charge per gram. These can be ne-
gotiated. 

4. Confirm, in writing, that the piece will be stamped
prior to payment if you are ordering a custom piece.
Otherwise visually confirm the stamp before purchas-
ing an already made piece. 





NEW YORK: Kuwait reiterates that there will be
no peace in the Middle East under the Israeli oc-
cupation’s efforts to continue its illegal expansion
over Palestinian lands, said a senior Kuwaiti diplo-
mat late Wednesday. In a speech to the UNSC
session the Middle East’s situation, Kuwaiti Per-
manent Representative to the UN headquarters
in New York Ambassador Mansour Al-Otaibi af-
firmed that the expansion of illegal settlements
was the biggest obstacle in achieving a compre-
hensive and just peace in the region.

On May 9, Kuwait chaired with Indonesia and
South Africa the Arria-Formula Meeting on Is-
raeli-settlements and settlers: Core of the occu-
pation, protection crisis and obstruction of peace,
said Otaibi, who condemned all settlement expan-
sion activities and violence against Palestinians
which seriously hinder any chances for peace. He
added that the international community should
have an active role in ending Israeli injustice
against the Palestinians and continuous degrada-
tion of holy sites chiefly the Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem.

Otaibi reminded the gathering that they were
meeting a year or so after the massacre commit-
ted against the innocent Palestinians in the Gaza
Strip on May 14, 2018, leaving some 60 people,

including children, dead while 2,000 suffered
some serious injuries. Reports regarding atroci-
ties against innocent Palestinians should be thor-
oughly investigated by members of the UN to
prevent any further crimes committed by the oc-
cupying force Israel, indicated Otaibi, who called
on the UNSC to force Israelis to follow all human-
itarian laws namely the 1949 Geneva Conventions.

He noted that peace should be based on a solid
desire to end the conflict, pointing out that the Arab
World had reiterated its stance on the issue of just
peace in the March 31 Summit held in Tunisia.
While Israel continues to make life miserable by
taking unilateral decisions, Palestinians have barely
the means to run a government especially with
weak financial capabilities and resources, said
Otaibi who accused the Israelis of disrespecting
the Oslo Accords, which reflected their truce dis-
regard of any chances for peace in the region.

Otaibi affirmed that Arab nations refused Is-
rael’s attempts to impose its unlawful version of
the peace process, adding that the Arabs have an
unequivocal stance in support of the Palestinian
cause. The Kuwaiti diplomat also shed light on the
financial difficulties faced by the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East (UNRWA), stressing that the im-

portant role played by the agency in support of
the Palestinians.

Despite Israeli meddling and efforts attempt-
ing at shutting down UNRWA, Kuwait continues
to be a strong backer of the agency’s efforts to
support Palestinians, said Otaibi, adding that his
country donated a sum of $113 million in the last
four years and will continue to provide its assis-
tance. Stopping all sorts of encouragements by
some parties towards the Israeli oppression and

focusing on a comprehensive and just peace plan
based on international conventions and laws will
put an end to the long conflict in the Middle East,
affirmed Otaibi.

He mentioned that the last Arab European
summit held in Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt, had
called for a peace process based on the 1967
borders and including the issue of east
Jerusalem, the proposed capital for the future
Palestinian independent state. — AFP  
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No peace under expansion of 
Israeli occupation: Kuwait 

NEW YORK: Kuwaiti Permanent Representative to the UN Ambassador Mansour Al-Otaibi. — KUNA

Otaibi: Peace should be based on solid desire to end conflict

Kuwait welcomes 
Somali govt efforts to
achieve stability
NEW YORK: Kuwait wel-
comed the development in the
performance of the Federal Gov-
ernment of Somalia (FGS) and its
efforts to achieve stability de-
spite the challenges.

The remarks were made by
Advisor Nawaf Al-Ahmad during
the United Nations Security
Council’s (UNSC) session on So-
malia late Wednesday. Ahmad
noted that FGS is accelerating
the execution of its transitional
plan and road map to create po-
litical reforms. The main topic on
the government’s agenda is com-
pleting the revision of the constitution by year’s end, he added. The
advisor affirmed that FGS is also tasked with setting the rules for
elections during the current parliament term.

Meanwhile, Ahmad said that Al-Shabaab militants are the main
threat to Somalia’s security, noting that the group launched 77 at-
tacks with explosives in March alone. The militants have targeted
vital bodies in 2019 including a UN complex in Mogadishu airport,
hotels and the ministry of public works where the deputy minister
was killed in the attack, said Ahmad.

As for the economic situation in the country, the Kuwaiti of-
ficial hailed the progress in the field as FGS is investing in local
resources to increase its income.

Moreover, he spoke of the deteriorating humanitarian con-
ditions in the country in the light of the ongoing violence. Al-
Ahmad noted that third of Somalis are in need of aid and
protection, as well as 4.9 million people suffering lack of food,
while there are 2.6 million homeless people. — KUNA  

Q8 adds 75
stations to 
its Belgian 
network
BRUSSELS: Kuwait Petroleum Interna-
tional, known by its trademark Q8, an-
nounced yesterday that it is investing
heavily in its Belgian network following the
acquisition of 75 service stations from U
Car Services and VP Oil, both part of the
Uhoda Group. There will soon be 540 sta-
tions in the Q8 network - a 15 percent in-
crease. This allows Q8 to further
strengthen its position and optimize its na-
tional coverage, said Q8 in a press release
here. The newly acquired stations are
mainly situated in Liege and Limburg
provinces in eastern Belgium.

In Limburg, Q8 was less present than in
other parts of the country until now.
“Thanks to this acquisition, we have opti-
mized the geographical spread of our offer.
So these 75 extra stations are perfectly
complementing our existing network,
which is now expanding by one sixth,” said
Fadel Al-Faraj, Managing Director of
Kuwait Petroleum International (KPI)
Northwest Europe. “This significantly
larger network is part of our strategy of
stronger customer focus, more mobility
products and services. We are proud that
we are strengthening our position as one
of the top players in Belgium,” he noted.

In total, Q8 will have 540 stations in
Belgium after the acquisition; 325 stations
are manned, 215 stations are unmanned,
126 stations with Shop and Go and 122 sta-
tions with Panos stores. On his part, Azzam
Al-Muttawa, Executive Vice President
Marketing, KPI said “I’m very proud of
this tremendous achievement. The acqui-
sition of 75 stations in Belgium by our col-
leagues from Q8 Northwest Europe is the
largest in 15 years. “It is the result of splen-
did cross-departmental teamwork. This is
the way forward in the 2040 strategy; to
anchor and strengthen our presence in Eu-
rope,” he stressed.

Some 65 of the 75 stations are cur-
rently operating under different brand

names. Over time, most will undergo a
rebranding consistent with the Q8 house
style. This acquisition is subject to sev-
eral conditions precedent, including the
agreement of the Belgian Competition
Authority, which is expected in the com-
ing months, noted the Q8 press release.
Q8’s future strategy aims at maximum
customer connection. The acquisition is
part of that strategy. “A larger network
literally allows us to be closer to our
customers and to achieve our steep am-
bitions in terms of customer focus, link-
ing up with our Delhaize Shop & Go’s,
the Panos and Nespresso offer and our
brand new Q8 smiles program,” Faraj
pointed out. — KUNA 

Advisor Nawaf  Al-Ahmad



KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received on
Wednesday Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abdel
Mahdi who arrived in the country on an official
brief visit. Attendees of the audience included
HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
and a number of Iraqi officials accompanying
the premier in his mission in the country.

The Kuwaiti and Iraqi sides held cordial
conversations in a brotherly atmosphere, ad-
dressing means for boosting cooperation in
various spheres and beefing up Iraq’s security
and stability. The conversations also touched
on efforts to achieve Iraq’s territorial unity and
sanctity, boosting efforts against terrorism, is-
sues of common interest and diverse regional
and international affairs. 

Kuwait’s Deputy Prime Minister and For-
eign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah and Iraqi Minister of Oil
Thamer Al-Ghadban presided over senior-
level talks on a range of bilateral issues and
ways to boost cooperation in various fields.
The meeting gathered, from the Kuwaiti side,
Minister of Finance Nayef Al-Hajraf, Minister
of Information and Minister of State for Youth

Affairs Mohammad Al-Jabri, Minister of Com-
merce and Industry Khaled Al-Roudhan, Min-
ister of State for Economic Affairs Maryam
Al-Aqeel, Minister of Oil and Minister of Elec-
tricity and Water Khaled Al-Fadhel, Deputy
Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah, President
of the National Guard Sheikh Thamer Ali Al-
Sabah, Director General of Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development (KFAED) Abdul-
Wahab Al-Badr, and assistants to the foreign
minister Fahd Al-Awadhi and Ayham Al-Omar,
as well as other officials.

Jarallah said Abdel Mahdi’s visit to Kuwait
was “fruitful and positive”, presenting an op-
portunity to exchange viewpoints and discuss
relations. During the visit, the prime minister
and his delegation met their Kuwaiti counter-
parts and discussed bilateral relations and is-
sues of mutual importance, Jarallah said. At a
ministerial committee meeting, attending offi-
cials also adopted a “clear-cut” plan ahead of
putting an end to crucial pending matters be-
tween the neighboring countries, he revealed.

The two sides also agreed to boost cooper-
ation on all spectrums, and Jarallah said they
were on the “right path” towards achieving
their mutual interests amid “difficult situations”
in the region. — KUNA 
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News in brief
Fees waived for heart attacks

KUWAIT: Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel
Al-Sabah has waived medical fees for cardiac
catheterization for non-Kuwaitis suffering
from myocardial infarction admitted to public
hospitals urgently. The cases will be reviewed
according to a form submitted and approved
by the treating doctor, their unit and its direc-
tor, according to the decision. — KUNA

Tests for some expat workers

KUWAIT:  The PR and media manager at the
manpower authority Aseel Al-Mezyad said the
authority started subjecting expats in some jobs
such as teaching people with special needs to
professional tests as a condition for renewing
their residency visas. Mezyad said the aim of this
project is to develop new methods to examine
the professional efficiency of expats working in
around 20 professions. She added the practical
and theoretical tests will allow more for Kuwaitis
to work in the private sector and provide highly-
skilled workers. — A Saleh

Rajaan case recorded on video

KUWAIT: The criminal court yesterday ad-
journed a case filed against the former director
of the social security authority Fahd Al-Rajaan
over accusations of embezzling $100 million of
the authority’s funds. The court will pass its final
sentence on June 27. Notably, for the first time
in the history of Kuwait’s judiciary, Judge
Ahmed Al-Meqled allowed recording the hear-
ing of the case on video.  — Meshaal Al-Enezi

Amir hosts visiting Iraqi PM
Ministers co-chair high-level talks • Visit ‘fruitful and positive’

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah holds an iftar banquet in honor of Iraqi
Premier Adel Abdel Mahdi on Wednesday. — KUNA 

Kuwaiti envoy receives
prestigious Japanese honor 
TOKYO: Former Kuwaiti Ambassador to Japan
Abdurrahman Al-Otaibi was conferred a pres-
tigious honor by the Japanese government yes-
terday for his significant contributions in
boosting relations between the two countries.
In an award ceremony at the Imperial Palace in
Tokyo, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
presented the ‘Order of the Rising Sun, Gold
and Silver Star’ to Otaibi, who was also greeted
by Emperor Naruhito.

Otaibi, who is currently Ambassador to the
Netherlands, was the head of the Kuwaiti mis-
sion in Japan from 2007 to 2018. During his 11-
year tenure, Otaibi had “contributed to
strengthening bilateral relations and promoting
friendship between Japan and Kuwait,” the Japanese government said. Otaibi also
served as a driving force for Kuwait’s efforts to help Japan in the wake of the mag-
nitude-9.0 earthquake that struck the country in 2011.

“I am really honored to receive this decoration from the Japanese government
today, and I deeply appreciate their decision,” Otaibi told Kuwait News Agency
(KUNA) after the award ceremony. “Today’s honor is reflecting good relations
between the two countries and people. This decoration is not for me, but for our
Kuwaiti leadership of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah and His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah, our people and our government for efforts have been done, particularly
what Kuwait did for our dear friends in Japan after the 2011 earthquake-tsunami
disaster,” the senior diplomat said.

“Prime Minister Mr Abe talked about the roles achieved during my 11-year
tenure here during the ceremony. His Majesty Emperor Naruhito also delivered
a message referring to the roles have been made by all the participants at the
ceremony today, which we appreciated,” Al-Otaibi said, while wishing the Em-
peror happiness and prosperity in his Reiwa Era. The Order of the Rising Sun,
Gold and Silver Star is one of the highest orders that the Japanese government
bestows on foreigners. Established in 1875, the Order is Japan’s first national
decoration. — KUNA 

Ambassador Abdurrahman 
Al-Otaibi

Dallal slams ‘weak’ 
preparations amid 
regional tensions
By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: MP Mohammad
Al-Dallal yesterday criti-
cized “weak preparations” in
the face of escalating re-
gional tensions. He said there
are no air raid shelters, but
only centers people can re-
sort to in case of natural dis-
asters. He said these can
shelter only 50,000 people
although Kuwait’s popula-
tion is 4 million.

“We have noticed prepa-
rations are weak, particularly
by the civil defense, and we
have questions about this, which prompted us to designate two
hours to discuss developments,” he said. “We were surprised
by the lack of proper shelters - what we have now are just
hideouts that do not protect. Why don’t we have shelters of
world-class standards? Where is the evidence that we are
dealing with the crisis? This is not to scare people; rather it is
for the sake of transparency and keenness for the country,” he
said. “We seek the strengthening of national unity, and hope
the crisis ends. But we are in an unenviable geographical loca-
tion and crises may reoccur,” Dallal said, adding, “we did not
learn from the Iraqi invasion and the events that followed.”

On another subject, Dallal said the implementation of the dis-
abled law must be monitored and should be applied correctly
by state ministries, especially those of health and education, re-
minding he has been demanding this for the past four months.

Mohammad Al-Dallal
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NEW DELHI: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi (left) and president of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) Amit Shah gesture as they celebrate the victory in India’s general elections in New
Delhi yesterday. —AFP 

NEW DELHI: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
promised to unite the country yesterday after a big
election win, with his party on course to increase its
majority on a mandate of business-friendly policies
and a tough stand on national security. Official data
from the Election Commission showed Modi’s
Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) ahead
in 300 of the 542 seats being contested, up from the
282 it won in 2014 and more than the 272 seats
needed for a majority in the lower house of parlia-
ment. That would give it the first back-to-back ma-
jority for a single party since 1984. “Together we will
build a strong and inclusive India,” Modi said on
Twitter.

India wins yet again!
Modi’s victory boosted financial markets as in-

vestors expect his government to continue to pursue
economic reforms. He will be under pressure to pro-
vide work opportunities for the tens of millions of
young people coming on to the job market in the
next few years and to boost depressed farm in-
comes. “The immediate challenges are to address
employment, the issue of agricultural income and re-
vive the banking sector,” said Madan Sabnavis, chief
economist at Care Ratings in Mumbai. But making
good on his promise of unity will be difficult as the
BJP campaign was often divisive, and members of
the minority Muslim community expressed fears that
they were being treated as second-class citizens.

His pledge to take a strong stand against a sep-

aratist movement in the Muslim-majority Kashmir
region has added to tensions with nuclear-armed
rival Pakistan. Members of his party now want him
to take a harder line on national security, as well as
build a Hindu temple on the site of a mosque that
was demolished by a Hindu mob in Ayodhya in 1992.
“I want Modi to finish terrorism from Kashmir (and)
make Pakistan bite the dust again and again,” said
Shekhar Chahal, a BJP worker from New Delhi. “I
am confident that Modi will also make the temple in
Ayodhya.”

India’s Gandhi concedes 
Rahul Gandhi, leader of India’s main opposition

Congress party, conceded yesterday he had lost his
seat in the famous family’s long-held home con-
stituency. “Smriti Irani (of the BJP) has won in Ame-
thi and I congratulate her. The people of Amethi have
given their mandate,” Gandhi told a news confer-
ence. At national level, Congress looked to have been
given a hiding at the polls as Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party headed for a land-
slide victory. Congress has held Amethi in Uttar
Pradesh state since 1967 except for one three-year
stint in 1977-80 and a separate one-year period in
1998-99. 

Rahul Gandhi, 48, won the seat in 2004, 2009
and 2014 and the constituency is considered one of
the two Nehru-Gandhi family bastions. The heavy
losses suffered by the Congress to Modi put paid to
Gandhi’s hopes of becoming the fourth member of

his famous dynasty to lead the world’s biggest
democracy. Votes counted so far indicated that the
party won just 50 seats against 301 for the BJP,
which secured an even bigger majority than at the
last election in 2014. 

“I can’t comment on the results today. I want to
say that our fight is a fight for ideology. I want to tell
our leaders, who won and lost, don’t worry, don’t
lose confidence. We will fight together for our ide-
ology,” Gandhi told the news conference. “It doesn’t
matter what I think went wrong. Frankly people of
India have decided that Modi should be the prime
minister, as an Indian person I accept it,” he said.

Celebrations begin
Cheering supporters set off firecrackers and

showered the mastermind of the campaign, BJP
President Amit Shah, with petals as he arrived at
party headquarters in New Delhi. “It’s a stamp of
approval by voters on the honest and decisive lead-
ership of Prime Minister Modi,” said Nalin S Kohli,
a BJP spokesman.

Congress leaders were somber. “Why despite a
weak economy people preferred the BJP is some-
thing we have to understand,” said Salman Soz, a
party spokesman. “People have given them a second
chance. I hope they use it well.” The NDA’s predicted
margin of victory, at 348 seats to 85 for the Con-
gress-led United Progressive Alliance, according to
TV channel NDTV, is much larger than surveys in-
dicated in the run-up to the vote. Most polls indi-

cated a victory for Modi’s alliance but short of an
overall majority.

Security swing
Modi was under pressure when he began cam-

paigning, losing three state elections in December
amid rising anger over farm prices and unemploy-
ment. However, campaigning shifted towards India’s
relationship with Pakistan after a suicide bomber
killed 40 Indian police in the contested Kashmir re-
gion in February. Modi ordered an air strike on what
India said was a militant training camp on the Pak-
istani side of the border, a tough response that ben-
efited the right-wing BJP, analysts said. Pakistan has
this week signaled a willingness to open talks with
India, but in a possible warning, it announced that it
has conducted a training launch of a surface-to-sur-
face ballistic missile, which it said was capable of de-
livering conventional and nuclear weapons at a
range of up to 1,500 miles.

The BJP has also capitalized on the star power
of Modi, a frenetic campaigner, as well as its supe-
rior financial resources. It outspent Congress by six
times on Facebook and Google advertising, data
showed, and by as much as 20 times overall, sources
told Reuters this month. The poor showing by Con-
gress, that was ahead in just 52 seats, will lead to
questions over the leadership of Rahul Gandhi, a
scion of the Nehru-Gandhi dynasty whose father,
grandmother and great grandfather all served as
prime minister.—Agencies 

Triumphant Modi promises inclusive India 
India’s Gandhi concedes defeat in family bastion
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NEW DELHI: Honest, intelligent and open to
new ideas is how officials of India’s main oppo-
sition Congress describe their leader, Rahul
Gandhi, but the party’s election performance has
been so poor he now risks losing even his fam-
ily’s traditional seat. As vote-counting trends
yesterday showed Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s ruling party winning 285 seats against
just 53 for Congress, current and former party
officials blamed a lacklustre campaign and a fail-
ure to overhaul its top team.

“If they want to change anything, change the
leadership,” said a Congress official in the west-
ern state of Rajasthan, referring to the old guard
around Gandhi. “You need to give young people
a chance.” He was among five current and three
former party officials who told Reuters that
Gandhi’s inability to jettison older leaders respon-
sible for a major debacle in the 2014 general elec-
tion and push forward newer, younger faces was
a mistake. All eight sources sought anonymity.
Gandhi’s office did not respond to a request from
Reuters for an interview. Still, the 48-year-old
Gandhi remains powerful within a party that has
ruled India for most of its history since independ-
ence from Britain in 1947, and is unlikely to face a
leadership challenge immediately. But Congress’s
continued slide has raised questions both about
its future and the role of his family.

Younger Indians find it difficult to accept that
Gandhi was appointed Congress president only
because of his lineage as the son, grandson, and
great-grandson of prime ministers, said promi-
nent historian and columnist Ramachandra
Guha. “The Congress should dump the Dy-
nasty,” he said on Twitter.

In May 2014, after Congress slumped to its

worst performance in a general election, with 44
seats, Gandhi told reporters, “There’s a lot for us
to think about, and, as vice president of the
party, I hold myself responsible.”

Five years on, his party has suffered a further
drubbing at the hands of Modi’s Hindu national-
ist Bharatiya Janata Party and he was himself
trailing in the family borough of Amethi in north-
ern Uttar Pradesh, though he was leading in a
second constituency from which he is contest-
ing, in southern India. Congress also proved un-
able to effectively parry Modi’s campaign
emphasis on national security, after aerial
clashes and heightened tension with arch rival
Pakistan following a suicide attack in disputed
Kashmir that killed 40 Indian policemen.

At the end of last year, Congress’s hopes of
upsetting Modi had increased, after it won three
heartland states in elections, largely driven by
voter concerns about weak farm incomes and a
lack of jobs. But Congress fumbled communica-
tions on key policies, with a publicity campaign
this year that escaped the notice even of some
of its own workers, and failed to forge pre-elec-
tion alliances in key states, said the party offi-
cials who spoke to Reuters. The campaign was
substantially delayed because of disagreements
between 66-year-old Anand Sharma and other
senior leaders, two party officials said.

Sharma denied the accusation, saying that
putting together the campaign was a complex
process. “There was no delay whatsoever in the
launch of Congress campaign,” he added. The
campaign was launched on April 7, just four days
before the first round of voting began in a gen-
eral election spread over seven phases across 39
days. In Rajasthan, which Congress won last

year, its choice of 68-year-old Ashok Gehlot as
chief minister, instead of 41-year-old Sachin
Pilot, backfired, losing it the support of a key
caste grouping, the official said, leaving the BJP
likely to sweep all 25 seats.

‘College of sycophants’
Gandhi was encircled by a “college of syco-

phants”, said a former Congress official who
joined a rival bloc this year. “It doesn’t matter if

you have talent or merit,” the former official said,
adding, “What matters is you have the right family
name or the right mentor.” In contrast to Modi, a
tea vendor’s son who rose through party ranks,
Gandhi’s lineage is a weakness the prime minister
has repeatedly exploited. In Uttar Pradesh, which
elects the bulk of India’s lawmakers, Congress this
year drafted in Gandhi’s charismatic sister,
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, to burnish its fortunes. But
that made little difference to results. — Reuters
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Indian Congress leader 
Gandhi faces backlash 

India PM’s close ally,
Amit Shah, helped craft
the winning strategy
NEW DELHI: With India’s ruling Hindu nationalists headed for a
stunning election victory yesterday, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s powerful right hand man, Amit Shah, could reap his reward
as a potential home minister, an analyst and a party official said.
Shah, who has long been Modi’s backroom strategist, helped run
one of India’s most divisive election campaigns over the past six
weeks to rouse the Bharatiya Janata Party’s nationalist base and
overcome the loss of key state elections in December.

Their efforts blunted voter discontent at lack of jobs and farm
distress by portraying the opposition as weak and indecisive at
best and at worst, appeasing minority Muslims and arch foe Pak-
istan, to deftly exploit national security fears. “Modi and Shah
work in tandem,” said a BJP official who has worked closely with
the steely-eyed 54-year-old Shah. “There is no doubt that Modi
is India’s most popular leader and national figure. Translating his
personal popularity into a political victory...requires planning and
execution to the last detail. Shah has done that to near perfection.”
Vote-counting trends suggest Modi’s ruling alliance could win an
even bigger parliamentary majority than in 2014, showing that the
BJP not only held the northern heartland but made huge gains in
the east, a political strategy that Shah launched. Now his reward

could be a top government post, probably the federal home, or in-
terior, ministry, bringing vast powers over security forces and do-
mestic intelligence, said political analyst Nilanjan Mukhopadhyay.

“From a backroom guy who was a bit diffident about all the
charges pending against him, Amit Shah’s transition is complete.
He is now the legitimized inheritor of Modi’s legacy.” Modi ran the
government for five years with unquestioned authority while Shah,
a Hindu hardliner who also hails from the prime minister’s western
home state of Gujarat, presided over the BJP with an iron hand,
as its chief. For more than a year, he focused propaganda efforts
on the eastern state of West Bengal, which is ruled by a firebrand
regional leader supported by the state’s Muslims. Shah fuelled na-
tionalist sentiment by accusing his rivals of appeasing Muslims
with funding for clerics and religious schools that turned the state
into a replica of neighboring Bangladesh, a Muslim-majority
country and source of illegal immigrants.

“The BJP may just have cracked open the formula to winning
over Bengali votes, and the credit is Shah’s,” said Sandeep Shastri,
pro vice chancellor of Jain University in the southern city of Ben-
galuru. Shah kicked off a campaign last month against Muslim im-
migrants, likening them to termites, while backing citizenship
measures for Buddhists, Hindus and Sikhs from neighboring coun-
tries of Afgahnistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Then he mocked
Rahul Gandhi, the chief of the biggest opposition Congress party,
for choosing to run from a Muslim-dominated constituency in the
southern state of Kerala. “When a procession is taken out there, it
is difficult to make out whether it is an Indian or a Pakistani pro-
cession,” he said, sparking renewed accusations that Muslims were
not seen as citizens. Critics have long accused the BJP of a deep-
seated hostility against India’s 180 million Muslims. — AFP

Modi’s ruling party wins 285 seats against just 53 for Congress

Pakistan’s PM Khan 
congratulates Modi 
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan congrat-
ulated his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi and his party
on their election victory yesterday, saying he looked forward
to working with the premier for “peace, progress and pros-
perity in South Asia”. Modi claimed victory yesterday in
India’s general election, with his Hindu nationalist Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) headed for a landslide win. “Congratulate
Prime Minister Modi on the electoral victory of BJP and al-
lies. Look forward to working with him for peace, progress
and prosperity in South Asia,” Khan tweeted.

His message came just hours after Pakistan’s military said
it tested a surface-to-surface ballistic missile capable of car-
rying conventional and nuclear warheads.  That launch fol-
lowed an announcement by India a day earlier saying its
military had test-fired a BrahMos missile, the world’s fastest.
Muslim Pakistan has watched Modi’s election campaign war-
ily, frequently accusing him of fanning recent tensions in the
disputed Kashmir region-which brought the two nuclear-
armed nations to the brink of war in February-as a ploy to
gain votes. In April, however, Khan said a Modi win could
help settle the Kashmir issue and Islamabad has repeatedly
stated it open to dialogue with Delhi. — AFP

NEW DELHI: Indian National Congress Party president Rahul Gandhi gestures as he speaks
during a press conference, in New Delhi yesterday. — AFP 
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AL-HOL CAMP: Iraqi farmer Shaker Salih says he
feared Islamic State, but feared its defeat even
more. His problem is persuading people to believe
that he did not support the jihadists. When Iraqi
forces drove Islamic State from his home town in
Salahuddin province, north of Baghdad, Salih left
with the Sunni Muslim extremist group, known to
its detractors as Daesh. He then stayed as long he
could in its shrinking, self-declared caliphate.

“We thought militias would kill us for living
under Daesh, so we fled,” said Salih, 49, referring
to Shiite Muslim paramilitaries that helped defeat
IS. “That’s why we stayed with Daesh. We were
used to them and knew what to do to survive.” He
now lives in the sprawling, guarded al-Hol displace-
ment camp across the border in Syria, where
among 70,000 fellow Iraqis, Syrians and others,
there are thousands of die-hard IS supporters.

Some are passengers in his car, which he uses
as a taxi to make a living by charging one dollar a
trip. “If God allows, the caliphate will return,” one
Syrian woman at the camp, who gave her name as
Fatima, told Reuters. Iraq is preparing to bring
home its citizens from al-Hol, who number more
than 30,000. But it is struggling to decide what to
do with them - and how to identify those with gen-
uine IS links and those simply caught up in its
caliphate.

The difficulty of distinguishing those groups,

sometimes from the same clans and communities
now in Al-Hol, means that many like Salih face
long-term detention under plans the government
is weighing up. Baghdad recently abandoned the
idea of building a separate internment camp for
those coming from Al-Hol after aid agencies on
which it relies to support hundreds of thousands
of displaced people opposed it, rights and aid
workers say.

The latest Iraqi pro-
posal is to put them in
buildings and more per-
manent structures in iso-
lated areas guarded by
security forces, according
to officials, aid workers
and rights groups.
“Camps are temporary,
people can’t live there for-
ever. The only solution is to designate areas moni-
tored and protected by the state and provide
services and work on reintegrating these people,”
said Ali Bayati, a member of Iraq’s semi-official High
Commission for Human Rights.

Aid agencies have said they will not provide
support for a new internment camp or detention
zone, according to several aid workers, due to the
risk of rights violations. They are seeking instead to
put people who pass security screening into exist-

ing displacement camps, according to a plan seen
by Reuters. Iraq’s immigration and displacement
ministry and the prime minister’s office declined to
comment on current plans for the Al-Hol captives.

Global issue
Since most of those in Al-Hol emerged from the

last sliver of land held by Islamic State in eastern
Syria, it is not easy to sort
those with extremist
views from non-radical-
ized people and ensure
the latter do not change
their views. If Baghdad
gets it wrong, global se-
curity could again be at
risk, Western officials
have said, as it was when
Islamic State - a reincar-

nation of Al-Qaeda groups that had taken years to
suppress - took hold in Sunni areas of Iraq among
communities that felt persecuted by the Shiite-
dominated government. 

Iraqis with clear links to IS, such as militants and
their families, have mostly been detained and some
of them have been transferred to Iraq to face trial.
Many other residents in the camp, which is con-
trolled by US-backed Syrian Kurdish forces, say
they did not back Islamic State but survived its bru-

tal rule by keeping a low profile. 
Salih and other Iraqis from his region live sepa-

rately from the suspected fighters in Al-Hol, and call
the foreigners, who are held in a different area, “ex-
tremists”. When they return to Iraq, the government
says keeping them away from existing camps and
the general population will protect them from vig-
ilante attacks by people who suffered under IS and
help avoid the spread of extremist ideas.

New York-based advocacy group Human
Rights Watch (HRW) says Al-Hol residents
deemed a threat may be housed in abandoned or
half-completed building projects or shipping
containers converted into housing rather than in
camps. “What they are now thinking of creating
is more permanent. It means they foresee holding
people there for longer,” said Belkis Wille, a sen-
ior HRW researcher. HRW has said such plans
would violate international law which forbids ar-
bitrary detention without trial.

Baghdad wants to avoid a repeat of Camp
Bucca, a US-run detention centre where IS leader
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, who is still at large, ex-
panded a network of radical Islamists during the
US occupation of Iraq. Prime Minister Adel Abdul
Mahdi said earlier this year there was a “differ-
ence between families which were trapped by
Daesh as hostages and families who accompanied
the terrorists. —Reuters

Iraq weighs captives’ rights 
against fear of Islamic State

Tens of thousands of Iraqis detained with fall of Islamic State

MARAWI: Two years after the Philippine city of Marawi was over-
run by jihadists it remains in ruins, with experts warning that stalled
reconstruction efforts are bolstering the appeal of extremist groups
in the volatile region. The May 23, 2017 invasion by gunmen waving
the black flag of the Islamic State group sparked a five-month battle
that shattered swathes of the southern city. Demolition of blast-
pocked buildings has finally begun, but after several false starts the
government does not expect rebuilding to be finished before the
end of 2021.

The delays have left about 100,000 residents in squalid reloca-
tion camps or sharing homes with relatives, feeding simmering
anger among the displaced and providing a recruiting tool for ex-
tremists. “The narratives (to join IS) used to be about the Middle
East and the plight of Muslims around the world,” said Mouhammad
Sharief, who co-founded a support group for Marawi’s youth. “Now
it’s closer to our hearts because the narrative is Marawi,” said 32-
year-old Sharief, who was himself displaced by the fighting.

Marawi is symbolically important because it is the Muslim cap-
ital of the nation’s south, which has been locked in a cycle of poverty
and extremism as separatist insurgencies have raged for decades.
It is all the more significant as IS works to maintain a presence via
its global affiliates following the fall of its self-proclaimed
“caliphate” in the Middle East. IS regularly claims responsibility for
killings of Philippine government troops and took credit for the Jan-
uary bombing of a Catholic cathedral during Sunday mass that was
the nation’s deadliest attack in years.

The organization has links to local extremist networks, including
the kidnap-for-ransom group Abu Sayyaf, that have long operated

in the Philippines’ restive south. In this context, an angry displaced
population in Marawi is not a risk that can be ignored, experts say.
“The government needs to be concerned about the threats of ISIS
attracting young (locals) because of the ongoing resentment from
the failure to rebuild and general anger over the destruction,” ana-
lyst Sidney Jones told AFP.

Fixing the city has been repeatedly delayed. A Chinese-led con-
sortium initially tapped to spearhead the rehabilitation plan was
disqualified over legal and financial issues. The clearing of debris,
the first step before the actual construction, also hit a snag due to
legal problems and the government hopes it will finally be finished
in November. “This will be used as an example again of government
discrimination against Muslims and the government neglect for the
responsibility of rebuilding Marawi,” said Francisco Lara, an adviser
with peace group International Alert.

The government says it is making progress in repairing the city,
which was pounded by military air strikes and artillery as it strug-
gled to dislodge the jihadists. —AFP 

Shattered Philippine 
city a tool for jihadist 
recruitment

Persecution in 
Qaeda areas led 
to reincarnation 

BANGKOK: Thailand’s constitutional court yesterday temporar-
ily barred the leader of a popular anti-junta party from parliament
a day before it convenes, putting the brakes on his political career
as it agreed to hear a case against him. The dramatic intervention
is the latest blow against billionaire Thanathorn Juangroongru-
angkit and his youth-oriented Future Forward Party, which
stunned the military establishment by securing over six million
votes in March 24 elections but has been squeezed by more than
a dozen legal cases.

One of those cases now moving forward concerns allegations
that he held shares in a media company when he registered to
run, in violation of election rules. The court decided to “accept
the petition to rule on the case and will notify the accused,” it
said in a statement, adding his MP status was suspended until the
verdict. It did not give a date for the ruling. The leader of Thai-
land’s third biggest party will now miss the convening of parlia-
ment Friday and the vote for a lower house speaker Saturday.

The constitutional court, which dissolved another anti-junta
party in February, could ban Thanathorn from politics, impose a
jail sentence and disband Future Forward. The 40-year-old insists
the media shares were divested weeks before he registered to
run and has called the legal assaults political sabotage.  He also
faces a sedition charge with a potential seven-year jail sentence
and additional allegations that he violated the draconian com-
puter crimes act with a Facebook live speech in which he criti-
cised the junta.—AFP

Thai court blocks 
popular junta foe 
from parliament

MARAWI: Soldiers commute on a military truck past destroyed buildings in
Marawi on the southern island of Mindanao. — AFP 
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Iran youth ‘will witness demise 
of Israel, American civilization’ 

Iran, US tension is a ‘clash of wills’: Guards commander
GENEVA: Iran’s youth will witness the demise of Israel and
American civilization, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei said in comments published on his official website.
“You young people should be assured that you will witness the
demise of the enemies of humanity, meaning the degenerate
American civilization, and the demise of Israel,” Khamenei said
in a meeting with students. He gave no further details.

Tensions have spiked between Iran and the United States
after Washington sent more military forces to the Middle East,
including an aircraft carrier, B-52 bombers and Patriot missiles,
in a show of force against what US officials say are Iranian
threats to its troops and interests in the region. Khamenei said
last week that there would be no war with the United States.
Separately, Khamenei distanced himself from a landmark 2015
nuclear deal in his comments on Wednesday. US President Don-
ald Trump pulled out of the nuclear deal with Iran last year and
reimposed sanctions, saying the accord did not address the Is-
lamic Republic’s missile program and what he saw as their ma-
lign influence in the region.

“The way (the nuclear deal) was put into action, I didn’t have
much faith (in it),” Khamenei, who is the highest authority in Iran,
said. “And we repeatedly told the president and the foreign min-
ister and gave them notice.” Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani and
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif have been the main ad-
vocates of the nuclear deal within Iran’s political system. Two
weeks ago, Iran notified the remaining signatories to the deal -
China, France, Germany, Russia and the United Kingdom - that
it would halt some commitments under the nuclear deal, a year
after the United States unilaterally withdrew from the accord. 

‘Clash of wills’
The standoff between Iran and the United States is a “clash

of wills”, a senior commander of Iran’s powerful Revolutionary
Guards said yesterday, suggesting any enemy “adventurism”
would meet a crushing response, Fars news agency reported.
Tensions have spiked between the two countries after Washing-
ton sent more military forces to the Middle East in a show of
force against what US officials say are Iranian threats to its
troops and interests in the region.

“The confrontation and face-off of the Islamic Republic of

Iran and the malicious government of America is the arena for a
clash of wills,” Iran’s armed forces chief of staff Major General
Mohammad Baqeri said. He pointed to a battle during the 1980-
88 Iran-Iraq war where Iran was victorious and said the out-
come could be a message that Iran will have a “hard, crushing
and obliterating response” for any enemy “adventurism”.

On Sunday, US President Donald Trump tweeted: “If Iran
wants to fight, that will be the official end of Iran. Never threaten
the United States again!” Trump restored US sanctions on Iran
last year and tightened them this month, ordering all countries
to halt imports of Iranian oil or face sanctions of their own.

Trump wants Iran to come to the negotiating table to reach
a new deal with more curbs on its nuclear and missile programs.
Reiterating Iran’s stance, the spokesman for its Supreme Na-

tional Security Council said yesterday that “There will not be
any negotiations between Iran and America.” Keyvan Khosravi
was also quoted as saying by the state broadcaster that some
officials from several countries have visited Iran recently,
“mostly representing the United States.”

He did not elaborate, but the foreign minister of Oman, which
in the past helped pave the way for negotiations between Iran
and the United States, visited Tehran on Monday. “Without ex-
ception, the message of the power and resistance of the Iranian
nation was conveyed to them,” he said. In Berlin, a German
diplomatic source told Reuters that Jens Ploetner, a political di-
rector in Germany’s Foreign Ministry, was in Tehran yesterday
for meetings with Iranian officials to try to preserve the 2015
Iran nuclear deal and cool tensions in the region.— Agencies 

TEHRAN: Iranian women use automated teller machines (ATM) in the capital Tehran. US President Donald Trump has issued an omi-
nous warning to Iran, suggesting that if the Islamic republic attacks American interests, it will be destroyed. — AFP 

NEW YORK: UN envoy Ghassan Salame has bitterly de-
nounced the conflict in Libya saying it is “committing sui-
cide” and plundering its oil wealth to pay for the war. The
north African country was “a textbook example of foreign
interference today in local conflicts,” Salame told a New
York-based think tank late Wednesday. Between “six and
10 countries (are) permanently interfering in Libya’s prob-
lem” funneling arms, cash and military advice to the coun-
try, he warned. But the Libyans do not need outside help
to fuel the conflict, which has ravaged the country since
dictator Muammar Gaddafi was ousted in 2011, he said.

“The truth is that Libya can pay for its own suicide,”
Salame lamented. “I always considered my compatriots in
Lebanon as stupid enough to commit suicide with some-
body else’s money. The Libyans are even worse. They are

committing suicide with their own money,” he told the In-
ternational Peace Institute (IPI). Lebanon was devastated
by a civil war between 1975 and 1990, fuelled by regional
rivalries. Salame stressed that Libya was a rich country,
producing 1.2 million barrels of oil a day.

“This is big money,” the UN envoy said. “Plus there are
mines of gold, platine ... The country is very wealthy, so it
(the conflict) can expand.” He again urged the interna-
tional community to “not only contain this conflict”. “We
need to work in order to put an end to this conflict,”
Salame said, regretting the lack of unity at the UN over
the issue. He was speaking a day after warning the UN Se-
curity Council that the ongoing battle for Tripoli launched
by strongman Khalifa Haftar on April 4 was “just the start
of a long and bloody war”.

More than 75,000 people have been driven from their
homes in the latest fighting and 510 have been killed, ac-
cording to the World Health Organization. More than
2,400 have also been wounded, while 100,000 people are
feared trapped by the clashes raging on the outskirts of
Tripoli. The war has pitted Haftar’s forces against those of
the UN-recognized government based in Tripoli. The Se-
curity Council failed last month to agree on a draft reso-
lution demanding a ceasefire in Libya and a return to
political talks to end the conflict.— AFP 

LOME: Security forces in the West African nation of Togo have carried out a
string of brutal crackdowns against opposition supporters, a human rights group
warned in a new report. The Togolese Human Rights League (LTDH) detailed an
“alarming upsurge” of abuses, in a report released late Wednesday.  At least five
people were killed, three of them shot at opposition demonstrations, in the period
from August 2018 to April 2019, the report said, called “Togo: Terror against the
People”. At least 78 people arrested in connection with opposition protests re-
main in jail, LTDH reported, accusing police of “beatings and other inhumane and
cruel treatment.” Togo’s police force did not respond the report.

Opposition activists carried out dozens of protest marches last year, demand-
ing the resignation of President Faure Gnassingbe and proposed plans to change
the constitution. Gnassingbe, in power since 2005, succeeded his father, General
Gnassingbe Eyadema, who seized power in a coup more than 50 years ago and
ruled with an iron fist till his death. Earlier this month Togo’s parliament approved
those constitutional changes, allowing Gnassingbe to run two more times as pres-
ident - and potentially remain in power until 2030. The constitutional change also
gives Gnassingbe lifetime immunity from prosecution.— AFP 

‘Alarming’ rise in rights
abuses in Togo: Activists

Libya committing 
suicide, squandering 
oil riches: UN envoy 



WASHINGTON: Donald Trump erupted in fury
Wednesday at unrelenting probes into his links to
Russia, as the top Democrat in Congress accused
the president of a “cover-up” that could be an im-
peachable offense. A livid Trump abruptly shut
down a White House meeting with Democratic
leaders Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer, an-
nouncing he could not deal with them on policy
until “phony investigations” are brought to a
close. The clash marked a dramatic escalation in
Trump’s war of words
with congressional op-
ponents seeking to bring
him to account for what
they say is presidential
wrongdoing.

Trump’s ire was
seemingly triggered by
House Speaker Pelosi,
his nemesis in Congress,
who declared following
an emergency meeting
with lawmakers earlier Wednesday: “We believe
that the president of the United States is engaged
in a cover-up.” “I don’t do cover-ups,” Trump shot
back at a hastily arranged Rose Garden press
event moments after the aborted White House
talks. “So get these phony investigations over
with,” Trump said - warning a failure to do so
would spell gridlock on issues like fixing the
country’s infrastructure, on which the two sides
had hoped for a breakthrough Wednesday.

“You can’t investigate and legislate simultane-
ously,” he added. “It just doesn’t work that way.”
A two-year investigation by special counsel
Robert Mueller into Russia’s interference in the
2016 US election concluded there was no hard
evidence Trump’s campaign colluded with
Moscow. But the prosecutor said he could not
rule clearly on whether Trump obstructed justice,
leaving it to the Trump-appointed attorney gen-
eral, Bill Barr, to declare there was no obstruction.

‘Impeachable offense’
The Democrats’ deci-

sion to pursue the grey
areas of the investigation
- and their open discus-
sion of whether to pursue
the politically perilous
process of impeachment -
has enraged Trump.
“PRESIDENTIAL HA-
RASSMENT!” he

tweeted Wednesday, as he stepped up his attacks
on the probes. Any pretense of cooperation on
policy evaporated as Trump and Pelosi locked
horns, with the impeachment issue inching toward
center stage in Washington. 

Trump was visibly angry when he arrived at
the meeting with Pelosi and Schumer, according
to people familiar with what transpired. The pres-
ident did not shake hands or sit down, and ac-
cused Pelosi of saying something “terrible.”

Republican leaders sought to pin the blame on
Democrats. “Their obsession with impeaching this
president is paralyzing any progress we could be
making,” House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy
said on Twitter. Speaking after she left the White
House, Pelosi doubled down, charging that Trump
could have committed an impeachable offense by
publicly refusing to comply with congressional
subpoenas connected to Mueller’s probe. 

She likened it to the “cover-up” that brought
down former president Richard Nixon in the Wa-

tergate crisis. “The fact is, in plain sight, in the
public domain, this president is obstructing jus-
tice and he’s engaged in a cover-up,” she told a
Washington conference. “And that could be an
impeachable offense.” In a letter to the Demo-
cratic Caucus Pelosi wrote that Trump threw a
“temper tantrum” - something the president de-
nied. “This is not true,” Trump tweeted late
Wednesday. “I was purposely very polite and
calm, much as I was minutes later with the press
in the Rose Garden.” — AFP 
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This combination of pictures created shows US Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and US President
Donald Trump in Washington, DC. Donald Trump erupted in fury May 22, 2019, at unrelenting probes
into his links to Russia, as the top Democrat in Congress accused the president of a ‘cover-up’ that
could be an impeachable offense. — AFP 

GOP leaders  
pin the blame 
on Democrats

Top Democrat accuses US president of ‘cover-up’

Trump walks out on Democrats 
as impeachment talk heats up

Cyberattack: NATO 
warns Russia of ‘full 
range’ of responses 
LONDON: The head of NATO told Russia and other potential foes
yesterday that the Western military alliance was ready to use all
means at its disposal to respond to cyber attacks. Jens Stoltenberg’s
warning came with the bloc’s members on alert for interference in
European Parliament elections that kicked off in Britain and the
Netherlands yesterday. Western allies accuse Russia of trying to sway
the outcome of the 2016 US presidential vote and using cyber tech-
nology to cripple the infrastructure of rival Ukraine - charges
Moscow flatly denies.

“For deterrence to have full effect, potential attackers must know
we are not limited to respond in cyber space when we are attacked
in cyber space,” Stoltenberg said during a joint press appearance in
London with UK Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt. “We can and will
use the full range of capabilities at our disposal.”

Hunt said that Britain’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)
has shared details of malicious Russian activity with 16 of the 29
NATO members over the past 18 months.

He accused Russian “proxies” in 2014 of trying to tamper with the
voting system and delaying the final results of a presidential election
in Ukraine that followed the ouster of a Moscow-backed leader. “In
the cyber age, authoritarian states possess ways of undermining free
societies that dictators of earlier times would have envied,” Hunt said.
“Recent events demonstrate that our adversaries regard democratic
elections as a key vulnerability of an open society.” — AFP 

Down and out in 
Paris: Homeless 
women find refuge 
in grandeur
PARIS: Marie-Claire may not have an address but she owns a
red letter box made of papier mache, which reminds her of the
“home I’ll have one day”. Along with about 120 homeless
women, she has taken shelter in Paris’ palatial city hall where
she gets hot meals and a bed, housing and healthcare guidance,
along with arts therapy. 

“When I leave here I will have a home ... big or small it
doesn’t matter, as long as my kids can join me,” said the mother
of two, slouching in a wheelchair against a wall of bright draw-
ings. France, like most European countries, has seen a rise in
homelessness in the past decade, fuelled by fallout from the
global financial crisis and an influx of migrants from Africa and
the Middle East.

Paris alone has more than 3,600 homeless people - 12% of
them female - according to official estimates, an increase of
about 20% since 2018. In October, it announced plans to house
some of the city’s homeless in its sumptuous city hall, built in
chateau style with turrets, gilded ballrooms, ornate stonework
and statues. Only women were admitted under the mayoral ini-
tiative, part of a broader scheme to get people off the streets
over winter.

Homelessness is worse for women, many of whom hide in
parking lots and waiting rooms to escape a daily diet of harass-

ment and violence, said Francoise Khenfer of the Samusocial de
Paris, a government-funded charity that runs emergency serv-
ices for the homeless. She runs one of the city’s four emergency
shelters for homeless women - hers alone, though, is situated in
a landmark building, famed for its opulent Renaissance style and
its historic associations in a prime downtown location.

Opened at the end of 2018, the city hall shelter is the size of
three tennis courts and the women live, sleep and eat in two
grand salons on the western flank, with the rest of the building
given over to office work and official events. It provides shelter
to some 50 women by night and another 75 during the day, giv-
ing them a visibility they had lacked and referring them to the
health and social workers they need.

“It’s symbolic to have this refuge in such a grand venue,”
said Khenfer, framed by the marble pillars of the entrance and
fringed by palm tree plants. “It’s telling homeless women: we
see you, we haven’t forgotten about you.” In the past decade,
the number of women requesting emergency shelter in France
has risen by two-thirds, said Samuel Coppens, spokesman for
the Fondation de l’Armee du Salut, the French chapter of the
Salvation Army charity.

Although homeless women are nothing new, many cities are
poorly equipped to support them and only offer mixed-sex
shelters where violence and theft are rife, said Khenfer.
“Ninety-nine percent of women here have suffered violence -
whether at the hands of their husband or of smugglers,” she ex-
plained, in reference to rampant people smuggling into Europe.

But very few of them will go on to press charges, she said.
“They’re either terrified of the repercussions, or have no way
of tracking down their assailant.” Add to that the “invisibility
techniques” used by many homeless women to protect
themselves and their children and it becomes “extremely dif-
ficult” to provide adequate health and social support, said
Coppens. — Reuters
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First ‘green mosque’ invokes 
God to fight climate change

Muslims worship in eco-mosque to protect the planet

LONDON: Europe’s first green mosque is hop-
ing to harness the power of Islam to tackle cli-
mate change, urging Muslims who worship in
the British newbuild to do more to protect the
planet. As one of the fastest growing faiths in
the world, Islam could be a powerful force if
Muslims were stirred to environmental action,
climate activists say. Which is where Cambridge
Central Mosque steps in.

Located in the world-famous British university
city, the mosque opened its doors in May just in
time for the fasting month of Ramadan. It is
adorned with latticed columns, clad in solar pan-
els and surrounded by crab apples, with space for
1,000 and a mission to become a force for climate
good. “The mosque symbolizes the spiritual heart
of the Muslim community, it’s the central locus
where the worshipper connects to God,” said
mosque trust patron and musician Cat Stevens.

Stevens, famous for hit songs “Wild World”
and “Morning Has Broken”, became Muslim in the
1970s and is now known as Yusuf Islam. He said
that Muslims had an important role to play in
tackling the climate crisis. “It (the mosque) is part
of the re-education process, digging deeper into
the true nature of Islam to reveal its harmony with
the balance of the universe,” said Stevens. “Many
Muslims have forgotten this and are not con-
tributing enough to the present climate crisis.”

The 24-million-pound ($30-million) building,
funded largely by the Turkish government, will
welcome hundreds of worshippers for night
prayers every night, during this month of Ra-
madan - following a 18-hour fast from food and
drink in daylight hours. With recycled rainwater
to irrigate the gardens and energy-harvesting
heat pumps, the mosque says it produces close
to zero carbon emissions and boasts better green
credentials than the thousands of other mosques
that are scattered across Europe.

“The Quran emphasises the beauty and har-
mony of the natural world as a sign of God’s cre-
ative power and wisdom,” said mosque trust

chairman and Cambridge University professor,
Timothy Winter, also known as Abdal Hakim
Murad. “The struggle against climate change and
the mass extinction of species is not only a prac-
tical question of human survival, but is a battle to
respect and protect God’s gifts.”

Enchanted forest 
Large skylights illuminate the main prayer hall

so no artificial lights are needed by day, while the
rooftop is dressed in panels that turn sun to
power. It is not just the building that is green. The
mosque follows broad Islamic principles that
favor environmental protection, say Muslim cli-
mate experts, be it the stewardship of God’s earth
or sacred teachings on preserving water, planting
trees and protecting animals. “Muslims could be
a powerful force that can be mobilized against
climate change,” said Shanza Ali, co-founder of
Muslim Climate Action, a British advocacy group.

“However this would require us to go back
to Islamic teachings and back to valuing the
skills, ideas and respect that communities would
give the environment,” she said. For Ali, a fixed
eco-message would not work for the world’s di-
verse 1.8 billion Muslims; a pluralistic approach
could better “revive the connection” between
Islam and the environment. “Projects like the
Cambridge mosque are going to be critical in
raising awareness and showing people that this
isn’t just a niche issue that some Muslims have
picked up, but it’s an issue at the heart of our
belief,” she said.

In 2015, Islamic faith leaders came together to
urge Muslims to play a more active role in com-
bating climate change in a declaration that was
welcomed by the United Nations. The declaration
lamented the “corruption” that humans had
caused and called for lower emissions, an end to
deforestation and greater commitment to renew-
able energy sources. Religious leaders from Pope
Francis to the Dali Lama have preached similar
eco-messages, warning their faithful of the dan-

gers of growing climate change.
According to the Alliance of Religions and

Conservation charity, the world’s big faiths could
galvanize some 5 billion people into climate ac-
tion, 85% of the world’s population. In Britain,
former Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan
Williams - representing some 85 million Chris-
tians globally - endorsed Green Party political
candidates ahead of Thursday’s European elec-
tions, saying it was “harder and harder to pretend
that we’re not living in the middle of the most se-
rious environmental crisis in recorded history.”

Bridging cultures
Cambridge is home to about 6,000 Muslims,

born as far afield as Indonesia and Italy, many of
them students or professionals. Worshipper
Haseef Ahmed, 27, said the green message
chimed with his values and served as a reminder
that the world’s natural supplies were limited.

“The mosque is the central point of all Muslim
communities,” said Ahmed, by telephone. “It’s the
space. So if we’re going to engender more green,
environmentally ethical behavior into the commu-
nity, it’s that space that will have to transform.”
The mosque was designed with Islamic and local
architectural traditions in mind, said architect
Julia Barfield of Marks Barfield Architects, re-
sponsible for iconic structures such as the Lon-
don Eye observation wheel on the Thames.

The building “lifts sprits”, she said, marrying
ornate Islamic geometry with indigenous English
materials. The central timber lattice echoes the
Gothic vaulting at nearby King’s College Chapel,
she said, while the golden dome punctuates the
skyline of lean university spires. It is “essential”
that more is done to turn buildings green, said
Barfield, adding: “I don’t think there’s any alter-
native, we’ve all got to do this - there’s really no
option.” — Reuters

An Indonesian Muslim (right) reads the Quran while others nap during Ramadan at the Istiqlal
grand mosque in Jakarta. —AFP 

ANKARA: Turkey’s defense minister said it was
preparing for potential US sanctions over its pur-
chase of Russian S-400 missile defense systems,
even while he said there was some improvement
in talks with the United States over buying F-35
fighter jets. Turkey and the United States have
been at odds on several fronts including Ankara’s
decision to buy the S-400s, which cannot be in-
tegrated into NATO systems. Washington says it
would jeopardize Turkey’s role in building Lock-

heed Martin F-35 fighter jets, which it says would
be compromised by S-400s.

While Washington has warned that Ankara
faced sanctions under its Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) if
it presses on with the deal, Turkey has said it ex-
pected US President Donald Trump to protect it.
Speaking to reporters late on Tuesday, Defense
Minister Hulusi Akar said Turkey was fulfilling its
responsibilities in the F-35 project and expected
the program to continue as planned. He said buy-
ing the S-400s was only meant to meet Turkey’s
defense needs and posed no threats.

“We are doing whatever normal bilateral
agreements mandate. Though there are some is-
sues from time to time, we are pleased that there
has been no sharp turn until now... Turkey is also
making preparations for the potential implemen-
tation of CAATSA sanctions,” he said. “In our
talks with the United States, we see a general eas-
ing and rapprochement on issues including the

east of the Euphrates, F-35s and Patriots.”
In Washington, State Department spokes-

woman Morgan Ortagus said the US position re-
garding the S-400 system had not changed.
“We’re clearly willing to engage with them and
have continued to engage regarding our concerns
on this acquisition, but there will be very real and
very negative consequences if that happens,” she
told reporters.

The Kremlin on Wednesday condemned as
“unacceptable” what is called a US ultimatum to
Turkey to cancel the S-400 deal. A CNBC report
on Tuesday said Washington had given Turkey
just over two weeks to scrap the Russian deal and
buy Patriots or face removal from the F-35 pro-
gram and US sanctions. The State Department
declined specific comment on the CNBC report,
but a department official said negative conse-
quences to Turkey if it went ahead with the S-400
included suspension of procurement and indus-
trial participation in the F-35 program and sanc-

tions under CAATSA.
The German government said Turkey’s deci-

sion to buy the S-400 system raised difficult
questions for NATO and it would welcome
Ankara reconsidering the decision. Turkey’s lira
has been sliding in part on concerns over the US
sanctions, which would hit an economy already in
recession after a currency crisis last year. Among
its other disputes with Washington is strategy in
Syria east of the Euphrates River, where the
United States is allied with Kurdish forces that
Turkey views as foes.

Akar said linking the S-400s purchase with
that of the F-35s is “another hurdle” and noted
that nine NATO partners have a stake. “There is
no clause anywhere in the F-35 agreement say-
ing one will be excluded from the partnership
for buying S-400s,” he said. “Turkey has paid
$1.2 billion. We also produced the parts ordered
from us on time. What more can we do as a
partner?”—Reuters

Turkey preparing
for possible US
sanctions over
S-400s: Minister



LONDON: Prime Minister Theresa May was
clinging to power yesterday after her final Brexit
gambit backfired, overshadowing a European
election that has shown a United Kingdom still
riven over its divorce from the EU. May’s depar-
ture will deepen the Brexit crisis as a new leader
is likely to want a more decisive split, raising the
chances of a confrontation with the European
Union and an election that could usher in a so-
cialist government.

In such a fluid situa-
tion, Britain faces an
array of options includ-
ing an orderly exit with a
deal, a no-deal exit, an
election or a second ref-
erendum that could ulti-
mately reverse the 2016
decision to leave the EU.
May, who won the top
job in the turmoil that
followed the 2016 referendum on EU member-
ship, has repeatedly failed to get parliament’s
approval for her divorce deal, which she pitched
as a way to heal Britain’s Brexit divisions.

Her last gambit, offering a possible second
referendum and closer trading arrangements
with the EU, triggered a revolt by some Brexit-
supporting ministers and triggered the resigna-
tion of her parliamentary business manager.
Yesterday, with Britons voting in a European

election in which pre-poll surveys suggested
May’s Conservatives would be thrashed by
Nigel Farage’s Brexit Party, May was digging in.
The government said it would publish legislation
to enact May’s EU deal, originally due today,
early next month, and her spokesman said she
would be listening to colleagues’ concerns.

Bill to be published
Asked if she was planning to rewrite the leg-

islation, he said: “She is
focused on delivering
Brexit ... “The prime min-
ister wants to ensure that
the UK leaves the EU
with a deal, and the only
way to leave with a deal
is by ratifying the With-
drawal Agreement.” The
mass-circulation Sun
newspaper’s front page

was headlined “May set to go after Brexit fi-
asco”, while the Times led with “May prepares
to quit after cabinet mutiny”. 

Foreign minister Jeremy Hunt said May would
still be prime minister when US President Don-
ald Trump arrives for a state visit on June 3. EU
supporters fear Brexit will undermine Britain’s
economy - fifth-largest in the world - as well as
London’s position as one of the world’s top two
financial capitals. The also say it will weaken the

West as it grapples with Trump’s unpredictable
presidency and growing assertiveness from Rus-
sia and China.

May, who has been obdurate through one of
the most tumultuous premierships of recent
British history, had promised to leave office if
lawmakers approved her Brexit deal, but is now

under intense pressure to name a date. Sterling,
which tumbled on the 2016 Brexit vote to its
biggest one-day fall since the early 1970s,
dropped 0.4% to a new 4-1/2 month low of
$1.2605. The yield on Britain’s 10-year bond fell
to 0.991%, the lowest since March 29, the day
Britain had been due to leave the EU. — Reuters
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LONDON: Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May seen during the weekly Prime Minister’s Questions
(PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London. —AFP 

‘No-deal’ exit and
Boris Johnson

leadership 
in focus 

Britain’s PM under intense pressure to quit

Theresa May clings to power 
after Brexit gambit backfires

LONDON: Voters in Brexit-bound Britain cast
ballots yesterday at the start of 28-nation EU
elections in which eurosceptic, anti-immigra-
tion forces have vowed to create a political
earthquake that will shake the Brussels estab-
lishment. With Prime Minister Theresa May’s
resignation appearing imminent after she post-
poned a forlorn attempt to push her divorce
deal through parliament, Britain joined the
Netherlands in kicking off four days of voting
across the continent. 

The elections were a surreal spectacle for a
country that voted almost three years ago to
leave the European Union, with May vowing on
countless occasions to honor the result in time
to avoid the election. The Brexit crisis mirrored
deep divisions across the continent. Rising anti-
establishment forces across the continent are
bidding to make significant gains, in a threat to
closer EU integration. 

More than 400 million European voters are
eligible to elect 751 Members of the European
Parliament, with the first results announced late
Sunday once voting in all 28 member states has
been completed. These are the ninth European
parliament elections since they began in 1979
and voter turnout has dropped each time, hitting
43 percent in 2014.

‘Peaceful political revolution’ 
Having opted to leave the EU in a seismic ref-

erendum in 2016, Britain was originally meant to
depart on March 29 and therefore not take part
in the contests. But MPs have rejected May’s
withdrawal agreement and the country now
finds itself in the absurd situation of electing
lawmakers to an institution it plans to leave. The
issue looked set to dominate how Britons vote.
“Once you’ve made a decision to leave I felt that
we should have executed it,” said Neil Rodford,
49, as he cast his ballot in southwest London. 

Accountant Margaret Clark, 64, felt the op-
posite as she voted in Northern Ireland.
“What’s mostly on my mind is the fact that I
would like to remain in the European Union,”
she said. The Brexit Party, formed only this year
by eurosceptic figurehead Nigel Farage, is lead-
ing the latest opinion polls with 37 percent of
the vote. Amid widespread frustration at the
political gridlock, the ruling Conservatives are
in fifth place with just seven percent while the
Labor opposition also lag behind on 13. “We are
attempting a peaceful political revolution in this
country,” Farage told the party’s final rally this
week. “The establishment: they’re not fright-
ened - they’re absolutely terrified!” he said of
his new party’s rise.  — AFP 

Ascendant
Farage bids 
to harness 
Brexit anger
LONDON: During nearly three decades in pub-
lic life, Nigel Farage has risen from a eurosceptic
rabble-rouser on the fringes of British politics to
a pivotal player in the country’s current Brexit-
dominated landscape. Farage was a driving force
behind the 2016 vote to quit the EU and the 55-
year-old is aiming to follow up that triumph by
scoring his third political victory in five years in
Thursday’s European parliament polls. 

A serial failure at getting elected as a law-
maker in Britain’s parliament, Farage is neverthe-
less threatening to smash the two main parties’
historic hold on power with his new Brexit Party’s
popularity. “Brexit was the first brick knocked
out of the establishment wall,” he predicted in
2016. “There are great battles to be fought and
I’m going to go on fighting those battles.”

‘Sense of the showman’ 
The divorced father-of-four and vocal sup-

porter of US President Donald Trump is on paper
an unlikely populist, appearing to embody much
of what he rails against. A privately educated for-
mer commodities trader, Farage has served as an
MEP in Brussels for 20 years. Yet he regularly

lambastes “career politicians” and “the global
elite”. Cheered by his supporters as a straight-
talking, pint-swilling “everyman”, detractors ac-
cuse him of being a hypocrite who plays to
racists and far-right ideologues. But love or
loathe him, Farage has increasingly mainstream
appeal in bitterly divided modern Britain.
“There’s a massive sense of the showman,” actor
Paul Ryan, who portrayed him in a recent TV
dramatization of the 2016 Brexit vote said. “He’s
got a great sense of humor, he’s charismatic and
he is a great communicator. “I think that’s what
makes him as potent as he is.”

‘Bigger risk-taker’
Farage was born in 1964 to an affluent family

in Kent, southeast England. His father was a
stockbroker and an alcoholic and his parents di-
vorced when he was five. He was educated at one
of England’s top private schools, Dulwich Col-
lege, before working in the financial world. A
larger-than-life figure, Farage has had several
brushes with death that have proved defining. In
1985 he had a cancerous testicle removed, and
was hit by a car after a night out, suffering seri-
ous head and leg injuries.

Once recovered, he married his nurse, and the
couple had two sons. Following their divorce in
1997 Farage married second wife Kirsten Mehr,
a German, with whom he has two daughters.
They separated in 2017. His most recent scare
came on general election day in May 2010 when
a light aircraft crashed after a campaign banner
got caught in a propeller. He escaped relatively
unscathed with just broken bones and a punc-
tured lung. —AFP 

Populists eye upsets as 
Brexit-bound UK, Netherlands
kick off EU elections
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SINGAPORE: Toiling for long hours for meagre
salaries and living in crowded dormitories, migrant
construction workers have helped build modern-
day Singapore but remain all but invisible to many
in the affluent city-state. Now an award-winning
book by a Bangladeshi man is shining a rare light
on the lives of laborers who have come in their
thousands from poorer parts of Asia in search of
a better future. MD Sharif Uddin’s collection of
diary entries and poems, “Stranger to Myself”, de-
scribes the ups and downs of his years in Singa-
pore, from high hopes on his arrival to frustration
and heartache at missing his family.

“People will never understand the hardship
we migrant workers go through. People (back
home) think that we live a luxurious life in a for-
eign land where we earn a lot,” the 40-year-old
said. “Even after 11 years here I don’t enjoy life,
I am always struggling,” he added. There are
about 280,000 foreign construction workers in
the city of 5.6 million, which has developed over
the decades at a dizzying pace, from a poor
trading outpost to a financial hub home to high
rises and shopping malls.

Uddin is in many ways not a typical Singa-
pore migrant worker. He owned a bookshop
back in Bangladesh, but fell on hard times and
was forced to leave his pregnant wife to go
abroad to find work.  He was ill-prepared for his
new life. From being a boss with a small staff in
Bangladesh, he found himself relegated to the
position of a laborer doing the kind of back-
breaking work native Singaporeans often shun.

‘Exile’s life’
Daily life is not easy, living in a dorm with

about 25 other construction workers and typi-
cally toiling from 7:00 am to 7:00 pm. Uddin
lives quite centrally but many migrant construc-
tion workers are housed in self-contained dor-
mitory complexes in less desireable areas of the
city, meaning many Singaporeans have little
contact with them.  He is contracted to work 28
days a month but if he does overtime, or a proj-
ect needs to be completed in a hurry, he may not
get a day off at all. 

When he arrived, his salary was Sg$18 ($13)
a day - business-focused Singapore has no min-
imum wage.  It has increased to about Sg$50
after he was promoted to become a safety su-
pervisor but is still far below the average wage
in the city-state. Uddin writes of living an “exile’s
life”, far from his family, and unable to feel truly
at home in Singapore.  “Sometimes I feel what it
means to be lonely in the crowd of migrants,
feeling the burden of age though I am relatively
young,” he writes. 

“Maybe my exile from home and nation is a
punishment for past sins.” He is an avid reader
and had long kept a diary and written poetry,
but his work was only discovered when he
began submitting poems to a Bengali language
publication in Singapore in 2013. He started get-
ting invites to poetry and book readings, and
later agreed to have his work translated from
Bengali to English and published as “Stranger to
Myself: Diary of a Bangladeshi in Singapore.”

‘Eye-opening’ 
Published in 2017, it has sold more than 700

copies and last year won the best non-fiction title
at the Singapore Book Awards.  Goh Eck Kheng,
founder of Uddin’s publisher Landmark Books, said
the book’s “depth of subject matter, the depth of
feeling” contributed to its success. “It’s very au-
thentic, it’s eye-opening,” he said.  Despite the
challenges, there is no shortage of foreign laborers

- from Bangladesh, and other countries including
Indonesia and China - keen to come and work in
the construction sector in Singapore. There are
laws in place to protect foreign workers and to
regulate their housing, and most employers are re-
sponsible and treat staff well, according to the min-
istry of manpower. Salaries are usually higher than
many migrants can earn back home, or in other for-
eign countries where they could work. — AFP

Bangladeshi diary spotlights 
Singapore migrant struggles

Award-winning book shines a rare light on the lives of laborers 

SINGAPORE: Bangladeshi migrant worker MD Sharif Uddin poses for a photograph in Singapore.
Toiling for long hours for meager salaries and living in crowded dormitories, migrant construction
workers have helped build modern-day Singapore but remain all but invisible to many in the af-
fluent city-state. — AFP 

Pakistan should 
focus on ‘hawala’ 
transfers to stem 
corrupt fund flows
ISLAMABAD: Pakistani authorities should tighten
supervision of traditional cash transfer methods as
part of a wider overhaul of financial sector regula-
tion to stem outflows of corrupt money, a British
think-tank said. Pakistani Prime Minister Imran
Khan was elected to power last year on an anti-
corruption platform and vowed to bring home bil-
lions of dollars in money stashed abroad, but
progress has been slow and sceptics doubt any se-
rious money can be recovered. 

The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)
think-tank said Pakistan should focus on prevent-
ing corrupt money escaping the country in the first
place, and urged focus on anti-money laundering
measures by banks and money transfer firms op-
erating in a largely cash-based economy.

Pakistan has for years faced international pres-
sure to tighten regulation of its financial sector to
prevent terrorism financing, a key issue for West-
ern powers who have piled pressure on Islamabad
over this issue. “(Khan’s) apparent desire to ad-
dress the illicit financial activity ... offers an impor-
tant opportunity for both those within and outside

the country to drive up the integrity of Pakistan’s
financial system,” the institute said in a report.

Pakistan is battling to improve its regulation to
avert being blacklisted by the global financial body,
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), in what
could be a bitter blow to an economy already beset
by a weakening currency, rising inflation and
slower growth. The report’s authors said the central
bank, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP), should push
banks to improve anti-money laundering systems
and information sharing across the sector.

“So far, the SBP’s prescriptive supervision style
has succeeded in bringing (anti-money laundering)
to the attention of banks but has not necessarily
encouraged banks to develop a solid understand-
ing of red flags and risk factors related to proceeds
of crime, including corruption,” they said. Pakistan
should sharpen its focus on the money exchange
and transfer companies, especially “hawala” money
transfer businesses that work under a system that
allows customers to rapidly move large sums
across borders outside the scrutiny of regulators.

The trust-based money transfer system has
long been the banking system of choice for many
people in Pakistan, but many businesses are unreg-
ulated and once the money has left Pakistan it is
hard to keep track of it. US and other Western na-
tions say hawala companies are used to transfer
funds for both militant groups and drug traffickers.
The institute urged the central bank to “promote
awareness among banks of red flags and risk indi-
cators related to possibly illegitimate activities of
registered exchange companies and activities of
unlicensed hawala ... operators.” — Reuters

BEIJING: China said yesterday it had lodged
a protest with Washington after two US war-
ships sailed through the Taiwan Strait amid
rising tensions between the two powers. The
US Navy said the USS Preble, a destroyer, and
USNS Walter S. Diehl, a supply ship, con-
ducted a routine transit “in accordance with
international law” on Wednesday. “The ships’
transit through the Taiwan Strait demonstrates
the US commitment to a free and open Indo-
Pacific,” the navy said.

“The US Navy will continue to fly, sail and
operate anywhere international law allows.” US
warships periodically conduct “freedom of nav-
igation” exercises in the narrow waterway sep-
arating the Chinese mainland and Taiwan,
triggering angry responses from Beijing every
time. Beijing views any ships passing through the
strait as essentially breaching its sovereignty,
while the US and many other nations view the
route as international waters open to all.

“We have lodged solemn representations
with the US,” Chinese foreign ministry
spokesman Lu Kang said at a regular press
briefing. The sail-by comes on top of ten-
sions between the United States and China
over trade and US efforts to thwart Chinese
telecom giant Huawei over security concerns.

The transit also comes as the US, Japan,
South Korea and Australia kicked off opera-
tion “Pacific Vanguard” near Guam, bringing
together more than 3,000 sailors from the
four countries.

Drills will focus on “live fire exercises, de-
fensive counter-air operations, anti-submarine
warfare, and replenishment at sea,” the US 7th
Fleet said. In April, Beijing said its navy
warned off a French warship that had entered
the Taiwan Strait and lodged an official com-
plaint with Paris. China sees Taiwan as part of
its territory to be reunified, despite the two
sides being ruled separately since the end of
a civil war on the mainland in 1949. The US
diplomatically recognizes China over Taiwan,
but remains the island’s chief military ally and
arms supplier.

For the Guam naval drills, Australia has
contributed two frigates, Japan two destroy-
ers and South Korea one destroyer. The USS
Blue Ridge, the 7th Fleet’s flagship, will lead
the operation from the US side. Home to
more than 160,000 people, Guam was at the
centre of nuclear tensions between Washing-
ton and Pyongyang in 2017, with North
Korea threatening to hit the US territory with
“enveloping fire”. — AFP 

China rebukes US over warship 
sail-by in Taiwan Strait
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KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian officials are dis-
guising themselves as cooks and waiters to
catch Muslims who don’t fast during Ramadan,
with a rights group yesterday blasting the “dis-
graceful act of spying”. Thirty-two enforcement
officers from a local council in the Muslim-ma-
jority country are going undercover at food out-
lets as part of the scheme, the New Straits Times
newspaper reported. 

Muslims are required to fast from dawn until
dusk during Islam’s holiest month, unless there
are special circumstances such as illness.  While
Muslims in multi-ethnic Malaysia have tradition-
ally followed a tolerant form of Islam, critics say
conservative attitudes have been gaining ground
in recent years. The team in Segamat district, in
southern Johor state, will be monitoring 185 out-
lets, with two of the officers selected as they are
good at making popular dishes such as spicy
fried noodles. 

“We have specially selected enforcement of-
ficers who are dark skinned for the undercover
job,” Mohamad Masni Wakiman, president of
the Segamat Municipal Council, was cited as
saying by the paper. “They sound convincing
when they speak in Indonesian and Pakistani
lingo, so that customers will believe they are re-
ally hired to cook and serve meals, and take
menu orders.”

Many staff at food outlets in Malaysia are mi-
grant workers. If Muslims are seen ordering food
during the daytime, the officers will secretly take
pictures of them and contact the local religious

affairs department for further action, Masni said.
Malaysia has a dual-track legal system, with
Muslims subject to Islamic laws in certain areas.
In Johor, Muslims who skip fasting can be pun-
ished with up to six months in jail or a fine of up
to 1,000 ringgit ($240), or both. 

Sisters in Islam, a group promoting the rights
of Muslim women in Malaysia, said that the plan
was “shameful and gives the wrong impression
of Islam in the eyes of fellow Muslims and peo-
ple from other faiths. “We strongly demand that
all parties cease this disgraceful act of spying.”
Over 60 percent of Malaysia’s 32 million inhab-
itants are ethnic Malay Muslims and the country
is also home to substantial ethnic Chinese and
Indian minorities, who do not typically follow
Islam.

Mass Quran reading 
Dressed in robes and chanting in Arabic,

scores of Malaysian Muslim children read the
Quran aloud in a mosque to mark a special date
in the Islamic calendar.  About 80 people, mostly
Islamic school students, gathered near the town
of Bentong to observe Nuzul Quran, when Mus-
lims believe the beginnings of the Quran were
revealed to the Prophet Mohammed.

The date falls during the holy month of Ra-
madan, when followers of Islam fast from dawn
to dusk. “The word ‘Nuzul’ means ‘to come
down’,” said the students’ teacher and principal
Roslan Mohamad Esa as he led them in reciting
on Wednesday. “Our Prophet (Mohammed) re-

ceived the Quran, Allah sent down the Quran...
to the Earth.” Student Nurul Atikah Syazwani
Risyadi added: “The day of Nuzul Quran is an
important day where it shows that we are confi-
dent in the revelation of the Quran.”

It is celebrated in Malaysia on the 17th day
of Ramadan, the anniversary of a date in the sev-
enth century when the angel Gabriel is said to

have appeared to Mohammed in a cave near
Mecca and started revealing the Quran to him.
According to Muslim beliefs, Mohammed con-
tinued to have revelations over a period of more
than 20 years.  Some sixty percent of Malaysia’s
32 million population are Muslim, although the
country also has significant Hindu, Buddhist and
Christian communities. —Agencies 

Malaysia officials go undercover 
to catch Muslims who don’t fast 

Mass Quran reading in Malaysia to mark sacred date

BENTONG, Malaysia: Muslim students read copies of the holy Quran to observe Nuzul Quran, when the be-
ginnings of the Quran were revealed to the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), in a mosque in Bentong. — AFP 

MOGOK: Burrowing deep underground,
thousands of informal miners risk their lives to
find gleaming red gems as a law change spurs
opportunity in Myanmar’s “land of rubies”.
Emperors, kings and warlords have long
fought over the valley of Mogok in Mandalay
region, where the unique “pigeon-blood”
stones lie hidden.

The Mogok rubies are the most expensive
in the world, with the highest-quality jewels
fetching multi-million dollar prices in an indus-
try notoriously bereft of regulation. For years,
private companies were permitted to mine in
a joint venture with state-owned Myanmar
Gems Enterprise. But a recent law change -
aimed at reining in big companies digging hun-
dreds of meters deep - means many licenses
have not been renewed, and the former dig-
gings have been invaded by artisanal miners.

With no security protecting the sites, locals
- many former employees of the mining com-
panies and long marginalized in the trade -
have rushed in to stake a claim. Now the open-
ings of makeshift shafts, some just meters
apart, pepper crowded sites, with teams work-

ing around the clock to bring up buckets of soil
from depths of 30 meters (100 feet). The holes
lead down into a maze of bamboo-supported
tunnels just wide enough for the men to inch
along on their bellies, while long tubes feed
oxygen into the shafts.

“Sometimes you hit another tunnel when
you’re digging underground,” one miner, ask-
ing not to be named, tells AFP on a break from
his shift, covered in mud and kitted out with
head torch and walkie-talkie. Team members
haul buckets to muddy pools to clean away
dirt, before sifting through piles of pebbles for
a telltale red glint. Police have started pa-
trolling some sites, sparking fears among
hopeful prospectors that they will soon start
cracking down on the operations.

Tunnel collapses are a constant threat in
this scramble for riches, and the start of the
rainy season only ups the risk. Despite slim
pickings, the lure of a quick profit is diffi-
cult to resist. One worker told AFP his team
of five had only found one gemstone in a
month, which they sold for just 100,000
kyat ($65). —AFP 

Ruby rush: Myanmar gem
hunters exploit law change

SINGAPORE: Toiling for long hours for meager
salaries and living in crowded dormitories, mi-
grant construction workers have helped build
modern-day Singapore but remain all but invisi-
ble to many in the affluent city-state. Now an
award-winning book by a Bangladeshi man is
shining a rare light on the lives of laborers who
have come in their thousands from poorer parts
of Asia in search of a better future. MD Sharif
Uddin’s collection of diary entries and poems,
“Stranger to Myself”, describes the ups and
downs of his years in Singapore, from high hopes
on his arrival to frustration and heartache at miss-
ing his family.

“People will never understand the hardship we
migrant workers go through. People (back home)
think that we live a luxurious life in a foreign land
where we earn a lot,” the 40-year-old told AFP.
“Even after 11 years here I don’t enjoy life, I am
always struggling,” he added. There are about
280,000 foreign construction workers in the city
of 5.6 million, which has developed over the
decades at a dizzying pace, from a poor trading
outpost to a financial hub home to high rises and
shopping malls.

Uddin is in many ways not a typical Singapore
migrant worker. He owned a bookshop back in

Bangladesh, but fell on hard times and was forced
to leave his pregnant wife to go abroad to find
work.  He was ill-prepared for his new life. From
being a boss with a small staff in Bangladesh, he
found himself relegated to the position of a la-
borer doing the kind of back-breaking work na-
tive Singaporeans often shun.

‘Exile’s life’ 
Daily life is not easy, living in a dorm with about

25 other construction workers and typically toiling
from 7:00 am to 7:00 pm. Uddin lives quite cen-
trally but many migrant construction workers are
housed in self-contained dormitory complexes in
less desireable areas of the city, meaning many
Singaporeans have little contact with them.  He is
contracted to work 28 days a month but if he does
overtime, or a project needs to be completed in a
hurry, he may not get a day off at all.  When he ar-
rived, his salary was Sg$18 ($13) a day - business-
focused Singapore has no minimum wage. 

It has increased to about Sg$50 after he was
promoted to become a safety supervisor but is
still far below the average wage in the city-state.
Uddin writes of living an “exile’s life”, far from
his family, and unable to feel truly at home in
Singapore.—AFP 

Bangladeshi’s diary spotlights
Singapore migrant struggles
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This picture shows a Muslim student clinging a copy of the Holy
Quran while observing Nuzul Quran, when the beginnings of the
Holy Quran were revealed to the Prophet Mohammed (PBUH), in a
mosque in Bentong. Dressed in robes and chanting in Arabic,
scores of Malaysian Muslim children read the Quran aloud in a
mosque to mark a special date in the Islamic calendar. — AFP 

Film about severed hand 
wins first big Cannes prize

See Page 21
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British actor Daniel Craig will undergo “minor ankle surgery”
after an injury on the set of the latest James Bond film, but
his operation and recovery will not affect the film’s expected

release next year, producers said Wednesday. Craig-who will play
the legendary British super spy for the fifth time in the as-yet un-
titled film-sustained the injury “during filming in Jamaica,” a state-
ment on the official James Bond Twitter account said. “Production
will continue whilst Craig is rehabilitating for two weeks post-
surgery. The film remains on track for the same release date in
April 2020.”

Rumors about Craig’s injury first started last week, when Vari-
ety reported that he “slipped and fell quite awkwardly” while
“sprinting” on set. His agents did not respond to AFP requests for
comment. Among the actors who have played Bond on the big

screen, Craig is the first to do a lot of his own stunts-a move that
has resulted in several injuries.  He lost two teeth in his Bond debut
in “Casino Royale,” and tore a muscle in his shoulder on the set of
“Quantum of Solace.” In his last Bond outing in “Spectre,” he in-
jured his knee.

The 51-year-old actor, who has not always been the most en-
thusiastic Bond, finally agreed to take on the role for the fifth-and
likely last-time in the 25th installment of the 007 saga. Other ac-
tors to have played the role include Sean Connery and Roger
Moore. But Craig has brought both a new ruthlessness and an
emotional vulnerability to the character that audiences have en-
joyed. Oscar winner Rami Malek has been tapped to play the vil-
lain in the new film. —AFP

Daniel Craig to undergo ankle
surgery after Bond set injury

In this file photo actor Daniel Craig attends the “Bond 25” film
launch at Ian Fleming’s Home “GoldenEye” in Montego Bay,
Jamaica. —AFP 

Anow-ubiquitous mash-up of country and
southern hip hop, cowboy hats and Gucci,
stallions and Maseratis, the wildly viral

song “Old Town Road” went from meme to
megahit within weeks. Pairing banjo twangs with
thumping bass, the snappy country trap tune by
unknown artist-turned-industry maverick Lil Nas
X appears set to soundtrack the summer, holding
down the fort atop the US Top 100 chart for seven
straight weeks and fending off advances from pop
royalty including Taylor Swift and Justin Bieber.

But the infectious, genre-bending single by the
Atlanta native didn’t soar to such heights without
stoking controversy: as it booted Ariana Grande
from the Billboard chart’s overall top spot, the in-
dustry tracker left it on the rap ranking but
scrapped it from the country list, saying it was not
in line with that genre’s sound.  Its removal trig-
gered outrage over perceived white-washing in
the country music industry, with many saying the
novice musician’s hit was pigeonholed as hip hop
purely because he is black.

Billboard denied those allegations-but didn’t
allow “Old Town Road” back onto the country
chart, even after genre veteran Billy Rae Cyrus of-
fered vocals for a remix of the hit. “Getting kicked
off the country music charts seems like a small
thing but represents something much more per-
nicious,” said Charles Hughes, author of the book
“Country Soul: Making Music and Making Race
in the American South.” 

For him, the pop culture smash is more than an
earworm: “It also caught fire because this is en-
tirely unsurprising-to see this kind of false border
that’s meant to keep black people out of a space
that black folks are already a part of.” “Music is a
primary way that we think through questions of
race in the US,” he told AFP. “Country music and
blackness is a very rich cultural symbol, even for
people who don’t listen to country music.”

‘Yeehaw Agenda’ 
The success of “Old Town Road” didn’t hap-

pen in a vacuum: the so-called “Yeehaw Agenda”
highlighting black cowboy culture has been gain-
ing traction on social media for months. Though
historians estimate one in four cowboys were
black, the popular notion of the trailblazing outlaw
has largely omitted that aspect.

“The black cowboy was dropped when Holly-
wood told the story because it didn’t fit into an

idea of their stereotype of an individual American
with guts and bravery-a cowboy like John
Wayne,” said William Katz, a historian who has
written books on the topic including “The Black
West.” “It was one more way of saying black peo-
ple were inferior.” Today, images of black celebri-

ties like Beyonce, Solange and Cardi B sporting
decidedly western garb-think fringe, chaps, cow
prints, rhinestones and 10-gallon hats-have found
a rapt audience on Twitter and Instagram, where
something of a visual archive celebrating black
Americana has coalesced.

For her recent album “When I Get Home,” ex-
perimental pop star Solange-Beyonce’s younger
sister-developed a companion video lauding
black southern culture in her home state of Texas.
“All of the first cowboys I saw were black,” she
told Vogue. “We’ve had to constantly rewrite
black history and what that means for us from the
beginning of time, and so that was really just the
moment to really express this culture that was so
enriching for me.”

‘Wrangler on my booty’ 
Despite the genre’s association with white mu-

sicians-and apparent efforts from taste-dictating
country cradle Nashville to keep it that way-black
musicians have been a part of country music long
before Lil Nas X. Charley Pride, Aaron Neville,
Darius Rucker, Cowboy Troy and Kane Brown are
all prominent examples. A number of hip hop
artists have also released countrified rap songs,
including Nelly and Outkast.

And in the wake of “Old Town Road” another

country trapper, Blanco Brown, has dropped “The
Git Up,” a choreographed track on its way to vi-
rality. But according to Hughes, “black artists have
not been given opportunities to become main-
stream country stars, even as country music has
been consistently influenced and changed by
black music.” “Black artists have routinely pushed
to get broader recognition within country music,
or identity with rural culture,” he said.

“The narrative that we’ve created it is that
that’s supposedly a white space-it’s had musical
ramifications, it’s had political ramifications,” he
said. “All of that is wrapped up in this.” But for Lil
Nas X, who earlier this year was a college
dropout crashing on his sister’s couch, it’s a mo-
ment to ride ‘til he can’t no more. The 20-year-old
born Montero Lamar Hill is working on an album,
making appearances at major festivals and scored
a clothing deal with denim brand Wrangler, in-
spired by his lyric: “Cowboy hat from Gucci /
Wrangler on my booty.” — AFP

Controversial ‘Old Town Road’ country-rap
megahit highlights black cowboy culture

DJ Diplo, Lil Nas X, and Billy Ray Cyrus perform onstage during the 2019 Stagecoach Festival
in California.  — AFP photos

Lil Nas X performs during the 2019 Stage-
coach Festival in California.

Solange Knowles is among the artists pro-
moting the celebration of black cowboy cul-
ture in her work.
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An animated film about a hand with a life of its own has won the first major prize at the
Cannes film festival. “I Lost My Body”, a darkly comic French tale co-written by Guil-
laume Laurant, who was nominated for an Oscar for “Amelie”, picked up the top prize

late Wednesday in Critics’ Week, one of the three main competitions at Cannes. Hailed as highly
original by critics, the film by Jeremy Clapin follows a severed hand trying to find its way home.

The two other main winners at Critics’ Week were “Vivarium”, Lorcan Finnegan’s sur-
real Irish suburban nightmare story, starring Jesse Eisenberg and Imogen Poots, and Ice-
landic actor Ingvar Sigurdsson, who won the rising star award for “A White, White Day”,
which was set in his homeland. The festival’s top prize, the Palme d’Or, will be awarded
tomorrow evening. — AFP

We don’t need advanced technology, Mother Nature has
seaweeds and shellfish which sequester five times more
carbon than land-based plants,” said Bren Smith,

winching a glistening haul of glossy brown kelp out of the sea. A
fisherman turned “steward of the sea” who runs a restorative
ocean farm growing seaweed and farming shellfish, Smith is one
of dozens of characters who appear in “Ice on Fire”, an eye-open-
ing environmental documentary at Cannes film festival. 

Produced by Hollywood star Leonardo DiCaprio and directed
by Leila Conners, who worked together on 2007 climate docu-
mentary “The 11th Hour”, the film offers a fascinating look at the
innovations and people working to significantly reduce carbon in
the atmosphere.  Take kelp. Not only does it soak up five times
more carbon than plants on land, it is one of the fastest growing
plants on earth and can be widely used for everything from food
to fertilizer and even animal feed. “If you provide a seaweed diet
to cows, you get a 90 percent reduction in methane output,” said
Smith, in what could play a key role in reducing the huge quanti-
ties of methane produced by livestock, a greenhouse gas that is

25 times more potent than CO2. 
For Conners, it was learning about the properties of kelp and

other innovations that provided the biggest surprise in putting to-
gether the film.  “If you plant kelp in nine percent of global waters,
you can reduce global emissions by 50 per cent,” she told re-

porters in Cannes, flagging other innovations like the development
of biochar (charcoal produced from plant matter) and a Swiss-
made direct air capture machine.  “And that’s completely doable.”

‘There are solutions’ 
Even though warnings about climate catastrophe grow ever

louder, the film argues, the world is still spending hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars every year to subsidize the very fossil fuels that
are causing the planet to overheat. “Excess carbon creates cli-
matic disruption, it changes the weather patterns and life support
systems that society relies on to survive,” said the voiceover by
DiCaprio, long an environmental activist. 

But the film goes beyond the current narrative.  “Climate
change can be reversed if we act now,” DiCaprio said.  There are
two ways of doing that: either stopping greenhouse gases enter-
ing the atmosphere, or bringing CO2 levels back down through
photosynthesis, by which carbon is extracted from the air and put
it back into the earth in a process known as “drawdown”. And “Ice
on Fire” focuses on the latter.  “How we get out of this is by very
practical action,” said Conners.  “We went to people who were
practically solving this rather than just talking about it,” the Amer-
ican director added.

In California, enormous redwood trees, which absorb more car-
bon than any trees on Earth, play a key role in a reforestation proj-
ect that also creates biochar, a form of charcoal that can store CO2
for long periods, enhancing soil quality and helping it retain water,
in a major boost for agriculture. And a small Swiss company has
developed a “direct air capture” machine which extracts carbon
dioxide from the air which can then be re-used as energy.  —AFP

US actor Leonardo DiCaprio (right) and US director Leila Con-
ners pose as they arrive for the screening of the film “Ice on
Fire” at the 72nd edition of the Cannes Film Festival in
Cannes, southern France. — AFP photos

Cannes Guests 

Canadian model Winnie Harlow poses as she
arrives for the screening of the film “Oh
Mercy! (Roubaix, une Lumiere)” at the 72nd
edition of the Cannes Film Festival in Cannes.

Russian model Natasha Poly poses as she arrives for the screening of the
film “Oh Mercy ! (Roubaix, une Lumiere)” at the 72nd edition of the
Cannes Film Festival in Cannes.

A guests arrives
for the screening
of the film “Oh
Mercy ! (Roubaix,
une Lumiere)” at
the 72nd edition
of the Cannes
Film Festival in
Cannes.

German model
Lorena Rae poses
as she arrives for
the screening of
the film “Oh Mercy
! (Roubaix, une Lu-
miere)” at the
72nd edition of the
Cannes Film Festi-
val in Cannes.

Brazilian model Fernanda Liz poses as she arrives for the screening of the film “Oh Mercy
! (Roubaix, une Lumiere)” at the 72nd edition of the Cannes Film Festival in Cannes.
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Italian luxury designer Stefano Ricci (center) poses with his sons
Niccolo (right) and Filippo, during a preview of his Spring/Summer
2020 collection, at ‘Reggia di Caserta’, a UNESCO world heritage site
and one of the great Royal Palaces of Europe, in Caserta near Naples. 

In this picture taken with a fisheye lens, guests watch a video during
a preview of the Spring/Summer 2020 collection by Stefano Ricci.

A view of one of the rooms of the royal apartments called the Hall of
Alexander at Reggia di Caserta, a UNESCO world heritage site and
one of the great Royal Palaces of Europe. — AFP photos

Models present creations by Stefano Ricci, an Italy’s iconic Florence-
based fashion house, as they wait for the guests arrival.

Italian luxury designer Stefano Ricci and his sons are playing
at being kings for the day as they unveil their latest collection
at the sumptuous Reggia di Caserta near Naples. Hopping

into a horse-drawn carriage, they tour the royal palace’s vast
gardens at sunset, stopping to sip champagne as models in im-
peccably-tailored suits in grain yellow, flaming red and galactic
blue pose near an ancient fountain.

The decision to host an intimate preview of their
Spring/Summer Collection 2020 at the UNESCO world heritage
site rather than during Milan’s frenetic fashion week is emblem-
atic of a brand the New York Times dubs “Clothier to the 0.001
Percent”. The Florence-based menswear and accessories brand,
founded in 1972, has outfitted celebrities from Andrea Bocelli to
Morgan Freeman and Tom Cruise, as well as world leaders like
Nelson Mandela. The latest collection, which features pinstripe
suits, colourful knitwear, field jackets and a tux, is dubbed “King
for a Day”.

In an era where designer goods can be bought online or

snapped up in outlets, Ricci offers the world’s wealthiest men a
personalized experience in buying Made in Italy items created
using traditional Florentine sartorial techniques. “Our customer
still needs to experience the emotion, to touch the product. Have
it explained to them in person, see the tailor, have his measure-
ments taken, be told a story,” Niccolo Ricci, the company’s CEO,
told AFP at the preview this week. “He wants to be pampered
for an hour,” he said.

Collected by private plane 
“Sometimes we have superstitious customers who want

trousers, a suit, shirts for example for important appointments,
and given the extremely tight deadlines they give us to deliver
the clothes, they send their private plane to get them on time”.
Whether hankering after a 5,050 euro ($5,640) suede jacket or
a 1,600 euro silk-and-crocodile baseball cap, the typical client
is an alpha-male, preferably an outdoorsy type with “a love of
antique art”, according to Stefano Ricci. “The Ricci man loves

Dressing ‘kings’ with Italy’s 
luxury czar Stefano Ricci

A man walks in front of Reggia di Caserta, a
UNESCO world heritage site and one of the
great Royal Palaces of Europe.

View of the garden of
Reggia di Caserta.
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Models present creations by Stefano Ricci, an Italy’s iconic Florence-based fashion house.

View of the grand staircase of Honor at Reggia di Caserta. Models get dressed backstage prior to a preview of the Spring/Sum-
mer 2020 collection by Stefano Ricci.

Models present creations by Stefano Ricci, an Italy’s iconic Florence-
based fashion house.

the mountains, the woods, dogs and-I’m not afraid to say it-
hunting,” he said. 

The bearded designer, 67, a keen hunter himself, says his pas-
sion for high-end tailoring is “a virus”. “When it gets hold of you,
you produce more, more, more, until you say ‘what the heck can
I invent now to better this?’”. His latest challenge? “Creating a
material which has a compact structure but is at the same time
extremely soft... and luminous, not like polished glass but like the
skin of a beautiful young girl”.

‘No limits’ 
Focusing on the richest segment of society in emerging mar-

kets like Russia, China and the Middle East-the brand is about
to open a shop in Turkmenistan-has shielded it from factors
weighing on sales at other luxury houses. “We’ve found there is
no price limit if the customer finds himself with a quality prod-
uct,” Niccolo Ricci said. “So even for a suit that costs 25,000
euros, if the customer understands the work that has been done
on it, the quality of the fabric, our commitment to sourcing qual-
ity raw materials for our exclusive collections, then the customer
is on board”.

The 2018 financial year closed with a turnover of 150 million,
and the company registered a five percent growth in the first
quarter of this year “despite difficulties such as the tariffs war
between the US and China, (and) Brexit or no Brexit”. “I have
been lucky enough to do something I love, to work with my wife,
my family, and I’ve now passed the baton to my sons,” Stefano
Ricci says as he stands at the top of a vast marble staircase lead-
ing to the royal apartments. “I design the collections a bit, I give
guidelines, I participate in the process, but I’m much more re-
laxed now”. Among the highlights of his career is a white silk
vestment made for Pope Francis in 2015. “I dressed the pope! I
can’t do better than that, it’s the truth,” he laughs. “I couldn’t
hope for more”. — AFP
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Zain, the leading digital service
provider in Kuwait, celebrated and
recognized its employees at the

annual Ramadan ghabqa gathering held at
Courtyard Marriott Hotel - Al Raya Hall.
The event witnessed the attendance of
Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO
Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi, Zain Group
CEO-Operations Scott Gegenheimer, and
Zain Kuwait CEO Eaman Al-Roudhan. 

This year’s ghabqa gathering centered
around the eighties theme, where Kuwaiti
actor Dawoud Hussain took Zain employ-
ees to a nostalgic trip of beautiful memo-
ries from the eighties era. The annual
Ramadan ghabqa gathering is one of
Zain’s main social programs held for its
employees during the Holy Month of
Ramadan of every year. The event brought
together staff and senior executive man-
agement together, further strengthening
the links between members of the Zain
family, and renewing the spirit of team-
work it enjoys being the leader in the
Kuwaiti telecom market. 

Addressing the guests, Kharafi said:
“first, I would like to welcome the entire
Zain family here at this wonderful gather-
ing at such a blessed time of year, and I
take this opportunity to express my
delight in the milestones we have reached
together that have placed Zain in the lead-
ership position it enjoys today”. 

Kharafi spoke about the eighties era,
which was the theme of this year’s event:
“we all surely have a lot of beautiful mem-

ories from the eighties, and many of us
relate to this period with stories and
experiences that we cannot forget. Today,
I do not regard this gathering as an official
event, but I am among my family. The time
I spent at Zain makes me feel home, and
you’re all my sisters and brothers”. 

Kharafi expressed his pride in the com-
pany’s recent accomplishments in the
telecom sector: “today I am extremely
proud of the fact that Zain’s network is
one of the very best, and this has not been
possible without the great efforts exerted
by our technical team. I challenge anyone

to go to Europe and not miss Zain’s net-
work in Kuwait, and I always aspire to
find a network that matches the stability
and steadiness of Zain’s network when I
personally travel abroad”.  Kharafi further
explained: “as for our operational per-
formance, we have achieved very excel-
lent numbers recently in regard to our
revenue, EBITDA, and bottom line. This
achievement was possible because of
your efforts as a team”. 

Kharafi added: “As I see it myself, num-
bers are not the important factor here,
which is our responsibility towards our
shareholders, but what makes me truly
happy is the culture change Zain went
through, and the wonderful spirit we see
among Zain members every day. This is
true not just in Kuwait, but across all our
operations. We are happy to fulfill our
duty and commitment towards our share-
holders, and the company’s success in
continuing the growth of its operations,
but at the same time, we are also very
delighted of what we have achieved on the
workplace cultural change level”. 

Kharafi continued: “If we visit any of
the countries in which Zain operates, we
find the same culture, the same spirit, and
the same initiatives, which all center
around the culture of giving that we spoke
of two years ago. Today, every member of
the Zain family embodies this culture and
even live by it. I personally believe that
our beautiful values are what makes us
truly happy, not numbers and statistics.

Bader Al-Kharafi: Zain’s strategic vision 
centers around the culture of giving

Company celebrates its staff at annual Ramadan ghabqa gathering 

Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi (center), Zain Group CEO-Operations
Scott Gegenheimer, and Zain Kuwait CEO Eaman Al-Roudhan during the ghabqa.

Al-Kharafi, Gegenheimer, and Al-Roudhan Recognizing Bader Al Shammari’s 20 years of service.

Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi speaks during the event.



True, achieving numbers is our responsi-
bility, but values like forgiveness, keeping
in touch, and giving are what achieves true
happiness in each and every one of us.
Even better, if we truly embody such val-
ues in our work, we will eventually end up
seeing them reflect on our numbers and
performance”. 

Kharafi concluded: “During the past
period, we identified the culture of giving
as the strategy that our vision centers
around, and we worked on spreading
peace and love, empowering women,
empowering youth, and making our work-
place a better one. This is what granted us
people’s trust in our message, a message
that is always clear in our Ramadan TVCs.
We will always be committed to enriching
this message of giving, which is why our
customers trust us and choose to journey
with us”. 

During the event, Roudhan addressed
the guests by saying: “today we gather
together in this blessed time as one family.
On this occasion, I’d like to thank Mr
Bader Al-Kharafi, the executive manage-
ment, and all staff members of Zain
Kuwait, Zain Group, and all Zain opera-
tions. Today we truly reflect the spirit of a
single family, which makes us stronger and
brings us closer to each other”. 

Roudhan added: “I am extremely proud
of what we have achieved during the past

period. We have succeeded in establishing
work models that can be set as an exam-
ple for digital transformation strategies.
Since the beginning, we have focused on
the customer first, and we will always con-
tinue doing that”. 

Roudhan continued: “we have started
our digital transformation process with
our communication channels, which we

see as a very important priority. We have
also seen - during the end of last year and
the beginning of this year - more traffic
and shifting from legacy channels to digi-
tal channels. This proves that we are on
the right track”. Roudhan further
explained: “focusing on digital transforma-
tion leadership is of our main priorities
this period. This will allow us to face

upcoming obstacles and challenges with
more strength, and I believe what makes
us different is that we dare to think differ-
ently, something we take a lot of pride in”. 

During the event, Zain recognized and
honored employees who have been part of
the Zain family for a long time, and who’s
efforts, hard work, and achievements
added to the company’s success during
the past years. Zain also showcased a
documentary that highlighted the array of
initiatives, programs, and activities of the
company’s extensive social campaign dur-
ing the Holy Month of Ramadan, which
witnessed the participation of Zain’s vol-
unteers throughout the Holy Month.  

Zain has always been keen to organize
a number of social and humanitarian ini-
tiatives during Ramadan to support the
various sectors of the Kuwaiti society, and
the company is keen on reflecting the reli-
gious as well as traditional humanitarian
values and principles to enrich the art of
giving and to increase bonding between
individuals. The company further affirmed
its corporate sustainability campaign dur-
ing the holy month of Ramadan, which
includes an extensive array of programs
that cover different areas. The initiatives
and programs include humanitarian, vol-
untary, cultural, religious, sports, and
recreational activities to cater to the dif-
ferent segments of society.
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Al-Kharafi addressing the guests during the event.
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There’s probably no recipe that better showcases salt and
pepper working in multiple ways and together than Chi-
nese salt and pepper shrimp, an enticing dish of plump,

moist fried shrimp with shells as shatteringly crispy and ap-
pealing to eat as fried chicken skin, and a killer savory-spicy
flavor profile. The Sichuan peppercorns gave the dish
sparkling spice and aromatic piquancy, while black pepper-
corns provided a straightforward hit of heat.

We added the black peppercorns and Sichuan peppercorns
along with cayenne and sugar to the coating and then fried
more of the same with ginger and garlic to make a flavorful
paste that we tossed the fried shrimp in for great depth. For an
extra jolt of spiciness, we also fried a couple of thinly sliced
jalapenos. We like to use frozen shrimp; thaw them overnight
in the fridge or under running cold water and blot them dry.
Use a Dutch oven that holds 6 quarts or more for this recipe.
Serve with steamed white rice.

CRISPY SALT AND PEPPER SHRIMP
Ingredients 

Servings: 4-6
Start to finish: 1 hour
1 1/2 pounds shell-on medium-large shrimp (31 to 40 per

pound)
2 1/2 teaspoons black peppercorns, coarsely ground

2 teaspoons Sichuan peppercorns, coarsely ground
2 teaspoons sugar
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
4 cups vegetable oil
5 tablespoons cornstarch
2 jalapeno chilies, stemmed, seeded, and sliced into 1/8

inch-thick rings
3 garlic cloves, minced
1 tablespoon grated fresh ginger
2 scallions, sliced thin on bias
Shredded iceberg lettuce

Preparation 
Adjust oven rack to upper-middle position and heat oven to

225 F. Set wire rack in rimmed baking sheet and line large
plate with triple layer of paper towels. Toss shrimp with 1 tea-
spoon salt in large bowl and let sit at room temperature for 15
minutes. Combine black peppercorns, Sichuan peppercorns,
sugar, and cayenne in small bowl. Heat oil in large Dutch oven
over medium heat until oil registers 385 F. Meanwhile, drain
shrimp and pat dry with paper towels; wipe bowl dry with
paper towels. Transfer shrimp to now-empty bowl, add 3 ta-
blespoons cornstarch and 1 tablespoon peppercorn mixture,
and toss until well coated.

Carefully add one-third of shrimp to hot oil and fry, stirring

occasionally to keep shrimp from sticking together, until light
brown, 2 to 3 minutes. Adjust burner, if necessary, to maintain
oil temperature between 375 F and 385 F. Using wire skimmer
or slotted spoon, transfer shrimp to prepared plate and let
drain briefly. Transfer shrimp to prepared rack and keep warm
in oven. Return oil to 385 F and repeat frying shrimp in 2 more
batches, re-tossing each batch thoroughly with coating mix-
ture before frying. Line plate with clean paper towels as
needed.

Return oil to 385 F. Toss jalapeno rings with remaining 2 ta-
blespoons cornstarch in separate bowl. Shake off excess corn-
starch, then carefully add jalapeno rings to oil and fry until
crisp, 1 to 2 minutes. Transfer jalapeno rings to prepared plate.
After frying, reserve 2 tablespoons frying oil. Heat reserved oil
in 12 inch skillet over medium-high heat until shimmering. Add
garlic, ginger, and remaining peppercorn mixture and cook,
stirring occasionally, until mixture is fragrant and just begin-
ning to brown, about 45 seconds. Add shrimp, scallions, and
1/2 teaspoon salt and toss to coat. Line serving platter with
shredded lettuce and arrange shrimp on platter and sprinkle
with jalapeno rings. 

Nutrition information per serving: 370 calories; 251 calories
from fat; 28 g fat (2 g saturated; 1 g trans fats); 143 mg choles-
terol; 729 mg sodium; 11 g carbohydrate; 1 g fiber; 2 g sugar;
16 g protein.

This Ch inese sa l t  and pepper 
shr imp is a savory-spicy joy
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By Aakash Bakaya

On a humid summer day in 2011, I sat down
and binge-watched the first five episodes
of ‘Game of Thrones’ and was left capti-

vated. I was in college at the time and a friend had
given me the show after recommending it know-
ing my love for the fantasy genre and all things
geeky. From there I passed it along to even more
friends who passed it further along to theirs. By
that time the sixth and seventh episode had re-
leased and a tradition of Monday afternoon view-
ing parties had begun. When Ned Stark got his
head chopped off a couple of weeks later, the
show had already started showed signs of its
tremendous global reach. And what a phenome-
non it turned out to be. No television show in his-
tory had ever reached such a wide audience and
built this large a fan following. For that alone it de-
serves all its commendations. 

Nearly 9 years later, the series finale that aired
this Sunday broke HBO and cable viewing
records that I doubt will ever be matched. The au-
dience not only grew over time but also stayed till
the very end of its run - and that is a massive
achievement for a show lasting eight seasons.
However the overall quality and intrigue could not
keep up and once it was nearing the end of its
available source material, the threads holding
things together began to slip. 

My frustrations with the show started with the
very first episode of season 5. After the burning
of Mance Rayder, a nonsensical and completely
unwarranted departure from the novels, I was left
with a bad taste in my mouth. My concern with
the shoddy writing continued with the terrible
Dorne plot and I simply couldn’t understand how
they thought marrying Sansa to Ramsay Bolton
was a good idea at the time. For it to turn out to

be a “learning process” for her was frankly dis-
gusting. Season 6 was only slightly better and I’ve
written an episodic review of Season 7 in this very
column alongside my brother (you can find those
in the Kuwait Times archives). I was highly critical
of it but by the time Jon Snow assembled the
Avengers and went north of the Wall to kidnap a
zombie, I had already mentally checked out.     

At that time I was still in a small minority for
being extensively critical of the show and I took
comfort in the few tumblr and reddit communities
that shared similar views. So you can imagine my
amusement seeing a pretty big majority of fans
turning on their opinions on it in the final season.
The petition to re-do the last few episodes (a
satirical gesture that doesn’t need to be taken se-
riously) has currently passed over 1.1 million votes
but HBO got their ratings and a critical battering
of the finale hasn’t seemed to have fazed neither
the network nor creators David Benioff and DB
Weiss (D&D). So congratulations to all for a job
well-done right? Actually that’s going to be a no
from me. 

A game of groans 
I was laughing when Drogon took out his bes-

tial anger on a chair rather than the guy who ac-
tually murdered his mother and was left equally
dumbfounded at the fact that Tyrion imprisoned
and shamed on more than one count of betrayal
suddenly gets the privilege to appoint the next
ruler of the land and become his hand as a bonus!
How about that final montage inter-cutting be-
tween the Stark sisters and Jon that seemed to re-
semble a cheesy music video or the fact that the
last bit of dialogue of the entire series is how
about rebuilding King’s Landings’ brothels. Idiotic
plot decisions don’t always destroy the reputation
of a TV show (it certainly helps though) but when

their mixed up with terrible dialogue and glacial
pacing I simply couldn’t will myself to care. 

The issues I had with the final episode was not
only epidemic of the entire season itself but of the
last few as well. It was rushed in every sense of
the word and massive set-pieces and countless
explosions couldn’t save the show from story ex-
ecutions and set-ups that went entirely nowhere.
Jon’s heritage, the House of Black & White,
Samwell’s family (remember them?) and Essos
were thrown under the lampshade of convenience
where you just have to mention these things once
and never bring them up again. Who was the Dor-
nish prince sitting next to Yara at the final council
and why were three random men with no names
there as well? To include them in what is essen-
tially the last major scene of your epic story is just
sad and lazy.   

But this is not intended to be a review of the
final season or how D&D let down an audience
of millions. The masses have already made their
grievances pretty well known and as tempting it
would be to add more fuel to that already blazing
fire - I don’t think is necessary. I found it to be a
massive disappointment but I don’t blame those
who liked it for what it is. The ending was always
going to be the hardest part of the series to get
right. Some things are fine like Brienne becoming
a King’s Guard and Sansa ascending to be the
‘Queen of the North’ and both are likely close to
where George RR Martin (GRRM) himself will
end up with these characters. The problem was
the paths the story took to get many of them to
their respective places seem totally unearned and
in the case of Bran becoming king - turned into a
mishandled mess.

Will the ending ultimately tarnish the legacy
‘Game of Thrones’ leaves on the pop-culture
landscape? Sure it will be remembered for how

popular it was but its overall quality will certainly
be questioned. There are already a number of
shows set to take place in Westeros and the
money train HBO have on their hands is sure to
be chugging along splendidly. As a huge fan of
the universe I will be firmly placed in front of a
screen when they debut. I only hope those series
take note of what ‘Game of Thrones’ did well in
its prime and not just ape what produced the
most Twitter reactions.  

For myself, I have two more books to look
forward to in the ‘Song of Ice and Fire’ saga. The
day ‘Winds of Winter’ is safely placed in my
hands will be a day to celebrate and a day to
jump back into the amazing universe GRRM cre-
ated. The books stand out drastically from the
show adaptation and their magic will remain un-
changed even if they are still years away from
coming out. A day after the finale aired, Martin
wrote spoke about the end of the show on his
blog: : “There are characters who never made it
onto the screen at all, and others who died in the
show but still live in the books... so if nothing else,
the readers will learn what happened to Jeyne
Poole, Lady Stoneheart, Penny and her pig, Ska-
haz Shavepate, Arianne Martell, Darkstar, Vic-
tarion Greyjoy, Ser Garlan the Gallant, Aegon VI,
and a myriad of other characters both great and
small that viewers of the show never had the
chance to meet. And yes, there will be unicorns...
of a sort...” As you can tell, the story is still very
much in the telling. The show will remain an
adaptation - a condensed and separate version
of the latter half of the saga and will stay that
way for better or for worse. ‘Game of Thrones’
was a good chunk of almost a decade of my life
and for that I remain grateful. But I have a feeling
that the ‘Song of Ice and Fire’ will be sung for a
little while longer.

A Song of Ice and Fire: 
A decade in Westeros
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Chaotic, bamboozling, intoxicating, crazy, exasperat-
ing, wonderful, squalid, beautiful, daunting, over-
whelming, and fantastic. India is all these things, and

more. How can you possibly prepare yourself for the ulti-
mate travel plunge? Start with our tips for travelling to India
for the first time! 

1. Keep your cool
As well as its beauty and wonder, India has an often de-

served reputation for touts, scams, and other hassles. There
are ways you can reduce the chances of being overcharged
or cheated, but you will have a few encounters with scam-
mers on your trip, so keep your wits about you and remem-
ber that deals that sound too good to be true usually are. In
particular, be wary of taxi and rickshaw drivers who insist
on taking you to specific hotels, shops or travel agencies -
the cost of their commission will be added to your bill.

The single most important piece of advice for any India
first-timer is to try to remain calm, no matter what. Frustra-
tions boil over easily in India, and being able to control
them, take a deep breath and move on, is key to enjoying
your time here. If you’re getting stressed about losing some
money or being scammed, take a moment to consider how
much you’ve really lost and whether it’s worth getting that
fussed about.

The Taj Mahal is
one of India’s

bucket-list 
experiences.
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2. Slow down
Many people try to cram too much into a visit to India and

subsequently burn out. To get the best out your trip, concen-
trate on a few places rather than trying to tick off as many as
possible. Seeing one or two places slowly can be much more
rewarding than seeing loads of places, but not having time to
appreciate any of them. Spend a few days in one spot and you’ll
be less stressed, gain a deeper understanding of where you are,
and have more time to get to know the people you meet - your
exchanges with hospitable locals will almost certainly lead to
some of the most memorable moments of your trip.

3. Escape the crowds
With over a billion locals, many parts of India are certainly

crowded. The bustle and mayhem can be fun, particularly if
there’s a festival in town, but it’s easy to reach the point of sat-
uration. Fortunately, India has plenty of quiet retreats, so plan
some relaxing escapes into your journey. To keep your bat-
teries charged, spend some days or weeks in a city, followed
by some days or weeks in the countryside or in a small town.
For inner (and outer) peace, head south to the backwaters and
beaches of Kerala, or north to India’s captivating hill stations
or the Tibetan-influenced valleys of the Himalaya in Ladakh,
Sikkim and Himachal Pradesh.

4. Stay healthy
India has a somewhat notorious reputation amongst trav-

ellers for so-called Delhi belly (an upset stomach). No one
wants to get ill, particularly if you’re on a shorter trip, so it
pays to take steps to avoid a dodgy tum. Never drink tap
water, and steer clear of any food that may have been washed
in it. As a precaution, avoid ice, ice cream, and salads and fruit
you haven’t just peeled yourself. Let your stomach acclimatize
for a few days before launching into a mega-spicy street food
feast, and whenever buying street food, apply the same as-
sessment of cleanliness standards as you would anywhere. Are
the owners freshly cooking the food or has it been standing
there for a while? Is the stall busy with lots of customers or
only attracting hoards of flies?

Many travelers go veggie whilst in India, and it’s not a bad
idea, as a dodgy bit of meat will do you a lot more harm than
undercooked vegetables. Plus, many Indians are vegetarian,
so the country offers perhaps the world’s most fabulous choice
of vegetarian food. If you do eat meat, make sure it’s well
cooked, and stick to stalls and restaurants that are packed with
locals (the best barometer for hygiene standards).

When you’re on the road, you may well find you have to
use some less than sanitary toilet stops, but these don’t have
to be health hazards. Toilet paper is rarely provided (though
can easily be pinched from hotel rooms!), but the left-hand-
and-water-jug method preferred by many locals can be fine if
you carry soap with you so you can wash your hands properly
afterwards. Anti-bacterial wipes and anti-bacterial gel are also
handy to keep in your day bag for a last minute clean up before
eating with your fingers.

5. Pick the perfect route
India packs a lot into a massive space, and you’ll never have

time to see it all on one trip. Think about what interests you,
what you like doing and how much time you have, and tailor
your trip accordingly. Be realistic about how much you can fit
in. Rather than trying to see the whole country, you may get
more out of your trip if you concentrate on the south of the
country, or on the north. However, internal flights - or much more
enjoyable and atmospheric long-distance trains - are plentiful
and inexpensive so you can hop from north to south if you want
a taste of both worlds. The itineraries section at the front of
Lonely Planet’s guidebooks to India can be a great help, but
here are some possible itineraries to get the ball rolling:

The classics: The most popular India tour is the all-time
classic Golden Triangle. If time is short this is a fantastic in-
troduction to three of India’s top destinations, Delhi, Agra and
Jaipur, and you can squeeze it into a week if you don’t mind
moving every couple of days. Start in Delhi, with sights such
as Humayun’s Tomb and the Red Fort, before hitting Agra and
touring the Taj Mahal, Agra Fort and Fatehpur Sikri. Then it’s
on to Jaipur to explore the Pink City and the fort at Amber,
before returning to Delhi’s wonderful bazaars for a final shop-
ping spree before you fly home.

Whether it’s a day on the beach or a night aboard one of Kerala’s beloved houseboats, sometimes you have to slow the pace in India.

Motorcycle riders tackle the high altitude dirt roads of Northern India.

Don’t let the fear of getting sick stop you from sampling India’s incredible cuisine - but exercise caution.
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Religious sites: If it’s temples you’re after, you’ll find them
everywhere, but in north and central India, you’ll be truly
spoiled for choice. There’s the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the
erotically carved edifices of Khajuraho, Konark’s rock-carved
Sun Temple, and cohorts of exquisitely hewn milk-white-mar-
ble Jain temples in Rajasthan and Gujarat. Temples in the south
are something else again, with towering, statue-covered gop-
uram towers; there are stunning examples at Hampi, Madurai,
Tiruchirappalli and Tiruvannamalai, and exquisitely decorated
temple caves at Ajanta and Ellora, and Elephanta Island near
Mumbai.

Mughal magic: Fans of Islamic architecture will find some
spectacular monuments in Delhi, home to the Red Fort, the
mosques and minarets of the Qutb Minar complex and Hu-
muyan’s Tomb. Nearby you can revel in more graceful Mughal
splendor at Fatehpur Sikri and Agra, home of the Taj Mahal,
before exploring Rajasthan’s captivating collection of Mughal
forts, including Jaisalmer, the very vision of an Arabian Nights
desert fortress.

Beaches & waterways: Head south to enjoy India’s finest
beaches. Munch bhelpuri (puffed rice, noodles, green mango
and a tangy sauce) on Mumbai’s Girgaum Chowpatty beach
before drifting south to the sand and sun in Goa. Take your
pick of the Goan beaches - Arambol, Vagator, and Palolem are
top spots - or try the black sand beaches of Kovalam and
Varkala in Kerala, as well as lesser-known, golden sand in the
north of the state. Kerala is also famous for its meandering
backwaters, where you can hire a houseboat or a canoe and
let the world glide gently by. Similarly serene is beautiful Dal

lake in Srinagar in Kashmir, where - depending on the security
and political situation - you can watch the mountains rise out
of the mist from the walnut windowframe of a traditional
wooden houseboat.

Wildlife encounters: Your best chances of spotting a tiger
are in the national parks of Madhya Pradesh or Rajasthan, but
there are national reserves all over India where you can track
down wildlife as exotic as lions (Sasan Gir, Gujarat), wild asses
(Little Rann, Gujarat), one-horned rhinos (Assam) and wild
elephants (Wayanad, Kerala), as well as abundant birdlife
(Bharatpur, Rajasthan). Not quite wildlife, but certainly wild,
are camel treks through the desert from Jaisalmer or Bikaner
in Rajasthan.

Trekking & mountains: The north is a playground for adren-
aline seekers, with pretty much every outdoor activity imagi-
nable on offer in the Kullu Valley and the high reaches of
Uttarkhand and Himachal Pradesh, from treks to skiing and
white-water rafting. Shimla, the classic hill station, is a great
place to start, as is Manali, still further north. Ideal trekking sea-
son is in September/October, after the monsoon. To take ad-
venture up a notch, set off from Manali for the epic two-day
journey (possible from mid-June to mid-September) to Leh in
Ladakh, whose towering mountain peaks are criss-crossed by
epic hiking trails. Rishikesh is another top spot for rafting and
trekking, with a famous pilgrimage trail to four sacred mountain
temples, and more treks await in mountainous Sikkim.

Spiritual India: For religious fervor, Varanasi reigns
supreme, with its ancient funeral ghats where Hindus pay
their last respects to the dead beside the sacred River

Ganges. But you’ll encounter India’s spiritual side all over the
country, particularly at pilgrimage towns such as Ajmer and
Pushkar in Rajasthan, or the Sikh holy city of Amritsar in the
Punjab. If you want to get more involved, you’ll find classes
in meditation and yoga almost everywhere, from the Delhi
suburbs to the ashrams of Rishikesh. For Buddhist encoun-
ters, aim for Tibetan-Buddhist centers such as Leh in Ladakh
and McLeod Ganj (Dharamsala), home to the Dalai Lama and
the Tibetan government in exile. Now go out, and experience
all that India has to offer! (www.lonelyplanet.com)

India is home to a number of awe-striking religious monuments, including Virupaksha temple in Hampi.

Spotting tigers in the wild is one of India’s great wildlife ex-
periences.
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ACROSS
1. Athletic facility equipped for sports or

physical training.
4. Pearl oysters.
12. A doctor's degree in dental surgery.
15. The network in the reticular formation

that serves an alerting or arousal func-
tion.

16. Of or relating to or characteristic of the
state or island of Hawaii or to the peo-
ple or culture or language.

17. Take in solid food.
18. A deficiency of red blood cells.
20. An emblem (a small piece of plastic or

cloth or metal) that signifies your status
(rank or membership or affiliation etc.).

21. A loud utterance.
22. A sheet or band of fibrous connective

tissue separating or binding together
muscles and organs etc.

24. Give an education to.
26. An assertion of a right (as to money or

property).
28. A unit of elastance equal to the recip-

rocal of a farad.
29. Electronic warfare undertaken to in-

sure effective friendly use of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum in spite of the
enemy's use of electronic warfare.

31. Light informal conversation for social
occasions.

32. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
35. A state in New England.
36. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
38. An association of nations dedicated to

economic and political cooperation in
southeastern Asia.

43. An indehiscent fruit derived from a sin-
gle ovary having one or many seeds
within a fleshy wall or pericarp.

46. A room or establishment where alco-
holic drinks are served over a counter.

48. European strong-scented perennial
herb with gray-green bitter-tasting
leaves.

49. A soft white precious univalent metallic
element having the highest electrical
and thermal conductivity of any metal.

50. An instrument of execution for execu-
tion by strangulation.

51. Make attractive or lovable.
55. A blue dye obtained from plants or

made synthetically.
56. Concerning those not members of the

clergy.
57. Essential oil or perfume obtained from

flowers.
60. Remove with or as if with a ladle.
62. Lacking either stimulating or irritating

characteristics.
64. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked

on a skewer usually with vegetables.
68. (in Gnosticism) A divine power or na-

ture emanating from the Supreme
Being and playing various roles in the
operation of the universe.

72. Clean or orderly.
75. Twist or braid together, interlace.
77. The ball-shaped capsule containing the

vertebrate eye.
81. The last (12th) month of the year.
82. Minor or subordinate.
83. City in central Iran.
84. Consisting of or made of wood of the

oak tree.

Crossword 2216
DOWN

1. German tennis player who won seven
women's singles titles at Wimbledon
(born in 1969).

2. A member of an extinct North American
Indian people who lived in the Pit river
valley in northern California.

3. One thousandth of a second.
4. A small bottle that contains a drug (es-

pecially a sealed sterile container for
injection by needle).

5. A plant hormone promoting elongation
of stems and roots.

6. The compass point midway between
north and west.

7. Alternatively, a member of the family
Nymphaeaceae.

8. Brief episode in which the brain gets in-
sufficient blood supply.

9. Having help.
10. (Irish) Chief god of the Tuatha De

Danann.
11. A B vitamin that prevents beriberi.
12. Coffee with the caffeine removed.
13. A small narrow pointed missile that is

thrown or shot.
14. An infection of the sebaceous gland of

the eyelid.
19. A member of the Algonquian people

formerly inhabiting the Maritime
Provinces of Canada.

23. An independent agency of the United
States government responsible for col-
lecting and coordinating intelligence
and counterintelligence activities
abroad in the national interest.

25. Someone who is morally reprehensible.
27. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-

cially in Turkey).
30. Crested screamers.
33. Predacious long-bodied large-eyed in-

sect of warm regions.
34. A major waterfall in southern Africa.
37. A small cake leavened with yeast.

39. A metallic element having four al-
lotropic forms.

40. With eagerness.
41. An Arabic speaking person who lives in

Arabia or North Africa.
42. Formerly included in genus Cedrela.
44. The basic unit of money in Ghana.
45. An official prosecutor for a judicial dis-

trict.
47. The father of your father or mother.
52. Enthusiastic approval.
53. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation

equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradi-
ated material.

54. A Chadic language spoken south of
Lake Chad.

58. A brittle silver-white metalloid element
that is related to selenium and sulfur.

59. An associate degree in nursing.
61. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
63. American professional baseball player

who hit more home runs than Babe
Ruth (born in 1934).

65. Suggestive of the supernatural.
66. A very young child (birth to 1 year)

who has not yet begun to walk or talk.
67. A Chadic language spoken south of

Lake Chad.
69. Edible starchy tuberous root of taro

plants.
70. Evergreen trees and shrubs having oily

one-seeded fruits.
71. The part of an organism that connects

the head to the rest of the body.
73. The bureau of the Treasury Depart-

ment responsible for tax collections.
74. The younger of two major political

parties in the United States.
76. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike

part of an organism.
78. An informal term for a father.
79. A doctor's degree in optometry.
80. A white metallic element that burns

with a brilliant light.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Word Search

Daily SuDoku
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00:40   Boyka: Undisputed   
02:20   The Rezort   
03:55   Iron Man 3   
06:05   Killer App   
07:40   Scorched Earth 2018   
09:20   The Rezort   
10:55   Killer App   
12:30   Cold Moon   
14:00   Iron Man 3   
16:15   Stealth   
18:20   Tombstone   
20:35   Cadillac Man   
22:15   The Hunt For Red October      

00:45   Killer Whales   
01:40   After The Attack   
02:35   Shark After Dark   
03:25   Lone Star Law   
04:15   Killer Whales   
05:02   Wild Australia   
05:49   Pit Bulls & Parolees   
06:36   Meet The Sloths   
07:25   Wildest Europe        
12:50   Shark After Dark   
13:45   Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet   
14:40   Fish Or Die   
15:35   Monster Hammerhead   
16:30   Flying Wild Alaska   
17:25   Animal Cops Philadelphia   
18:20   Africa’s Super Seven   
19:15   Evan Goes Wild   
20:10   Extinct Or Alive   
21:05   Wildest Indochina   
22:00   After The Attack   
22:55   Pit Bulls & Parolees   
23:50   Evan Goes Wild       

00:15   EastEnders   
00:45   The Last Post   
01:45   Holby City   
02:35   Bad Move   
03:00   Hold The Sunset   
03:30   Death In Paradise   
04:25   Doctors    
06:35   EastEnders   
07:05   Call The Midwife   
07:55   Father Brown   
08:40   Death In Paradise   
09:35   Holby City   
10:30   Bad Move   
10:55   Hold The Sunset   
11:25   Doctors   
11:55   EastEnders   
12:25   Father Brown   
13:10   Death In Paradise   
14:05   Holby City   
14:55   Bad Move   
15:20   Doctors     
18:30   The Coroner   
20:10   The Last Post   
21:05   Bancroft   
21:55   Doctor Foster   
22:50   Shakespeare & Hathaway:
Private Investigators   
23:40   Doctors        

00:00   Homicide Hunter   
01:00   Britain’s Darkest Taboos   
01:55   Homicide Hunter   
02:50   It Takes A Killer   
03:45   Live PD: Police Patrol    
04:30   The First 48   
05:15   Homicide Hunter   
06:00   Homicide: Hours To Kill   
07:00   Live PD: Police Patrol   
07:20   The First 48   
08:50   Homicide Hunter   
10:30   Homicide: Hours To Kill   
11:25   Homicide Hunter   
12:20   Crimes That Shook Britain   
13:15   Live PD: Police Patrol   
14:10   It Takes A Killer   
15:05   Homicide Hunter   
16:00   The First 48   
17:00   Homicide: Hours To Kill   
18:00   Crimes That Shook Britain   
19:00   The First 48   
20:00   Homicide Hunter   
21:00   Live PD: Police Patrol   
22:00   PD Cam   

22:30   PD Cam   
23:00   Live PD: Police Patrol   

00:10   Ridiculousness Arabia   
00:35   Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef   
01:03   Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef   
01:35   The Daily Show With Trevor
Noah   
02:05   Friends   
02:30   Are We There Yet?   
02:55   House Of Food   
03:45   Impractical Jokers   
04:10   Police Interceptors   
05:00   The Daily Show With Trevor
Noah   
05:30   House Of Food   
06:20   Catch A Contractor   
07:10   Friends   
07:35   Police Interceptors   
08:30   House Of Food   
09:20   Catch A Contractor   
10:10   Takeshis Castle Thailand     
11:00   Ridiculousness Arabia    
11:55   Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef   
12:23   Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef   
12:55   Friends   
13:20   Police Interceptors   
14:10   Impractical Jokers   
14:35   Friends   
15:00   Takeshis Castle Thailand     
15:50   Ridiculousness Arabia     
16:40   Comedy Central Presents
Comedy 3alwagef    
17:35   Are We There Yet?   
18:00   Friends   
18:30   Are We There Yet?   
19:00   Police Interceptors   
20:00   Catch A Contractor   
21:00   Friends    
22:00   The Daily Show With Trevor
Noah   
22:30   Impractical Jokers   
22:55   Takeshis Castle Thailand      
23:45   Ridiculousness Arabia       

00:30   Storm Chasers   
01:20   My Cat From Hell   
02:10   Bad Dog   
03:00   Ultimate Survival   
03:50   How It’s Made     
04:40   Weather Gone Viral   
05:30   Storm Chasers   
06:20   React To That      
07:00   Mysteries At The Museum   
07:50   Ultimate Survival   
08:40   How It’s Made    
09:30   React To That    
10:20   My Cat From Hell   
11:10   Bad Dog   
12:00   Mysteries At The Museum   
12:50   Weather Gone Viral   
13:40   Storm Chasers   
14:30   How It’s Made   
15:20   Cliptastic   
16:10   Xtreme Waterparks    
17:00   My Cat From Hell   
17:50   Bad Dog   
18:40   Breaking Magic   
19:30   The Next Great Magician   
20:20   The Carbonaro Effect   
21:10   Bear Grylls: Born Survivor   
22:00   How It’s Made   
22:50   Xtreme Waterparks   
23:15   Xtreme Waterparks   
23:40   The Next Great Magician       

01:00   Dead Silent   
02:00   True Conviction   
03:00   Gypsy’s Revenge   
04:30   Reasonable Doubt     
06:10   Swamp Murders   
07:00   Missing In Maui: A Disap-
peared Special   
07:55   Blood Relatives   
08:50   Breaking Homicide   
10:40   Who Killed Jane Doe?   
11:35   Your Worst Nightmare     
13:25   Lauryn Is Lost: A Disap-
peared Special   

14:20   Betrayed   
15:15   Betrayed   
16:10   I’d Kill For You   
17:05   Love The Way You Lie      
19:00   Shadow Of Doubt    
21:00   Shattered   
22:00   Grave Mysteries   
23:00   Betrayed        

00:00   Alex & Co.   
00:50   Evermoor Chronicles     
01:40   Alex & Co.   
02:05   Binny And The Ghost      
02:55   Hank Zipzer    
03:45   Alex & Co.   
04:35   Violetta   
05:25   Binny And The Ghost   
05:45   Rolling With The Ronks   
05:50   Rolling With The Ronks   
06:00   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir   
06:25   Raven’s Home   
06:50   Tsum Tsum Shorts   
06:55   A.N.T. Farm   
07:20   Penny On M.A.R.S   
07:45   K.C. Undercover   
08:10   Bizaardvark   
08:35   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir    
09:25   Rapunzel’s Tangled Adven-
ture   
10:15   Bizaardvark   
11:05   Liv And Maddie   
11:55   K.C. Undercover   
12:45   Rapunzel’s Tangled Adven-
ture   
13:10   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir   
14:00   101 Dalmatian Street   
14:15   Shake It Up   
14:40   K.C. Undercover   
15:05   Disney Mickey Mouse   
15:10   A.N.T. Farm   
15:35   Penny On M.A.R.S   
16:00   101 Dalmatian Street   
16:15   Hotel Transylvania: The Se-
ries   
16:25   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir   
16:50   Raven’s Home   
17:15   Stuck In The Middle   
17:40   Bizaardvark   
18:05   K.C. Undercover   
18:30   Bunk’d   
18:55   Descendants Wicked World   
19:00   Raven’s Home   
19:25   Liv And Maddie   
19:50   K.C. Undercover   
20:15   Disney Mickey Mouse   
20:20   A.N.T. Farm   
20:45   Bizaardvark   
21:10   Tangled: The Series   
21:35   Stuck In The Middle   
22:00   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir   
22:25   Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
& Cat Noir   
22:50   Lolirock   
23:10   Evermoor Chronicles   
23:35   Binny And The Ghost        

00:00   The Lion Guard   
00:25   Chip And Dale’s Nutty Tales   
00:30   Trulli Tales   
01:00   PJ Masks   
01:25   PJ Masks   
01:50   The Hive   
02:00   Zou   
02:15   Zou   
02:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
02:55   Henry Hugglemonster   
03:20   The Hive   
03:30   The Hive   
03:40   Zou   
03:55   Zou   
04:10   Zou   
04:25   The Hive   
04:35   The Hive   
04:45   Henry Hugglemonster   
05:10   Henry Hugglemonster   
05:35   The Hive   
05:45   PJ Masks   
06:00   PJ Masks   
06:15   PJ Masks   
06:30   PJ Masks   
06:55   Minnie’s Bow-Toons   
07:00   Disney Muppet Babies   
07:20   Paprika   

07:30   Paprika   
07:40   PJ Masks   
08:00   Mickey And The Roadster
Racers   
08:15   Puppy Dog Pals   
08:30   Vampirina   
08:45   Fancy Nancy Splits   
09:00   Sofia The First   
09:30   Elena Of Avalor   
10:00   PJ Masks   
10:20   PJ Masks   
10:40   PJ Masks   
11:00   Disney Muppet Babies   
11:20   Paprika   
11:30   Paprika   
11:40   Doc McStuffins   
12:00   Doc McStuffins   
12:20   Vampirina   
12:40   Vampirina   
13:00   Vampirina   
13:20   Gigantosaurus   
13:40   Paprika   
13:50   Paprika   
14:00   Claude   
14:20   Claude   
14:40   Doc McStuffins   
15:00   Doc McStuffins   
15:20   Puppy Dog Pals   
15:40   Puppy Dog Pals   
16:00   Disney Muppet Babies   
16:15   Disney Muppet Babies   
16:30   Elena Of Avalor   
17:00   Gigantosaurus   
17:15   Gigantosaurus   
17:30   Mickey And The Roadster
Racers   
18:00   Fancy Nancy Splits   
18:15   Fancy Nancy Splits   
18:30   Vampirina   
19:00   PJ Masks   
19:30   Puppy Dog Pals   
20:00   The Lion Guard   
20:25   Muppet Babies Show And
Tell   
20:30   Elena Of Avalor   
21:00   Gigantosaurus   
21:15   Gigantosaurus   
21:30   Mickey And The Roadster
Racers   
22:00   Fancy Nancy Splits   
22:15   Fancy Nancy Splits   
22:30   Vampirina   
23:00   PJ Masks   
23:30   Puppy Dog Pals         

00:15   Dual Survival   
01:05   Sinking Cities   
01:50   How Do They Do It?    
02:35   What On Earth?   
03:20   American Chopper     
04:50   How Do They Do It?   
05:15   How Do They Do It?   
05:35   Garage Gold   
06:00   Storage Hunters UK   
06:20   Garage Gold   
06:45   Dual Survival   
07:35   Deadliest Catch   
08:20   Gold Rush   
09:10   Alaska: The Last Frontier   
09:55   Salvage Hunters   
10:45   How Do They Do It?   
11:10   How Do They Do It?   
11:30   American Chopper   
12:20   American Chopper   
13:05   Storage Hunters UK   
13:30   Garage Gold   
13:55   Salvage Hunters   
14:40   Railroad Australia   
15:30   Wild Costa Rica   
16:15   Street Outlaws: No Prep
Kings   
17:05   Alaska: The Last Frontier   
17:50   Gold Rush   
18:40   How Do They Do It?   
19:05   How Do They Do It?   
19:25   American Chopper   
20:15   American Chopper   
21:00   Wheeler Dealers   
21:50   Diesel Brothers   
22:40   Shifting Gears With Aaron
Kaufman   
23:30   Deadliest Catch      

00:15   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja   
00:35   Boyster   
01:00   Boyster   

01:25   Counterfeit Cat   
01:45   Counterfeit Cat   
02:10   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja   
02:35   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja   
03:00   Boyster   
03:25   Boyster   
03:50   Dude That’s My Ghost   
04:15   Dude That’s My Ghost   
04:40   Counterfeit Cat   
05:00   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja   
05:29   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja   
06:00   Marvel’s Spider-Man   
06:29   Marvel’s Avengers: Black
Panther’s Quest   
07:00   Phineas And Ferb   
07:29   Phineas And Ferb   
08:00   Gravity Falls   
08:29   Gravity Falls   
09:00   Milo Murphy’s Law   
09:29   Milo Murphy’s Law   
10:00   Big City Greens   
10:29   Kick Buttowski   
11:00   Gravity Falls   
11:29   Gravity Falls   
12:00   Space Chickens In Space   
12:29   DuckTales   
13:00   Lab Rats   
13:29   Lab Rats   
14:00   Phineas And Ferb   
14:29   Phineas And Ferb   
15:00   Marvel’s Spider-Man   
15:29   Space Chickens In Space   
16:00   Big City Greens   
16:29   Big Hero 6 The Series   
17:00   Milo Murphy’s Law   
17:29   DuckTales   
18:00   Phineas And Ferb   
18:29   Phineas And Ferb   
19:00   Lab Rats   
19:29   Lab Rats   
20:00   Big City Greens   
20:29   Supa Strikas   
21:00   Supa Strikas   
21:29   Star Wars Resistance   
22:00   Milo Murphy’s Law   
22:29   Milo Murphy’s Law   
23:00   Dude That’s My Ghost   
23:25   Dude That’s My Ghost   
23:50   Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja        

00:00   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
01:00   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
02:00   E! News   
03:00   WAGs Miami   
04:00   Botched     
08:00   E! News: Daily Pop   
08:55   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
09:50   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
10:45   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
11:40   E! News   
12:35   Very Cavallari   
13:30   Very Cavallari   
14:25   Very Cavallari   
15:20   E! News: Daily Pop   
16:15   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
17:10   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
18:05   Hollywood Medium With
Tyler Henry   
19:00   E! News   
20:00   Keeping Up With The Kar-
dashians   
21:00   Keeping Up With The Kar-
dashians   
22:00   Botched   
23:00   Botched        

00:10   Masterpiece With Alan Titch-
marsh   
01:00   Emmerdale   
01:30   Coronation Street   
02:00   Coronation Street   
02:30   The Royal Good Guys   
03:25   The Jonathan Ross Show   
04:20   One Night With My Ex   
05:15   Masterpiece With Alan Titch-
marsh   

06:15   Couples Come Dine With Me   
07:10   The Royal Good Guys   
08:05   The Jonathan Ross Show   
09:00   One Night With My Ex   
09:55   Masterpiece With Alan Titch-
marsh   
10:55   Couples Come Dine With Me   
11:50   The Royal Good Guys   
12:45   Emmerdale   
13:15   Emmerdale   
13:45   Coronation Street   
14:15   Couples Come Dine With Me   
15:10   The Chase: Celebrity Spe-
cials   
16:00   When Phillip Met Prince
Philip   
16:50   Wedding Day Winners   
17:55   Masterpiece With Alan Titch-
marsh   
18:50   Emmerdale   
19:15   Emmerdale   
19:45   Coronation Street   
20:10   The Chase: Celebrity Spe-
cials   
21:00   When Phillip Met Prince
Philip   
22:00   Wedding Day Winners   
23:10   Emmerdale   
23:40   Coronation Street       

00:15   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
00:35   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
01:00   Ancient Aliens   
01:45   Ancient Top 10   
02:30   Million Dollar Genius   
03:15   Ancient Aliens   
04:00   Ancient Aliens   
04:45   The Universe: Ancient Mys-
teries Solved   
05:30   Ancient Discoveries   
06:15   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
06:35   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
07:00   Ancient Aliens   
07:45   Ancient Top 10   
08:30   Million Dollar Genius   
09:15   Ancient Aliens   
10:00   Ancient Aliens   
10:45   The Universe: Ancient Mys-
teries Solved   
11:30   Ancient Discoveries   
12:15   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
12:35   How The States Got Their
Shapes   
13:00   Ancient Aliens   
13:45   Ancient Top 10   
14:30   Million Dollar Genius   
15:15   Ancient Aliens   
16:00   Ancient Aliens   
16:45   The Universe: Ancient Mys-
teries Solved   
17:30   Ancient Discoveries   
18:15   Ancient Aliens   
19:00   Ancient Top 10   
19:45   Million Dollar Genius   
20:30   Ancient Aliens   
21:15   Ancient Aliens   
22:00   The Greeks   
22:45   Ancient Discoveries   
23:30   Stan Lee’s Superhumans       

00:20   Mountain Men   
01:05   Pawn Stars   
01:25   Pawn Stars   
01:50   American Pickers   
02:35   Storage Wars   
03:00   Storage Wars   
03:25   Ax Men   
04:15   Duck Dynasty   
04:40   Duck Dynasty   
05:05   Forged In Fire   
06:00   Detroit Steel   
06:45   Mountain Men   
07:30   Pawn Stars   
07:50   Pawn Stars   
08:15   American Pickers   
09:00   Storage Wars   
09:20   Storage Wars   
09:45   Ax Men   
10:30   Duck Dynasty   
10:50   Duck Dynasty   
11:15   Forged In Fire   
12:00   Detroit Steel   
12:45   Ax Men   
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Afghanistan 0093
Albania 00355
Algeria 00213
Andorra 00376
Angola 00244
Anguilla 001264
Antiga 001268
Argentina 0054
Armenia 00374
Australia 0061
Austria 0043
Bahamas 001242
Bahrain 00973
Bangladesh 00880
Barbados 001246
Belarus 00375
Belgium 0032
Belize 00501
Benin 00229
Bermuda 001441
Bhutan 00975
Bolivia 00591
Bosnia 00387
Botswana 00267
Brazil 0055
Brunei 00673
Bulgaria 00359
Burkina 00226
Burundi 00257
Cambodia 00855
Cameroon 00237
Canada 001
Cape Verde 00238
Cayman Islands 001345
Central African Republic 00236
Chad 00235
Chile 0056
China 0086
Colombia 0057
Comoros 00269
Congo 00242
Cook Islands 00682
Costa Rica 00506
Croatia 00385
Cuba 0053
Cyprus 00357
Cyprus (Northern) 0090392
Czech Republic 00420
Denmark 0045
Diego Garcia 00246
Djibouti 00253
Dominica 001767
Dominican Republic 001809
Ecuador 00593
Egypt 0020
El Salvador 00503
England (UK) 0044
Equatorial Guinea 00240
Eritrea 00291
Estonia 00372
Ethiopia 00251
Falkland Islands 00500
Faroe Islands 00298
Fiji 00679
Finland 00358
France 0033
French Guiana 00594
French Polynesia 00689
Gabon 00241
Gambia 00220
Georgia 00995
Germany 0049
Ghana 00233
Gibraltar 00350
Greece 0030
Greenland 00299
Grenada 001473
Guadeloupe 00590
Guam 001671
Guatemala 00502
Guinea 00224
Guyana 00592
Haiti 00509
Holland (Netherlands) 0031
Honduras 00504
Hong Kong 00852
Hungary 0036
Ibiza (Spain) 0034
Iceland 00354
India 0091
Indian Ocean 00873
Indonesia 0062
Iran 0098
Iraq 00964
Ireland 00353
Italy 0039
Ivory Coast 00225
Jamaica 001876
Japan 0081

Jordan 00962
Kazakhstan 007
Kenya 00254
Kiribati 00686
Kuwait 00965
Kyrgyzstan 00996
Laos 00856
Latvia 00371
Lebanon 00961
Liberia 00231
Libya 00218
Lithuania 00370
Luxembourg 00352
Macau 00853
Macedonia 00389
Madagascar 00261
Majorca 0034
Malawi 00265
Malaysia 0060
Maldives 00960
Mali 00223
Malta 00356
Marshall Islands 00692
Martinique 00596
Mauritania 00222
Mauritius 00230
Mayotte 00269
Mexico 0052
Micronesia 00691
Moldova 00373
Monaco 00377
Mongolia 00976
Montserrat 001664
Morocco 00212
Mozambique 00258
Myanmar (Burma) 0095
Namibia 00264
Nepal 00977
Netherlands (Holland) 0031
Netherlands Antilles 00599
New Caledonia 00687
New Zealand 0064
Nicaragua 00505
Nigar 00227
Nigeria 00234
Niue 00683
Norfolk Island 00672
Northern Ireland (UK) 0044
North Korea 00850
Norway 0047
Oman 00968
Pakistan 0092
Palau 00680
Panama 00507
Papua New Guinea 00675
Paraguay 00595
Peru 0051
Philippines 0063
Poland 0048
Portugal 00351
Puerto Rico 001787
Qatar 00974
Romania 0040
Russian Federation 007
Rwanda 00250
Saint Helena 00290
Saint Kitts 001869
Saint Lucia 001758
Saint Pierre 00508
Saint Vincent 001784
Samoa US 00684
Samoa West 00685
San Marino 00378
Sao Tone 00239
Saudi Arabia 00966
Scotland (UK) 0044
Senegal 00221
Seychelles 00284
Sierra Leone 00232
Singapore 0065
Slovakia 00421
Slovenia 00386
Solomon Islands 00677
Somalia 00252
South Africa 0027
South Korea 0082
Spain 0034
Sri Lanka 0094
Sudan 00249
Suriname 00597
Swaziland 00268
Sweden 0046
Switzerland 0041
Syria 00963
Taiwan 00886
Tanzania 00255
Thailand 0066
Toga 00228
Tonga 00676

The new, the unusual is on your mind now. Can I really make
a difference in life, is the question you’re asking you at this point? Strong
consideration of your thoughts and wishes is what needs to be seen to al-
though you worry about going against the grain. After all, haven’t you been
working at another career choice and done well there. Just because you’ve
done well doesn’t mean you can’t change an outcome. Make yourself
happy no matter what you do. Life is too long in one way and too short in
others. Work at what you love. You feel yourself backing away from some
you were close to before. Think about those issues and the whys too. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Relationships in love, partnerships and otherwise are very in-
timate indeed now. As a matter of fact, these associations have the ability
to change your thoughts and the direction of your life on a very basic level.
It’s a need. Sexual needs are high up on your list of “To do,” not just be-
cause you need the release but because of a more rudimentary need to
be in control and to feel powerful. On the other hand, you’re capable of
making practical, informative decisions as to all areas of your life now,
which helps others as well. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

There’s no way to sugarcoat this day. Be nice, no matter what.
The best thing you can do is take the time to study, research and think
about issues. There is one light at the end of the tunnel and that is an old
friend you haven’t seen or spoken with in a long, long time calls or sees
you out and about. Sunshine is there for you from this happy reunion on
this special day. You’re quieter than usual and thinking about what’s to be-
come of your life. Ideas come to you but you don’t have anyone with whom
to discuss them right now. No one seems to be as creative as you and
you’re not in the mood for explaining. Try to enjoy your evening. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Today your drive for work isn’t as great as it was yesterday.
As a matter of fact, you may wish that you’d taken a sick day today even
before you make it into work. You’re standoffish for a reason. Thinking
that others may have the same mind that one did yesterday makes you
want to curl up in a ball. The problem with this is, that when you go home,
you’ll find worse tonight. Sensitive issues concerning those you love make
you want to go back to work. The good thing is there is one who knows
and loves you who takes your side in the fray. Try to relax and stay strong
at the same time. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You woke up today feeling as if you need to be different, to try
new and diverse ideas. Besides that, you’ve been coming up with those ideas
for the last couple of days for both work and home. Making sure they work
first hasn’t been your strong suit though. You’re impulsive now, not like your
kin on the African plains that lay in wait and study before choosing their
meal. You feel you need to be seen as someone decisive and capable of mak-
ing choices that has everyone eating but you may be too quick deciding on
the prey. Anything that catches your eyes as different is what you’re trying
to track down for meals in the future. That makes you look like the king of
beasts, you’re Zodiac Symbol. Make sure you’re right on, Leo. 

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Today you’re not sure you even like people, including your
coworkers. Those that you thought well of before get on your nerves today
if they’re not into the creative posture you’ve taken lately. There’s no in-
terest in what looks to be what everyone else is doing. You’re onto a path
of individual creative flair and you want those you associate with to do
the same. You may feel just the least bit left out though because others
seem to stick to the tried and true ways of life. You could feel lonely and
you yearn to be part of the group, socializing and enjoying life, especially
if they’re your kind of group. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Yesterday it was all you but today it’s those who work with
you and possibly those who live with you. Others will express ideas that
you aren’t up to par even when it’s them that isn’t. Blockages seem to jump
into your way at every turn. It’s frustrating but you go on believing that
it’s the ideas that count more than narrowly functioning people. This
causes you to draw away and become more inward again today. What oth-
ers think, say or do, if they’re not your boss, is irrelevant. Toss their notions
aside and get on with your life. You’re the only one who can judge your
talent. Let it go. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Be watchful while driving that you don’t get a ticket. Law is
around you in some manner. You want to be sure you don’t break it. Per-
haps, it’s law school. You yearn to broaden your horizons. Ideas count
more for you now than personal concerns. Anything new and unusual hits
your hot button. Learning and studying brighten your day. It’s possible to
do that while working too. This is a time to work towards what you want
with help from your coworkers. Detaching yourself from others emotion-
ally is what you’re doing now. It’s because you know you’re leaving them
in some manner whether with distance or time. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Idealism is part of your persona today especially when you go
within to look yourself over too. Others, at work and home, may think you’re
drawing away from them but in truth you’re trying to understand what’s
going on within and without. You want to help the masses, and you have
little time for people who don’t think as you do about this issue. That may
be why others see you as stuck up now. Whether you tell them what’s going
on or not is yet to be seen. You have a need to be needed and to give care
as well. Humanitarian services will accept your help with gratitude. 

You get a little boost from your friends and supporters. Com-
munication is something you prize now because you’re able to communi-
cate with everyone and get your point across easily. Though you go out
of your way to work with everyone you can enlist to assist you, you’re not
outgoing right now at all. Being withdrawn doesn’t get noticed it seems
because others are too willing to believe you’re not that way with them.
That’s your nature. Planning, while being solitary in your thinking, gives
you better insights into your future and that of those people who trust and
work with you. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You’re detached from others, not that you’re standoffish but
that you’re thinking. That may not be something people understand or
condone very well, from work to home. Ideas that are new and different
are what you find you like at this time. Knowing how to put those thoughts
into practice successfully is the other part of this equation. You find that
you’re getting more serious about work and about taking care of yourself.
A new cook book could find its way to your house today with a new piece
of work out equipment too. Taking a very intelligent, third-party look at
your friends is another item you’re working on now too.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

When you could be having a calm day, you’re in the midst of
making decisions that take you away from serenity. You want creative
thoughts that are new and different instead of the same old, same old. Try-
ing new ways at work is what you think will bring the most success.
Coworkers had better be on the same page. Otherwise, you’re not listening
to them. It’s good that they look up to you and want to make you happy
too. That goes without them realizing you have that much influence on
them. Home is where the heart is for you. Having people to love makes it
much easier to work harder. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

Country Codes
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Established 1961 

Kuwait Airways                                              171
Jazeera Airways                                                 177
Wataniya Airways                                         22 066 536
Turkish Airlines                                              1884918
American Airlines                                         22087425 
                                                                              22087426
Jet Airways                                                       22924455
FlyDubai                                                            22414400
Qatar Airways                                                 22423888
KLM                                                                     22425747
Royal Jordanian                                             22418064/5/6
British Airways                                               22425635
Air France                                                         22430224
Emirates                                                            22921555
Air India                                                             22438184
Sri Lanka Airlines                                          22424444
Egypt Air                                                           22421578
Swiss Air                                                            22421516
Saudia                                                                22426306
Middle East Airlines`                                    22423073
Lufthansa                                                         22422493
PIA                                                                       22421044
Bangladesh Airlines                                     22452977/8
Indian Airlines                                                22456700
Oman Air                                                          22958787
Turkish Airlines                                              22453820/1
Aeroflot                                                             22404838/9

Airlines

112

CHANGE OF NAME

LOST

I, HUSAIN KAKUMAMA HUZAIFA
SHABBIR, holder of Indian
Passport No. Z2814333,
Permanent R/O Najampura
Sagwara, Rajasthan 314025, have
changed my Given Name to
HUZAIFA SHABBIR HUSAIN
Surname to KAKUMAMA. (C 5538)

I, CANDELINA FERNANDES
Residing at H.No: 192/3, Near
Ganapati Temple Central Horta
Aquem-Baixo, Salcete Goa, has
changed my name from MARIA
CONCEICAO FERNANDES to CAN-
DELINA FERNANDES. Hereafter, in
all my dealings and documents, I
will be known by the name CAN-
DELINA FERNANDES. (5537)

I, MELBA FERNANDES Residing at
H.No. 192/3, Near Ganapati
Temple Central Horta Aquem-
Baixo, Salcete Goa, has changed
my name from MELBA DOMINGOS
VAS to MELBA FERNANDES.
Hereafter, in all my dealings and
documents, I will be known by the
name MELBA FERNANDES. 
(C 5537)

I, DOMINGOS VAS, S/o Francisco
Vas Residing at H.No: 192/3, Near
Ganapati Temple Central Horta
Aquem-Baixo, Salcete Goa, has

It is notified for the information
that my original (qualifying certifi-
cate/mark statement and migra-
tion certificate) senior secondary
examination of year 2015 and
Rollno. 9103562 issued by CBSE
had been actually lost. Name of
the candidate - Jawaheer Junaid.
Tel: 67799330. (C 5535)
23-5-2019

changed my name from DOMIN-
GOS FRANCISCO VAS to DOMIN-
GOS VAS. Hereafter, in all my deal-
ings and documents, I will be
known by the name DOMINGOS
VAS. (5536)
24-5-2019

MOHAMMED ANAS KAYUM
AHMED (new name) S/o KAYUM
AHMED previously called
MOHAMMED ANAS (old name)
S/o KAYUM AHMED resident near
chuna bhatti, rajtalab, banswara
(Raj.) solemnly declare. (C 5534)
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BEIJING: People walk past a Huawei retail store in Beijing yesterday. Chinese telecom giant Huawei says it could roll out its own operating system for smartphones and laptops in China by the autumn
after the United States blacklisted the company, a report said yesterday. —AFP

IMF: Trade war will ‘jeopardize’ 2019 growth

WASHINGTON: The IMF warned yesterday that the es-
calating US-China trade war will “jeopardize” 2019
global growth, undermining confidence and raising prices
for consumers.

“Consumers in the US and China are unequivocally
the losers from trade tensions,” Gita Gopinath, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund’s chief economist, said in a
blog post. She and her co-authors directly refuted Pres-
ident Donald Trump’s claim that the tariffs are paid by
China and provide a windfall for the US treasury, saying
“tariff revenue collected has been borne almost entirely
by US importers.”

The economic damage will be even worse if Trump
goes through with the threat to impose steep tariffs on
all goods imported from China, as that “will subtract
about one-third of a percentage point of global GDP
in the short term,” she said. Optimism was high earlier
this month that a deal was within striking distance but
tensions erupted after Trump accused Beijing of back-
tracking on its commitments made over the year of ne-
gotiations.

He then more than doubled tariffs on $200 billion in
Chinese goods and threatened to hit the remaining $300
billion in products imported each year with 25 percent
tariffs. Trump says a primary goal of the aggressive tariff
strategy is to reduce the trade imbalance with China,

which totaled $379 billion last year. But Gopinath argues
that while the tensions have damaged both countries, re-
ducing overall trade and hurting companies, “the bilateral
trade deficit remains broadly unchanged.”

And total US imports have not changed significantly
since importers simply shifted their purchases to other
countries. “While the impact on global growth is relatively
modest at this time, the latest escalation could signifi-
cantly dent business and financial market sentiment, dis-
rupt global supply chains and jeopardize the projected
recovery in global growth in 2019,” she warned in the
blog post.

“This type of scenario is among the reasons why
we referred to 2019 as a delicate year for the global
economy.”

In addition, if tariffs escalate this will make a host of
consumer goods less affordable, “harming low income
households disproportionately.”

Meanwhile, China berated the United States for “bul-
lying” Huawei yesterday as Panasonic joined a parade of
foreign companies reviewing their ties with the telecom
giant after a US ban linked to security concerns.

Beijing also warned that Washington must show “sin-
cerity” for trade talks to resume after President Donald
Trump’s moves against Huawei stoked tensions between
the world’s top two economies.

Commerce ministry spokesman Gao Feng said China
has lodged “solemn representations” with Washington,
warning that Beijing has the “confidence and ability to
protect the lawful rights and interests of Chinese com-
panies.” “The US use of state power to arbitrarily exert
pressure on a private Chinese company like Huawei is
typical economic bullying,” Foreign Minister Wang Yi said
Wednesday.

Wang warned that Beijing was ready to “fight to the
very end” in its trade war with Washington.

Huawei was dealt a new blow as Japan’s Panasonic
announced it would stop supplying some components to
the company.

In an official statement emailed to AFP, Panasonic said
it had announced in an “internal notification” that it would
“suspend transactions with Huawei and its 68 affiliates
that were banned by the US government”.

It declined to comment on “other transactions that are
not banned by the US”. When asked for its response,
Huawei pointed to a statement on Panasonic’s Chinese
website that said the firm was supplying Huawei “nor-
mally” and “strictly abiding by the relevant laws and reg-
ulations of countries and regions where Panasonic is
present”.

Japanese firm Toshiba said later yesterday it had re-
sumed shipment of all products to Huawei hours after an-

nouncing a temporary halt to check whether US-made
parts were involved.

The moves came a day after major Japanese and
British mobile carriers said they would delay releasing
new Huawei handsets, upping the pressure on the world’s
second-largest smartphone manufacturer.

Washington’s restrictions affect products made fully
or partially in the United States, where Panasonic manu-
factures some of its components, or those that contain
some US technology.

Last week, Trump declared a national emergency to
bar US companies from using foreign telecoms equip-
ment deemed a security risk-a move seen as targeting
Huawei, which Washington suspects of being a potential
proxy for Chinese intelligence services.

The Commerce Department has also announced an
effective ban on US companies selling or transferring US
technology to Huawei, though it later issued a 90-day re-
prieve.

Earlier this week, Google said it would partially cut
off Huawei devices from its Android operating system.
Huawei has since indicated that it could roll out its own
OS this year in China and internationally next year.
Trump’s moves came days after he increased tariffs on
$200 billion in Chinese goods, prompting Beijing to hike
duties on $60 billion in American products. —AFP

Deutsche Bank chiefs struggle to 
convince dismayed shareholders38 39

Business
British Steel’s French workers fear 
layoffs after collapse of factory

Indian stocks hit record highs 
on Modi’s election victory 41

Tech firms step away from Huawei after US ban
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FRANKFURT: With a share price at its lowest-ever
ebb, weedy business performance and a heap of anti-
money-laundering failures, Deutsche Bank came in
for robust criticism from shareholders yesterday at its
annual general meeting.

Although “we’re seeing the first signs of your
strategy,” a share price touching lows of 6.35 euros
($7.07) yesterday “reflects investors’ huge concerns”
about the future of Germany’s largest lender, small
shareholders’ representative Klaus Nieding told chief
executive Christian Sewing.

It was “indispensable” for bosses to change the
tune at the investment banking arm, Nieding added,
although he praised executives for recent merger
talks with rival Commerzbank that ultimately fell
through. Alexandra Annecke of Union Investment was
less temperate, judging that “shareholders have
reached the end of their patience”-adding for good
measure that “directors’ salaries bear no relation to
performance or the share price”. Sewing took home
seven million euros in 2018, including 3.7 million euros
in bonuses, as the bank tiptoed back into the black for
the first time in years. Several shareholder represen-
tatives have already said they would vote against the
bank’s leadership later yesterday, criticizing especially
supervisory board chief Paul Achleitner, seen as hav-
ing failed over the past seven years to bring the insti-
tution back on course.

In a speech, Sewing defended his record since
taking the reins from crisis firefighter John Cryan just

over a year ago. His adjustments to the bank’s strategy
have refocused it on its European core and on the
most dependable revenue-generating business lines.

Sewing added that “we’re prepared to make tough
cutbacks” in the investment bank, once the flagship
unit before being humbled by a swarm of legal entan-
glements in recent years.

But Deutsche is not out of the woods yet, after ac-
knowledging last month that revenues will likely be
flat this year rather than enjoying the slight increase
previously forecast.

Sewing remains convinced that he can increase
the bank’s return on equity-a measure of profitabil-
ity-to four percent this year and 10 percent “in the
mid-term”-compared with just 0.5 percent in 2018.

Trump’s bankers  
Beyond high costs and uncertainty over revenue

growth, Deutsche’s image has been soiled by years of
scandal, and continues to suffer regular new mud
splatters. Last June its American branch failed stress
tests imposed by the Federal Reserve, which high-
lighted its weakness in the face of a potential future
financial crisis. In September, German financial mar-
kets watchdog Bafin ordered auditors KPMG to
check the bank’s progress on anti-money-laundering
measures.

Board member Sylvie Matherat, in charge of com-
pliance issues, came in for hefty shareholder criticism
yesterday. And in November, the bank’s Frankfurt HQ

was searched as part of yet another money-launder-
ing probe triggered by the “Panama Papers” media
leaks, scandalizing clients.

Just this week Deutsche admitted an error in soft-
ware it uses to verify payments by major clients had
hindered its anti-money-laundering efforts, in the lat-
est blow to the image of its digital infrastructure.

Meanwhile in the US, the bank must serve up de-

tails of its business relationship with President Donald
Trump to Congress. It was one of the only lenders to
keep offering him credit after his repeated bankrupt-
cies in the 1990s.

“Mr Sewing, you told us last year that we would
be bored in future. I don’t want to know what
things will look like when it gets exciting,” joked
Nieding.  —AFP

Deutsche Bank chiefs struggle to 
convince dismayed shareholders

Share price drops reflecting investor concerns

FRANKFURT: A protest intervention with a tomb stone mockup showing the logo of the German company
Deutsche Bank is pictured in front of the Messehalle prior to the company’s annual general meeting in Frankfurt
am Main, western Germany, yesterday. —AFP

German business 
confidence hits 
four-year low
BERLIN: Confidence among German business leaders was ground
down to its lowest level in more than four years in May, a closely-
watched survey showed yesterday, dampening the mood after tenta-
tive signs of spring optimism. The Munich-based Ifo institute said its
confidence index fell 1.3 points to 97.9, with the latest reading the low-
est since November 2014. “The mood among company managers has
weakened further,” Ifo president Clemens Fuest said in a statement. 

“The German economy is still lacking in momentum.” However,
some analysts insisted a closer look at the survey showed the outlook
is not all bleak in Europe’s largest economy. Firms’ judgment of the
current business situation dropped, while their expectations for the
coming months held firm, noted ING analyst Carsten Brzeski. On the
bright side, Brzeski highlighted official data released yesterday which
confirmed GDP grew in the first quarter by 0.4 percent. And the Pur-
chasing Managers’ Index (PMI), a forward-looking indicator for both
manufacturing and services, posted a three-month high of 52.4.

“Despite the zigzagging of most leading indicators, the German
economy has held up relatively well,” Brzeski judged. But despite
“growing signs of stabilization”, he warns Germany’s economy must
prove it can weather the headwinds of “potential political uncer-
tainty in the eurozone after the European elections, the escalating
trade conflict between the US and China and higher oil prices.” The
latest Ifo figures reflected a continued split in the German economy,
with judgments of both the present situation and expectations for
the coming months grimmer among manufacturing firms than serv-
ices companies. —AFP

Public housing 
in Equatorial 
Guinea a mirage 
for the poorest
MALABO: In a country awash with oil, the poorest survive in shantytowns
a stone’s throw from smart modern apartments and family homes supposedly
built to help those most in need.

The government of Equatorial Guinea had billed the rows of state-sub-
sidized housing as never-to-be-missed home-owning opportunities for the
poor. But people familiar with the blocks say the homes are typically occu-
pied by middle-class families and some of the country’s most privileged. “Just
look at the cars around here,” said Leandro Eneme, a 42-year-old trader,
pointing to the gleaming SUVs making their way between apartments on
well-paved roads. “There’s nothing poor about this place!” He lives in the
Buena Esperanza neighborhood of the capital Malabo, the product of a state
housing program that emerged after an oil price boom in the 2000s.

Equatorial Guinea’s president, Teodoro Obiang Nguema, in power since
1979 and Africa’s longest serving head of state, had promised that develop-
ments like this would provide “public housing for everybody”.

In the past decade, authorities have built more than 8,600 state-subsi-
dized homes in the African mainland section of the country and the island
of Bioko, according to government figures. But with a population of 1.2 mil-
lion, largely impoverished and cut off from the lavish lifestyles of an elite
surrounding the president, critics say the scale of the program is way too
small to be effective and vulnerable to corruption. “You can’t get one of
these homes if you earn less than 300,000 CFA francs ($500/450 euros)
a month,” said Eneme.

Many statistics on Equatorial Guinea are unavailable but it is estimated
that more than two-thirds of the population of this tiny central African state
survive on less than $2 (1.8 euros) a day. 

‘No money to eat’
Buena Esperanza was supposedly built to rehouse residents of the nearby

shantytown of Nubili, the biggest informal settlement in Malabo. The name of
the new project means “Good Hope” in Spanish-an emotion that many of those
living in Nubili may have felt when the scheme was announced.

Thousands of people in Nubili are crammed into tiny shacks erected from
rusting corrugated steel or wood, often without safe water, sewage or electricity.
Accidental fires are a notorious risk. But almost a decade since it began, the vast
majority of people in Nubili remain stuck. Elena Oye, a food seller, said that the
cost of her dream home turned out to be a nightmare. “We lost the apartment
because we didn’t have enough money. We didn’t even have enough to eat,” she
said. The down payment was the equivalent of $2,500, followed by monthly pay-
ments of $120 spread out over a number of years, she said.

Oye said she earns the equivalent of around $200 in a good month, and meet-
ing the needs of her four children is a daily struggle. “Most housing (in Equatorial
Guinea) does not meet minimum standards,” said the Centre for Affordable Hous-
ing Finance in Africa (CAHF) in a report.  “Houses are derelict and unsafe, sewage
and refuse removal are inadequate, and there is, among other problems, over-
crowding and insufficient ventilation.” A senator, a resident of Buena Esperanza
who wished to remain nameless, defended the government’s record.  “Many peo-
ple who once lived in shanties now have decent homes, like here,” he said. Infor-
mation Minister Eugenio Nze Obiang told AFP that the government had taken
action. “When will people stop complaining? There isn’t a country in the world
where the government provides free housing,” Obiang said. “The government
has done the best it can by building these homes and cutting prices.”

‘Same people profit’ 
The government’s room for manoeuvre has been crimped by the slump

in oil prices which began in 2014, badly hitting revenue. Major construction
projects have been cut back and many public housing projects suspended,
making homes harder to obtain. The economic crisis also meant that some
people who moved into public housing found themselves on harder times,
unable to afford the monthly payments. In February, the government sought
to ease the situation by revising terms of access to the properties and ex-
tending credit, thus lowering monthly payments. “This is really good news
for my family,” said Marisol Andeme Esono, a nurse with an upstairs flat in
Malabo II, another district of the capital. —AFP



MUMBAI: Indian stocks jumped to record highs
yesterday as early results in the world’s biggest
election showed Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on course for a second term.

Traders and business leaders welcomed trends
in the vote count showing Modi’s Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) was set to win a majority, expressing
hopes it could lead to deep economic reforms of
Asia’s third-largest economy. The Bombay Stock
Exchange’s Sensex index rose more than two
percent to pass the 40,000 mark for the first time
ever while the Nifty crossed 12,000 points, also
a new landmark. India’s rupee also strengthened,
hitting 69.51 against the dollar from 69.67 late
Wednesday. “A perception that Modi is business
friendly and an end to political uncertainty is
boosting market sentiment,” independent Mum-
bai-based economist Ashutosh Datar said. After
more than four hours of counting, figures from the
Election Commission showed the BJP leading in
292 seats out of 542 with the rival Congress party
on less than 50.

If confirmed-no results have been published
yet-this would push the BJP over the 272 seats
needed for a majority. It could also beat its tally
of 282 when Modi swept to power in the world’s
biggest democracy in 2014 with the parliament’s
first single-party majority in 30 years.

The result would give the BJP and its allies a
commanding majority of around 340 seats.

“Time for transformation of India. Time for

deep reform. I dream of us as a global super-
power in my lifetime,” tweeted India’s richest
banker, Uday Kotak, as he congratulated Modi.

Indian stock markets have rallied since exit
polls on Sunday pointed to a Modi triumph. 

Yesterday, the benchmark Sensex rose more
than two percent to peak at 40,124.50, while the
Nifty, a smaller index based on 50 Indian com-
panies also increased more than two percent,
touching a new record of 12,041.00.

Modi was elected five years ago on his prom-
ise to shake up India’s economy and create jobs
for the millions of young Indians who enter the
workforce every year.

New reforms 
His record has been mixed, however. The 68-

year-old has been praised by India’s business
community for passing a number of economic
reforms intended to ease the doing of business
and boost foreign investment. But he was widely
slammed for a disastrous shock cash ban and the
sloppy introduction of a new single tax on goods
and services that both set back economic
growth. GDP growth slowed from 7.1 percent to
6.6 percent in the third quarter of the 2018-19
financial year, data released in February showed.
Economists say the Indian economy needs to
grow at least seven percent per annum to create
jobs for the estimated one million people enter-
ing the labor market each month.

Data leaked earlier this year appeared to
show unemployment at a four-decade high of 6.1
percent in 2017-18, showing that Modi had
failed on his jobs pledge.

He barely mentioned the economy during this
campaign, focusing instead on security and na-

tionalism, but analysts expect an economic
bounce if he wins re-election. “A stronger gov-
ernment can implement stronger economic re-
forms, hence foreign investors will be bullish
about investing in the Indian economy,” said
Datar. — AFP
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Indian stocks hit record highs 
on Modi’s election victory

MUMBAI: People watch share prices on a digital broadcast outside the Bombay Stock Exchange
(BSE) in Mumbai yesterday. Indian stocks jumped to a record highs yesterday as early results
in the world’s biggest election showed Prime Minister Narendra Modi was on course for a sec-
ond term. — AFP

LONDON: World stock markets plunged yesterday in a
“perfect storm” as Europe headed to the polls amid fresh
economic gloom, the China-US trade war continued to
rage, and beleaguered Prime Minister Theresa May de-
layed another key Brexit vote. 

Europe kicked off voting across the continent in a
contest in which rising populist forces are hoping to make
significant gains, threatening closer EU integration. 

Britain’s EU poll is an extraordinary spectacle for a
country that narrowly decided almost three years ago to
leave the bloc and whose leader had vowed to avoid the
vote. “The markets (are) caught in a perfect storm of UK
political turmoil, US-China trade warmongering and Eu-
ropean economic softness,” said Spreadex analyst Con-
nor Campbell. London’s FTSE 100 shares index was
down 1.5 percent in midday deals as the government
postponed a crucial Brexit vote following an outcry from
hardline Brexiteers over concessions made by May-who
faces intense speculation over her future.

The pound forged another four-month low at $1.2606
as May faces being ousted after her revised plan to push
through her Brexit agreement, which sparked the resig-
nation of cabinet member Andrea Leadsom.

Economic woes 
Eurozone indices took a battering also yesterday, with

Frankfurt and Paris losing 1.8 percent and 1.7 percent re-

spectively in afternoon trading as survey data showed the
bloc’s economic growth remained “subdued” in May.
“The last thing the market needed yesterday was a re-
minder of the eurozone’s manufacturing and services sec-
tor woes,” added Campbell.

“For the region as a whole, the former fell even further
into contraction territory.”

Frankfurt also tanked as the key Ifo survey signalled
confidence among German business leaders struck its
lowest level in more than four years in May. The European
single currency meanwhile touched a near one-month
dollar low at $1.1129.

Trade war dogs markets 
Asian and European equities also tumbled yesterday

as China-US trade frictions continue to dog investor sen-
timent, particularly in the tech sector after Washington
blacklisted Chinese giant Huawei.

Traders ran for the hills, with no signs of a let-up in
the tariffs stand-off between the world’s top two
economies. “Risk appetite has clearly been pushed lower
by the multitude of events today,” Rabobank analyst Jane
Foley told AFP.

“In particular, fear of a tech war or even a cold war
between the US and China is now receiving greater at-
tention.”

Tensions between China and the US have increased
after Donald Trump banned telecoms giant Huawei from
the US market and prevented American firms from selling
to it. The move has led a number of companies around
the world to cut back their business with the firm, includ-
ing Google, Japan’s Panasonic and EE in Britain, among
others. The row, which has seen the trade war widen to
also become a battle over technology, has hammered the
sector with major firms seeing their valuations tumble in
recent weeks. — AFP

WASHINGTON: US Federal Reserve officials at their last meeting
agreed that their current patient approach to setting monetary policy
could remain in place “for some time,” a further sign policymakers see
little need to change rates in either direction.

“Members observed that a patient approach...would likely remain
appropriate for some time,” with no need to raise or lower the target
interest rate from its current level of between 2.25 and 2.5 percent, the
Fed on Wednesday reported in the minutes of the central bank’s April
30-May 1 meeting. Recent weak inflation was viewed by “many partic-
ipants...as likely to be transitory,” while risks to financial markets and
the global economy had appeared to ease - a judgment rendered before
the Trump administration imposed higher tariffs on Chinese goods and
took other steps that intensified trade tensions.

Still, Dallas Federal Reserve president Robert Kaplan in a Wednes-
day interview on Fox Business said that to move rates higher or lower,
“I would need to see something compelling...We are basically at the
right policy setting.”

Analysts saw little new in the minutes regarding Fed policy, though
some noted that policymakers’ views may have changed in the inter-
vening weeks since Trump took a harder trade line with China.

“The re-escalation in the trade tension between US and China since
the meeting, that could change Fed’s outlook a lot,” said Eric Stein, co-
director of the global income group at Eaton Vance Management in
Boston. Yields on US Treasury securities briefly rose following the re-
lease of the minutes while US stock markets and the dollar pared losses
through midafternoon.—Reuters 

Fed’s patience on
interest rates to last 
‘for some time’

Global stocks dive in
‘perfect storm’ as
Europe heads to polls



WASHINGTON/BEIJING: The United States is
at least a month from enacting its proposed tar-
iffs on $300 billion in Chinese imports as it stud-
ies the impact on American consumers, US
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on
Wednesday. Washington this month hiked exist-
ing tariffs on $200 billion in Chinese goods to
25 percent from 10 percent, prompting Beijing
to retaliate with its own levies on US imports, as
talks to end a 10-month trade war between the
world’s two largest economies stalled.

US President Donald Trump, who has em-
braced protectionism as part of an “America
First” agenda aimed at rebalancing global trade,
has threatened to slap tariffs of up to 25 percent
on an additional list of Chinese imports worth
about $300 billion. “There won’t be any decision
probably for another 30 to 45 days,” Mnuchin
said in a hearing before the US House of Repre-
sentatives Financial Services Committee. That
timeline, which is accelerated compared to pre-
vious rounds of tariffs, means the next levies
could be ready around the time when Trump is
expected to meet Chinese President Xi Jinping
at a G20 summit in Japan June 28-29.

“I’m still hopeful we can get back to the table.
The two presidents will likely see each other at
the end of June,” Mnuchin said, adding that the
impact of tariffs on American consumers was a
key consideration in the US trade strategy. Wal-
mart Inc, the world’s largest retailer, has said its
prices will rise because of higher tariffs on Chi-
nese goods. Mnuchin said the Trump adminis-
tration is open to holding new talks with China
if the two sides can proceed on the basis of pre-
vious negotiations. No high-level talks have

been scheduled since the end of two days of dis-
cussions in Washington on May 10, the day
Trump imposed the higher levies on Chinese
goods.

Huawei fallout
The seeds of the current stalemate were

sowed when Chinese officials sought major
changes to the draft text of a deal that the Trump
administration says had been largely agreed. The
Chinese government’s top diplomat Wang Yi
said on Wednesday that China’s door would al-
ways be open to further trade talks with the
United States, but added that Beijing would not
accept any unequal agreements. Acrimony be-
tween the two countries has intensified since
Washington put Chinese telecom equipment
company Huawei Technologies Co Ltd on a
blacklist that curbs Huawei’s access to US-made
components last week.

The move is a potentially devastating blow
for the company and has rattled technology sup-
ply chains and investors. Some mobile operators,
including the Ymobile unit of Japan’s Softbank
Corp and rival KDDI Corp, put launch plans for
Huawei’s new P30 Lite smartphone on hold on
Wednesday. A person briefed on the matter said
the United States is considering Huawei-like
sanctions on Chinese video surveillance firm
Hikvision Digital Technology Co Ltd over Bei-
jing’s treatment of its Uighur Muslim minority. 

Global equity markets slid on Wednesday as
investors sought safety in bonds, the Japanese
yen and Swiss franc amid renewed worries over
the standoff after the Hikvision report. British
chip designer ARM said it had halted relations

with Huawei to comply with the US blockade,
and mobile operators EE and Vodafone said
they had dropped Huawei smartphones from the
imminent launch of their 5G networks. Huawei
said it valued its close relationships with its
partners but recognized the pressure some of
them are under “as a result of politically moti-
vated decisions”.

China will not bend
China has not said whether or how it may re-

taliate against the measures directed at Huawei,
but state media have taken an increasingly na-
tionalistic tone and vowed Beijing will not bend

to US pressure. China will have to overcome
major risks and challenges, state news agency
Xinhua paraphrased Xi as saying on a trip this
week to the southern province of Jiangxi, a cra-
dle of China’s Communist revolution. “We must
be conscious of the long-term and complex na-
ture of various unfavorable factors at home and
abroad, and appropriately prepare for various
difficult situations,” Xi said.

The report did not elaborate and did not di-
rectly mention the trade war or the United
States. US firms said in a survey released on
Wednesday they were facing retaliation in China
over the dispute. —Reuters
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Next round of US tariffs on China 
at least a month away: Mnuchin

LOS ANGELS: Shoppers at an outlet mall exit a Nike store in Los Angeles. More than 170 shoe
companies and retailers, including Adidas, Nike, Skechers and Under Armour, have warned US
President Donald Trump against a trade war with China, warning of the “catastrophic” effects
his proposed 25 percent tariffs will have on the US economy, consumers and companies. — AFP

BEIJING: Chinese telecom giant
Huawei says it could roll out its
own operating system for smart-
phones and laptops in China by the
autumn after the United States
blacklisted the company, a report
said yesterday. The international
version of the system could be
ready in the first or second quarter
of 2020, said Richard Yu, the head
of Huawei’s consumer business,
told US channel CNBC.

The company was dealt a blow
this week with Google’s decision to
partially cut off Huawei devices
from its Android OS following a US
order banning the sale or transfer of
American technology to the firm.
“Today, Huawei, we are still commit-
ted to Microsoft Windows and
Google Android,” Richard Yu, head
of Huawei’s consumer business, told
CNBC. “But if we cannot use that,

Huawei will prepare the plan B to
use our own OS.”

The Global Times, a Chinese
state-run daily, reported on Mon-
day that the platform-named
“HongMeng”-was undergoing trials
and will gradually replace the An-
droid system.

“We don’t want to do this but we
will forced to do that because of the
US government. I think the US, this
kind of thing, will also not only be
bad news for us, but also bad news
for the US companies because we
support” US businesses, Yu told
CNBC.  “We don’t want to do this
but we have no other solution, no
other choice.” The US Commerce
Department, which added Huawei
and 68 of its affiliates to an “entity
list” last week, on Monday an-
nounced a 90-day reprieve, allowing
some services to continue. —AFP 

Huawei’s own  OS system may
be ready this year: Report

LONDON: ARM technology is used in more than 130
billion chips worldwide and is ubiquitous in mobile de-
vices, so losing access to the British company would be
like losing a limb for China’s embattled Huawei. ARM
Holdings, a British designer of semiconductors owned
by Japanese group Softbank, has become the latest
company embroiled in President Donald Trump’s deci-
sion to effectively shut Huawei out of the United States.
“ARM is complying with the latest restrictions set forth
by the US government and is having ongoing conversa-
tions with the appropriate US government agencies to
ensure we remain compliant,” the Cambridge-based
company said in a statement. 

“ARM values its relationship with our longtime part-
ner HiSilicon (Huawei’s chip subsidiary) and we are
hopeful for a swift resolution on this matter,” it said. The
BBC reported that ARM management had circulated an
internal memo to say that business with Huawei was
being suspended. 

That could be a critical blow, following this week’s
reported decision of US-based chipmakers Intel, Qual-
comm, Broadcom and Xilinx to halt shipments to
Huawei, which is the world’s number two smartphone

maker and a leader in telecom infrastructure and super-
fast 5G networks.  The British company traces its origins
to Acorn Computers, whose BBC Micro machine was
the introduction to computing for millions of school-
children in Britain in the 1980s. 

The name of today’s company was originally an
acronym for “Acorn RISC Machine”, a processor that
was chosen by Apple to power the US firm’s first hand-
held device, the Newton, released in 1993. ARM chip
technology was still present in the first iPhone released
in 2007, and remains the bedrock of smartphones and
other mobile devices today, including Huawei’s. 

The company doesn’t actually make its own chips,
but licenses the architecture that enables the devices to
function. In terms of market penetration, Intel is a distant
second. ARM, which employs more than 6,000 people,
says its technology reaches 70 percent of the global
population and is present in more than 130 billion chips
shipped to date. Those chips are installed not just in
phones but in medical instruments, base stations and
servers, according to the ARM website. ARM is also
spreading into interconnected home devices, the “inter-
net of things”, and that next-generation potential was a
key factor behind Softbank’s decision in 2016 to pay a
hefty 24 billion pounds ($30 billion, 27 billion euros) to
take it over.

“ARM is simply not replaceable. Global processors
are all based on ARM’s architecture,” commented Avi
Greengart, founder of US-based research firm Techspo-
nential. Huawei has the clout to build a new chipset ar-
chitecture, “but it would literally take years and billions
of dollars”, he said. —AFP

ARM amputation: 
Huawei’s big 
chip problem



PARIS: French officials were under pressure
yesterday to save the jobs of hundreds of French
steel workers at factories facing an uncertain fu-
ture after the collapse of British Steel, whose as-
sets will be sold to pay off its debt load. “We
knew something was wrong but not that the sit-
uation was as catastrophic as this-it’s like a gun-
shot,” Djamal Hamdani, a union representative at
British Steel’s plant in Hayange, northeast France,
said.

The site, specializing in steel beams, employs
some 420 workers, plus additional part-time
hires and subcontractors. It depends on raw
steel supplied by British Steel’s factory in Scun-
thorpe, England, one of the sites that could be
sold or shuttered after the company was placed
in compulsory liquidation on Wednesday.

“Scunthorpe’s closure would lead to the clo-
sure of Hayange and of FNSteel in the Nether-
lands, pure and simple,” Hamdani’s CFDT union
said in a statement.

British Steel bought the Dutch factory at Al-
blasserdam in 2017, when it employed nearly
300 people.

The firm’s failure also jeopardizes the futures
of some 270 workers at the Ascoval factory in
Saint-Saulve, northern France, which British
Steel pledged to rescue from imminent bank-

ruptcy just a few weeks ago. The Ascoval site’s
future has been up in the air since a restructur-
ing carried out by its former owner in 2015,
when Emmanuel Macron, then the economy
minister, told workers “there will not be any clo-
sure of the site, nor any forced layoffs”.

Prime Minister Edouard Philippe said yester-
day that “the game isn’t over” despite British
Steel’s collapse, which he attributed to compli-
cations from Britain’s looming exit from the EU.

“We knew that British Steel urgently needed
to build up its capacity in continental Europe
because, being based in the UK, it might not
have had access to European clients,” Philippe
told CNews television. The French government
provided a 15 million euro ($16.7 million) loan
for Ascoval and British Steel had provided 5 mil-
lion, while promising an additional 40 million
euro shareholder loan. “I’m being very cautious
about this, but I’m fairly optimistic. I think we
can do this,” Philippe said.

Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire will meet
with Ascoval employee representatives yester-
day and with Greybull Capital, British Steel’s
owner, on Friday, a CGT union official, Nacim
Bardi, told BFM television on Wednesday. “For
now, the most important thing is to meet our
main shareholder Greybull,” he said. — AFP 
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SIANT-SAULVE: Xavier Bertrand, president of the regional council of Hauts de France answers journalists’
questions as he meets employees of Saint-Saulve former Ascoval steel mill, recently bought by British
steel, yesterday in Saint-Saulve, following the announcement of the collapse of British Steel after last-
ditch talks with the UK government failed to secure a financial rescue. —AFP

British Steel’s French workers fear 
layoffs after collapse of factory

NICOSIA: Egypt has signed a deal with a Cypriot firm to lay a
310-kilometre (195-mile) cable under the Mediterranean to ex-
port electricity to Europe, the company said yesterday.

Nicosia-based EuroAfrica described the deal, worth an esti-
mated two billion euros, as a “landmark.”

“Cyprus now becomes a major hub for the transmission of
electricity from Africa to Europe,” said company chairman Ioannis
Kasoulides. It is estimated the project will take 36 months to im-
plement from the start of construction, with the lowest point
3,000 meters below sea-level.

Phase 1 will see the interconnector carry a capacity of 1,000
MW which can be upgraded to 2,000 MW at a later stage.

“The national electricity grid of Egypt will be linked to the Eu-
ropean electricity system through Cyprus and will contribute to
energy security,” Kasoulides said. Following the crises in Crimea
and eastern Ukraine, the EU has been keen to develop alternative
sources of energy to reduce its dependence on imports from Rus-
sia.  In the past year, gas has started flowing from four major new
fields off Egypt’s Mediterranean coast, and output is already suf-
ficient to meet domestic needs.

The Arab world’s most populous country is now seeking to de-
velop the infrastructure to export its newfound energy wealth,
both as liquefied natural gas and as electricity.

Egypt is also seeking to import gas from fields off Cyprus and
Israel to boost the profitability of the new liquefaction and export
facilities it is developing on its Mediterranean coast.

In September, Egypt signed a deal with Cyprus to build an un-
dersea pipeline to pump Cypriot offshore gas to Egypt for pro-
cessing for export to Europe. The plans have led to closer eastern
Mediterranean ties, with Cyprus, Egypt, Greece and Israel hold-
ing regular high-level meetings. — AFP

Egypt inks deal 
with Cyprus for 
power link to Europe

ARBA MINCH, Ethiopia: After farmer Manza Bulacho’s crops
were wiped out in a drought that devastated parts of Ethiopia
in 2017, the father of 10 hoped a cow could keep him going.

Bulacho, 42, who lives near the city of Arba Minch in south-
ern Ethiopia, joined a program that helped him borrow money
to purchase a dairy cow and get it insured. The milk would
bring in much-needed income - as much as 300 birr ($10.45) a
day, he was told.

As climate change tests the livelihoods of crop farmers and
herders, the innovative scheme aims to foster a culture of saving
and micro-insurance - but not all has gone smoothly.

Run by UK-based nonprofit Farm Africa, the project organ-
izes farmers into savings groups and links them with micro-fi-
nance companies that give them loans to buy cows for extra
income. They then sign up to insurance policies to ensure they
can still repay their loans if their cows die.

But some farmers complain such market-driven initiatives
leave participants waiting too long for the money to come in.

A year on, after several insemination attempts, Bulacho’s
cow had still not calved, so had not produced a drop of milk.
With the added cost of keeping the cow, and none of the addi-
tional income he was expecting, Bulacho struggled to pay his
bills. “I told them to take this cow away from me,” he said.

Melese Olte, 32, another farmer in the Arba Minch region,
tried three times to get his cow to conceive so she could make
milk, but never succeeded. She died a few months later, he said.

The insurance policy he got with the program guaranteed
to pay out on a claim within 72 hours, but it was over five
months before he got his money, he said. In the meantime, he
still had to pay down the loan he got to buy his cow in the first
place - with interest.

According to Farm Africa, since the project launched in

2015, it has established more than 340 village savings and loans
associations, through which households have put away more
than $100,000 and farmers have accessed nearly $70,000 in
loans. Dereje Agizi, a project coordinator for aid agency Mercy
Corps, one of Farm Africa’s partners, said problems like those
experienced by Bulacho and Olte were rare - and could be due
to “the age of the cow and poor feeding”. “Almost all cows
bought from the same source and at the same time have given
birth,” Agizi said by email. Hundreds of farmers had taken out
insurance, and the five who had so far made claims had been
compensated, he added.— Reuters

Milking it? Ethiopian farmers fight 
drought with insured cows

For many Ethiopians, milk would bring in much-needed income
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BEVERLY HILLS: Keith Thurman vowed to re-
tire Philippine boxing legend Manny Pacquiao
yesterday as the two fighters traded verbal jabs
ahead of the World Boxing Association battle for
welterweight supremacy.

The undefeated Thurman, 30, takes on Pac-
quiao in Las Vegas on July 20 in a contest that
pits the WBA’s “super world champion” against
the body’s secondary “world” champion. Thur-
man (29-0, with 22 knockouts) returned from a
near two-year layoff to retain his title with a 12-
round majority decision over Josesito Lopez on
January 26.

Eight-division champion Pacquiao, who last
fought in a one-sided demolition of Adrien
Broner in January, is 10 years older than his
American opponent. And as the two men came
face to face at a press conference in Beverly Hills
on Wednesday, Thurman vowed to make the age
difference count.

“Pacquiao’s last fight, Pacquiao’s last fight,”
Thurman said, while pledging to “dismantle” the
40-year-old Filipino icon. “I’m destroying the
legend of Manny Pacquiao,” Thurman said. “His
legacy ends on July 20. He’s had a wonderful ca-
reer, and been an inspiration. We all love him and
respect him. And I’m respectfully going to kick

the shit out of him. “This is a big fight as far as
the stage. But it’s a big fight against a little guy.
I’ve dismantled veterans in the past, and
throughout my career. I would have destroyed
him five years ago. 

“He’s never fought a fighter like me with the
lateral movement, speed, power. He’s never
fought anyone this young, strong and hungry
and I’m coming for him. “I know he likes to quote
Bible verses so I’ll let you know-he’s getting cru-
cified.” Pacquiao, who mixes a political career as
a senator in the Philippines with professional
boxing, laughed off Thurman’s threats of annihi-
lation. “All I can say is that most of my opponents
say things before a fight,” Pacquiao said. “That’s
what I hear from them - ‘I’m easy to beat’. But
when we get into the ring it changes. We’ll see
who’s young in the ring on July 20. 

“I don’t like trash-talking before a fight. I’m
going to let my fists do the talking.” Pacquiao
plans to split his training camp between the
Philippines and Los Angeles, wrapping up his
preparations under the watchful eye of long-
time trainer Freddie Roach, who is back in his
corner. “Manny Pacquiao is the best fighter in
the world to work with,” Roach said Wednesday.
“His work ethic is unbelievable. We’ve studied

Thurman and come up with a game plan. And
we’re going to destroy him.”

Pacquiao meanwhile insisted that his advanc-
ing years had not diminished his enthusiasm or

energy for boxing. “At age 40, I feel like I’m 29,”
he said. “This is fun. I’m enjoying it. I’m excited
to go back to the Philippines and go straight
back to the gym.” — AFP

Thurman says ready to ‘crucify’ 
Pacquiao for welterweight supremacy

IOC eyes ten new 
board members but 
omits Coe, Infantino
LAUSANNE, Switzerland: The International Olympic Commit-
tee on Wednesday announced 10 fresh candidates for its exec-
utive board, a list that omits athletics supremo Sebastian Coe
and FIFA head Gianni Infantino. The IOC Elections Committee’s
nominees to become new members of the IOC’s governing body
in June include Spyros Capralos, President of the Greek
Olympic Committee. In 2012, he received a warning for his in-
volvement in ticketing at the London 2012 Games. “It was seven
years ago,” IOC President Thomas Bach told reporters.

The commission, chaired by Princess Anne, ruled that Capra-
los had served his sentence and that a warning should not mean
permanent exclusion. “IOC Members are representatives of the
IOC in their respective countries, where they promote Olympism
and its values,” Bach said in a statement. “These 10 new mem-
bers proposed to the IOC Session have different backgrounds,
but they all have a great passion for and knowledge of the
Olympic and sports movement, which will help their mission and
will be beneficial for the entire Olympic Movement.”

The IOC said that neither Coe, of the International Associ-
ation of Athletics Federations (IAAF), nor Infantino were con-
sidered because it did not wish to interfere in the presidential
elections in those two bodies. At FIFA, however, Infantino is the
only candidate and will be re-elected unopposed on June 5. The
IOC has always preferred to have the major sports federations.
However, Infantino’s predecessor at FIFA, Sepp Blatter, and
Coe’s at the IAAF, Lamine Diack, were IOC members but both
still face legal problems for suspicions of corruption. For Coe,
a former Olympic champion, British Member of Parliament and
head of the 2012 London Olympics, there is also a potential
conflict of interest. — AFP

BEVERLY HILLS: Manny Pacquiao and Keith Thurman pose during a press conference before their WBA
Welterweight Championship fight at The Beverly Hills Hotel yester in Beverly Hills, California. — AFP

‘Unprepared’ Tokyo 
2020 boxing boss vows 
to put athletes first

TOKYO: The Olympic official hastily put in charge of organiz-
ing the Tokyo 2020 boxing competition admitted yesterday he
was “totally unprepared” for his appointment, but vowed he
would put athletes’ interests first. The IOC tapped Morinari
Watanabe from the Japanese Olympic Committee to run a spe-
cial taskforce to organize the Tokyo 2020 boxing competition
on Wednesday after stripping the world amateur governing
body (AIBA) of the right following misconduct allegations. The
60-year-old, currently head of the International Gymnastics
Federation, told reporters at a news conference in Tokyo that
the call had come out of the blue.

“It was two days ago at night. I was having dinner and all
of sudden, the (country code) 44 appeared on my phone. I
was wondering who it was and it was (IOC) President
(Thomas) Bach!” he said. “He told me to become chair of the
taskforce. I was happy. I was aware of the challenges and is-
sues and I knew there were athletes who are suffering and if
there are athletes suffering, it is the obligation of an IOC mem-
ber to go out and support them,” he said, talking through an
interpreter. He said he had always tried to put athletes first at
the gymnastics federation, even revealing he had asked “to
clean the bathrooms” on a recent trip, “because that’s what
the president should be doing”.

“Getting the voice of the athletes is really important... I want
to understand their concerns,” he said. After months of dancing
around each other, the IOC Wednesday delivered a knock-out
blow to AIBA, removing its right to organize the Tokyo boxing
competition but insisting that a tournament would nonetheless
take place. The IOC had frozen preparations for the boxing at
Tokyo 2020 pending a months-long investigation into alleged
serious mismanagement at the crisis-riddled association. The

details have yet to be hammered out, but the IOC has said
qualifications will take place between January and May 2020.

Watanabe said there was “no choice” but to organize the
tournament quickly despite the tight time-frame, and joked “I
might not be getting much sleep.” Asked what his strategy was,
he replied: “I was told just two days ago. This is something I
was totally unprepared for. I wasn’t expecting this.” He said he
would be flying immediately to IOC headquarters in Switzer-
land to begin work, admitting: “At this point in time, so many
things are still unclear.” “I need to conduct a thorough analysis
to build a good way forward,” he said. —AFP

TOKYO: International Olympic Committee (IOC) vice president and
chairman of the Coordination Commission for Tokyo 2020, John
Coates (R) and Tokyo 2020 president Yoshiro Mori (L) leave at the
end of their joint press conference following the three-day session
of the IOC Coordination Commission in Tokyo yesterday. —V AFP

‘This is a big fight as far as the stage against a little guy’
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MONACO: Poignant tributes to Niki Lauda, in-
cluding a solitary red baseball cap left hanging
on his earphones peg, were all around the Mer-
cedes team motorhome and their cars yesterday
morning as practice began for the Monaco
Grand Prix. On a dry and hazy morning in the
Mediterranean principality, the cramped har-
bourside paddock was in somber mood as For-
mula One honored the Austrian, who died
overnight Monday aged 70. Like Mercedes,
where he was a larger-than-life figure on the
pit-wall as the team’s plain-speaking non-exec-
utive chairman, and Ferrari, with whom he won
his first two championships, McLaren were also
honoring the memory of the man and where he
won his third drivers world title.

The Ferrari SF90 cars ran with a decal mark-
ing his time with them in the form of a replica
graphic of his name as used on the side of the
cars when he raced for the team from 1974 to
1977. It was underlined in black as a sign of
mourning. Sebastian Vettel, the four-time cham-
pion who is a keen historian of the sport and was
close to Lauda, wore a special helmet livery re-
flecting the famous red one the Austrian used in
his racing career. Mercedes marked the passing
of the man who was instrumental in persuading
Lewis Hamilton to join from McLaren with a red
star, Lauda’s signature and a message of thanks
‘Danke Niki’ on their cars.

“As you can imagine, this is a very difficult

time for the team, for all of us, and it is very dif-
ficult, most importantly, as a friend,” said team
boss and fellow-Austrian Toto Wolff. “It’s not an
easy situation to try to go back to racing espe-
cially not in Monaco with so much media atten-
tion. “I am trying to keep it together emotionally
in speaking about a friend. This is what matters
most and what hurts the most. It is one thing that
the world and the F1 community has lost the
biggest icon, but it is totally different, and more
difficult, to have lost a friend.”

‘Heart and soul’
Speaking to reporters ahead of yesterday’s

practice, Wolff asked the news media to respect
the team’s emotions as they continued racing “as
Niki would have wanted us to do nothing
else”.”It’s so hard to talk about Niki, the icon in
F1 that he was,” he added. “The biggest icon that
we had. My emotions are so overwhelming as a
friend. The 48 hours have been terrible. I feel like
a zombie - I keep looking at the pictures and
find myself with tears in my eyes every half hour
because he’s not here anymore. “This isn’t easy.
There’s a huge black cloud and there is someone
who is so dearly missed in this team and in F1. I
feel we’ve lost the heart and soul of Formula
One.” Vettel not only sported a near-replica
Lauda helmet, but revealed also that, after learn-
ing of his friend’s lung transplant operation last
year, he wrote a letter that he described as being

“a great pleasure” and “full of fine words. “Other
teams including Red Bull, Toro Rosso and Haas
carried tributes on their cars as championship
leader and defending five-time champion Lewis
Hamilton set the pace. The Briton was excused

from appearing at a routine pre-event news
conference on Wednesday due to his emotional
condition following Lauda’s death, his place
being taken by Silver Arrows team-mate Valt-
teri Bottas.  — AFP

Niki Lauda remembered in 
tributes at somber Monaco

V

In this file photo taken on November 27, 2016, then Mercedes non-executive chairman and for-
mer multiple world champion Niki Lauda (L) and F1 supremo Bernie Ecclestone share a joke
ahead of the start of the Abu Dhabi Formula One Grand Prix at the Yas Marina circuit. — AFP

Hamilton edges 
Verstappen in 
Monaco practice
MONACO: Lewis Hamilton topped the times for Mercedes
ahead of Red Bull’s Max Verstappen in yesterday morning’s
opening free practice session at the Monaco Grand Prix. In
a somber atmosphere following the death of three-time
champion Niki Lauda, the championship leader and defend-
ing five-time champion clocked a fastest lap of the famous
Mediterranean street circuit in one minute and 12.106 sec-
onds to outpace the Dutchman by 0.059 seconds. Hamilton’s
Silver Arrows team-mate Valtteri Bottas was third, only 0.072
seconds adrift of the Englishman, ahead of Monegasque
Charles Leclerc of Ferrari and his team-mate Sebastian Vettel
and Pierre Gasly in the second Red Bull.

The two Ferraris were three-tenths and seven-tenths
slower than Hamilton respectively. It was the first time a Mer-
cedes car had led a Monaco session since 2017, boosting their
hopes of extending their dominant season-opening streak of
an unprecedented five one-two triumphs. Nico Hulkenberg
was seventh for Renault ahead of Kevin Magnussen of Haas,
Kimi Raikkonen of Alfa Romeo, who is due to start his 300th
race on Sunday, and Romain Grosjean, in the second Haas. The
two Haas cars missed much of the session after being black
flagged to return to the pit lane due to communication prob-
lems that were resolved, permitting them to rejoin the action.
Carlos Sainz of McLaren was unable to clock a lap time after
suffering technical problems with his car. — AFP

India’s first openly 
gay athlete 
wants right to wed
BHUBANESWAR: Sprinter Dutee Chand - India’s first openly gay
athlete - says she will fight for the right to marry her “soulmate”
days after revealing her sexuality to a deeply conservative country.
The 23-year-old caused shockwaves when she told an English-
language daily she was dating a woman from her village in eastern
Odisha state. Chand was praised for her courage after Sunday’s
article but the revelation soured ties with her family. “They should
know that everyone just wants to live happily,” Chand told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation. “People oppose many things in the
name of culture and religion ... (but) India is a democratic country
and many things change frequently,” Chand said.

Dubbed “India’s fastest woman” with a national record over
100 metres, Chand said she found the strength to go public after
the Supreme Court scrapped a colonial-era ban on gay sex last
September - and after her family threatened to out her. Now, she
wants the right to marry her partner in a country where same-sex
marriage is illegal and homophobia is rife. “I am confident we will
also be legally allowed to marry. 

I will appeal and seek permission,” she said at her small two-
bedroom home in Odisha’s capital city of Bhubaneswar. Gay sex
is considered taboo by many in India, and while it no longer car-
ries a punishment of up to 10 years in prison, rights such as gay
marriage are likely to prove elusive. 

But Chand is also a woman who fights for what she wants. Like
South African Olympic athlete Caster Semenya, Chand has hyper-
androgenism - a condition that boosts natural testosterone levels
- which saw her barred from competing under International As-

sociation of Athletics Federa-
tions (IAAF) rules. She was sub-
jected to tests and abuse for
being “unfeminine”. But she took
the IAAF to court and won a
landmark victory in 2015 that
paved the way for hyperandro-
genic athletes to compete in
100m and 200m races. The de-
cision allowed her to run in the
2018 Asian Games, where she
won two silver medals.

Her latest resolve to tackle
tradition came nearly a week

after Taiwan became the first country in Asia to legalize same-sex
marriage, sparking expectation for change across the region.
Chand said that even if she does not now succeed in her bid to
marry, she and her partner would remain “soulmates for life.” “As
long as we are united in our hearts and our minds, nothing can
prevent us,” she said. Chand declined to name her “very caring”
girlfriend and said they shared a “mental relationship” rather than
a sexual one. Her revelation was cheered as a brave act - U.S. talk
show host Ellen DeGeneres says she is proud - but Chand said
she came out because her sister had threatened to expose her
sexuality. Her sister and mother said they could not accept her re-
lationship, said Chand, something she was “shocked to see”, while
her partner’s family had been more supportive. 

“We would have announced this at an appropriate time, maybe
after four or five years,” she said. Yet Chand said she felt relieved
the secret was out and wants to be a role model for the millions
of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT+) people in India.
LGBT+ rights activists say much needs to be done to win equality,
including the right to marry and adopt, and also better access to
jobs, healthcare, education and housing. “Any rule which deprives
someone of happiness is wrong,” Chand said. — Reuters

‘I feel we’ve lost the heart and soul of Formula One’

Dutee Chand
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NEW DELHI: India need to space out their ex-
perienced batsmen at the World Cup in England
and veteran Mahendra Singh Dhoni is best
suited at number five, according to batting great
Sachin Tendulkar.

Skipper Virat Kohli joins openers Shikhar
Dhawan and Rohit Sharma to complete India’s
stable top three while all-rounder Vijay Shankar
is set to bat at number four in the earlier games.

Having Dhoni, whose 341 ODI appearances
makes him the most experienced player at this
year’s World Cup, at number five would ensure
the former India captain could nudge along
before exploding in the final overs, believes
Tendulkar.

“My personal opinion is Dhoni should be
batting (at) five,” Tendulkar, part of the Dhoni-
led squad who won the 2011 World Cup on home
soil, told ESPNcricinfo. “I still don’t know what
the team combination would be, but if you are
going Rohit and Shikhar as openers, to Virat at
No. 3 and whoever at No. 4 then Dhoni could be
No. 5. Then Hardik Pandya, an explosive player,
follows them.

“That way the experienced batsmen are well
spaced out and Dhoni can stretch the game to-

wards the end where he himself can be explo-
sive along with Hardik. “From No 5-8 you are
looking at finishers, who stay till the end and
soak in that pressure. I feel we are well
equipped to do that.”

Dhawan is the lone left-hander in India’s
strong batting lineup and Tendulkar said the
opener must bat deep into the matches to help
dominate the bowlers, especially the leg-spin-
ners. “A left-right combination always helps be-
cause that means the bowler has to adjust his
line every now and then and the (bowling) cap-
tain has also to keep thinking,” said Tendulkar,
who remains the only cricketer with 100 inter-
national centuries against his name.

“And if there is a partnership the job becomes
even more tougher. So, yes, it is important for a
left-hander to be there to put pressure on the
legspinner or for that matter any bowler.” Eng-
land’s home series against Pakistan has con-
vinced Tendulkar that it would be a high-scoring
World Cup played on flat tracks and with two
new balls which negate reverse swing.

“I believe if you have quality spinners to bowl
in the middle overs they would end up picking
wickets. “It is all about bowling in partnerships -

if quality bowlers could bowl in tandem and cre-
ate pressure on the batting line-up, that is one

way of countering all these factors (that) I feel are
not in favour of the bowlers.”  — Reuters

Dhoni best suited at No 5 
for India, says Tendulkar

Mahendra singh Dhoni

Kohli joins openers Dhawan and Sharma to complete India’s stable top three 

England desperate 
to justify World 
Cup favorites tag
LONDON: World Cup hosts England will kick-start the tourna-
ment with everything seemingly in place to finally win a trophy
that has eluded them for the competition’s entire 44-year history.
Captain Eoin Morgan, no slouch with the bat himself, can call on
a clutch of experienced match winners in a star-studded batting
line-up featuring Jos Buttler and Ben Stokes. England are hoping
Barbados-born fast bowler Jofra Archer, who only qualified in
March, will be the X-factor in a varied attack that also includes
the experience of seamer Chris Woakes and leg-spinner Adil
Rashid.

A woeful first-round exit at the 2015 World Cup following a
defeat by Bangladesh prompted England to overhaul their ap-
proach to the 50-over game and give it the status they had pre-
viously reserved for Test cricket. The results have been
spectacular, with Morgan’s men rising to the top of the one-day
international rankings. They have twice set a new record for the
highest total in an ODI innings — 444 for three against Pakistan
at Trent Bridge in 2016 and 481-6 against reigning world cham-
pions Australia at the same venue last year. The change in ap-
proach was evident in their first ODI after the 2015 tournament,
against New Zealand in Birmingham. 

England they made 408 for nine in a match they eventually won
by 210 runs. Jonny Bairstow and Jason Roy, who average more
than 64 as a first-wicket pair, with 1,676 runs and seven century
partnerships in 26 innings together at the top of the order in this
format, have set the tone. A middle-order featuring such dynamic
hitters as Buttler and Stokes, both of whom have shown they can
also rebuild an innings after a collapse, often boosts England’s
totals to impregnable levels. But there is more to England, who
made the last of their three losing appearances in a World Cup
final back in 1992, than bully batting. Both Woakes and Rashid
have taken wickets that have proved to be the difference in high-

scoring games, while Tom Curran has also made valuable all-
round contributions.

ARCHER FACTOR 
The addition of 90 mph (145 kmh) Archer has added a new di-

mension to England’s attack, although they may regret leaving out
left-armer David Willey. England are unlikely to encounter the
kind of slow surface that helped prove their undoing when they
lost to Pakistan in the semi-finals of the 2017 Champions Trophy
in Cardiff. But that defeat did raise doubts over their ability to
cope with the pressure of a knockout situation. England’s record
at recent World Cups has been dismal and they will be desperate
to make amends in front of packed home crowds.

Former captain Michael Vaughan summed up the prevailing
mood of optimism as England prepare to open the tournament
against South Africa at the Oval on May 30. “England will never
have a better chance of winning a World Cup,” he wrote in the
Daily Telegraph. “Everything has fallen into place for them. Jofra
Archer has arrived on the scene at the last minute to give them that
extra pace. “The two new white balls and flat pitches that suit pow-
erful batting units are just perfect for a team set up like England.
We all expect them to win the World Cup now,” he added. “They
expect to win it as well because they have that inner belief and
confidence that this is the year they are going to do it.” —AFP

‘No excuse’ for balanced 
Pakistan at WCup: Afridi
LAHORE: Former Pakistan captain Shahid Afridi says the side
have injected the right amount of experience into their World
Cup squad with the late inclusions of pacemen Wahab Riaz and
Mohammed Amir, and have no excuse for poor performance
now. Riaz’s hostile spell to Australian Shane Watson was one of
the highlights of the 2015 World Cup, but the 33-year-old has
not played a one-day international since June 2017. Fellow left-
arm quick bowler Amir was also initially omitted from Pakistan’s
World Cup squad before being pencilled in on Monday.

“I think this team has the right combination,” Afridi said in
a video posted on the Pakistan Cricket Board’s Twitter feed
yesterday. “The best thing is (that) batting used to be a con-
stant worry for us but our batsmen are now in good form,” the
former all-rounder said. Pakistan posted 340-plus scores in
three of the four completed matches in this month’s ODI series
in England, even though the hosts prevailed 4-0. In March they
had been thrashed 5-0 by Australia in the United Arab Emi-
rates. “We did quite a few experiments with the side. We rested
the seniors in the series against Australia, giving chance to
youngsters,” Afridi said. 

“Our bowling struggled before the World Cup I think be-
cause they lacked experience there. “Now Wahab Riaz, (leg-
spinner) Shadab Khan and Mohammad Amir are back and it’s
a well-balanced team. We should not have any excuse now.”
Consistency has never been the strong point of an otherwise
talented team, but Afridi reckoned a good start could take the
1992 champions all the way to the June 14 final at the Lord’s.
“It’s very important to win the first couple of matches to build
a momentum ... Our youngsters are capable of beating any
team in the world.” “I see Pakistan as one of the teams in the
semi-finals and, God willing, I’m confident they’ll play the final
too ... “Pressure is inevitable in international cricket. 

It tests a player and his mental strength. But World Cup is
also a great opportunity to become a hero with the whole
world looking at you.” — Reuters

Eoin Morgan
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NEW DELHI: With quality bowling attacks,
Australia and India may have the edge at the
World Cup in England where fortunes are likely
to be made or marred in the middle overs, former
Australia paceman Andy Bichel has said. Eng-
land’s home series against Pakistan provided a
glimpse of what to expect, with the batsmen
dominant in 300-plus scores throughout. Flat
pitches, small grounds and fast outfields are
likely to defang the bowlers who will also strug-
gle to generate swing with two new balls. “I think
that’s where the games could be won and lost,”
Bichel, who played 19 tests and 67 ODIs be-
tween 1997-2004, told Reuters.

“If a wicket does fall in the middle overs, and
this is where I think India has got a pretty good
attack, and then (they) can blunt the run-flow
before the back end (becomes) unstoppable.”
Leg-spinner Adam Zampa and quicks Mitchell
Starc and Pat Cummins can do the job for hold-
ers Australia in the 15 to 40-over phase, said the
48-year-old Bichel, a panelist for Indian digital
broadcaster Power Sportz in its World Cup pro-
gramming. “There’s going to be an opportunity
in the middle overs to attack with one of those
two (bowlers), to blunt the run-flow to a new
batsman,” he added.

“That middle part of the game, Adam Zampa

is a big one for me, someone who attacks the
stumps, rolls it either way. “He’s pretty special
bowling to new batters as well, keeps them very
quiet ... The middle part is something I’m going
to watch very closely.” Starc was Australia’s
wrecker-in-chief four years ago and walked
away with the player-of-the-tournament honour
with his 22 scalps. He was backed up by quicks
Mitchell Johnson (15 wickets) and Josh Hazle-
wood (seven). Johnson has since retired, while
Hazlewood was omitted by selectors but Bichel
believes Cummins and all-rounder Marcus Stoi-
nis can fill the void.

“The thing that’ll probably help Mitchell
(Starc) is the fact that Pat Cummins has really
expressed himself and ended up being the Allan
Border Player of the Year,” he said, referring to
Australia’s top cricket award. “I think that would
make Mitchell breathe a bit easier even though
he did have that good support last time. “An-
other good thing is Australia have grown a lot of
confidence in Stoinis in recent times, especially
in the India series where he was given the ball to
bowl some big overs and he was pretty success-
ful.” The onus, however, will remain on Starc, who
played the last of his 75 ODIs against South
Africa in November and is on the comeback trail
after an injury layoff. Bichel, whose 7-20 against

England in 2003 remains the second best bowl-
ing figures in World Cup records, had no doubt
the left-armer could torment batsmen again. “He
hasn’t played recently but I watched him bowl the
other day and he looks like he’s building up nicely
for the tournament,” said Bichel. “His ability in the

first five or six overs to swing that ball the way
he does can really expose some top order bat-
ters, because of his pace and the angle he is com-
ing from. “And then in his later overs, we’ve seen
him blunt an in-form batsman with a pretty quick
yorker from around the wicket.” — Reuters

World Cup will be won and 
lost in middle overs: Bichel

Embattled Sri 
Lanka hope for 
WCup miracle
COLOMBO: Sri Lanka go into the World Cup
with low expectations after losing eight of
their last nine one-day matches and led by a
captain who has not played 50-over cricket
for more than four years. While the 1996
champions have enjoyed some success in the
Test arena, they have lost more than three-
quarters of the ODI matches they have played
since the beginning of 2017. During that pe-
riod, Sri Lanka have been led by six different
captains, the most recent of whom is Test
opener Dimuth Karunaratne. Karunaratne,
who is regarded as one of the best batsman in
the five-day format, had not been part of Sri
Lanka’s ODI set-up since the 2015 edition,
largely because of his low scoring rate in lim-
ited-overs matches. With the team’s top order
having routinely proved fragile during the se-
ries against South Africa in March, the solidity
Karunaratne offers as opener has proved at-
tractive to team selectors. 

In his first assignment as Test captain, the 31-
year-old led Sri Lanka to a 2-0 win in South
Africa, to make the islanders only the third team
after Australia and England to win a Test series
there. But the skipper would have to perform a
near miracle to make his team into serious con-
tenders for the biggest prize in ODI cricket. The
left-handed Karunaratne re-started his ODI

journey with a bang after scoring 77 off 88 balls
to guide his team to a 35-run win over Scotland
via the Duckworth-Lewis method on Tuesday.
His predecessor, Lasith Malinga, leads the team’s
pace attack and is fresh from a title with Mumbai
Indians in the Indian Premier League Twenty20
tournament.

SERIOUS WEAKNESSES
The win against Scotland does not erase the

shortcomings highlighted during their 5-0 ODI
thumping in South Africa in March. Most con-
cerning was the batting, with Sri Lanka unable
to last the full 50 overs in any of the four games
that went the distance. None of the Sri Lankan
batsmen scored a century in that series and it
was number nine batsman Isuru Udana who pro-
duced the team’s best innings of 78. The lack of
a quality spin bowler has also plagued the team
with Akila Dananjaya, the spinner they had been
grooming for the World Cup, proving a shadow
of his former self after having his faulty action
remodeled.

In place of Dananjaya, Sri Lanka have picked
leg-spinners Jeffrey Vandersay and Jeevan
Mendis as primary spin options in their World
Cup squad, though neither of those bowlers had
played an ODI in the previous 18 months at the
time of selection. Also of concern is the fielding,
which has been below par in the past two years,
with the catching especially poor. Sri Lanka
hope that highly rated fielding coach Steve
Rixon can turn things around. They can at least
take heart from their pacemen Malinga, Suranga
Lakmal and Nuwan Pradeep. Pradeep claimed
four wickets in the game against Scotland. Sri
Lanka begin their World Cup campaign against
New Zealand on June 1 in Cardiff. — AFP

Andy Bichel

Zampa, Starc and Cummins can do the job for holders Australia 

T20 kings W Indies 
seek to make fresh 
World Cup mark
ST JOHN’S: Can the West Indies take the form
that has made them such a potent force in
Twenty20 cricket into the World Cup? That is
the question confronting Jason Holder’s side as
they head into the one-day showpiece in Eng-
land and Wales that starts on May 30. The
Caribbean team, who open their campaign
against Pakistan at Trent Bridge the following
day, have won two of the past three editions of
the World T20. With the increasing similarity in
the way teams approach the two formats of the
white-ball game, there seems no reason why the
West Indies cannot again be a force in 50-over
cricket as well.

Yet they failed to qualify for the 2017
Champions Trophy ODI tournament in England
and only just scraped into this World Cup
through the qualifiers. It is all a far cry from the
West Indies’ glory days, when a powerful
squad under the captaincy of Clive Lloyd won
the first two men’s World Cups, in 1975 and
1979, and lost in the 1983 final to India. A long-
running player dispute appears to have been
put behind them with the defeat of controver-
sial Cricket West Indies president Dave
Cameron in a recent election. With veteran
opener Chris Gayle firmly back in the one-day
fold, they can do real damage.

The 39-year-old left-hander has signaled

that he remains a potent force ahead of what
could be his last major global tournament
with some typically blistering innings, includ-
ing 162 off just 97 balls in Grenada during a
drawn series at home to World Cup favorites
England earlier this year. Yet there is more to
the West Indies’ batting than the self-styled
“Universe Boss”, with Evin Lewis, Shimron
Hetmyer and Shai Hope all capable of telling
contributions in a line-up also boasting dan-
gerous all-rounder Andre Russell. One prob-
lem for the West Indies, as with many other
sides, could be how their attack fares on
what are likely to be a series of excellent
batting pitches.

RAW PACE
But Shannon Gabriel, Kemar Roach and Os-

hane Thomas have the raw pace to unsettle
batsmen regardless of conditions, while variety
comes in the form of left-arm paceman Sheldon
Cottrell. Such has been the impact of Holder’s
captaincy in trying circumstances that his abil-
ity with both bat and ball is often overlooked.
But the West Indies’ spin options were depleted
when T20 star Sunil Narine ruled himself out
because he felt a finger injury would prevent
him bowling the longer spells required in one-
day cricket.

“We have some good young players who
have been improving and developing well,” for-
mer West Indies all-rounder Dwayne Bravo told
the ICC website. “I have talked to captain Jason
Holder and others and I believe this team will be
a threat to all teams in the World Cup,” he added.
“Anyone can do well on a given day but I feel
confident about West Indies as we see a good
mix of experience and youth.” — AFP
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BALTIMORE: Gleyber Torres continued his homer
barrage against Baltimore with two more on
Wednesday night, and the visiting New York Yan-
kees finished with five long balls in a 7-5 victory
over the Orioles. Torres now has 12 homers this
season, with 10 off Orioles pitching. Gary Sanchez,
Thairo Estrada and DJ LeMahieu also homered for
the Yankees, who have hit 11 round-trippers while
winning each of the first three games of the four-
game series. Nine of Sanchez’s 15 homers have
come against the Orioles this season, including
blasts in each of the first three games of this series.
New York now has banged out 34 homers as a
team against Baltimore in 2019. The Yankees hit
three or more homers in six straight games at Cam-
den Yards. According to STATS, that’s the longest
streak by any team in any major league stadium-
ever. The Baltimore pitching staff now has allowed
105 homers this season. The Orioles on Tuesday
became the fastest to allow 100 in a year.

RED SOX 6, BLUE JAYS 5 (13 INNINGS)
Rookie Michael Chavis hit his 10th homer of the

season in the 13th inning, and visiting Boston de-
feated Toronto. Mookie Betts hit his eighth homer
with two outs in the top of the 12th inning against
Joe Biagini to give Boston the lead. Rowdy Tellez
tied the game at 5 with his ninth homer with two
outs in the bottom of the 12th against Heath Hem-
bree (1-0). Hembree pitched a perfect bottom of
the 13th. The Blue Jays tied the game in the ninth
on pinch hitter Danny Jansen’s two-out RBI single
against Marcus Walden.

CUBS 8, PHILLIES 4
Albert Almora Jr. drilled a go-ahead, fifth-inning

grand slam, and the bullpen contributed five in-
nings of one-run relief to lift host Chicago over
Philadelphia. Chicago had three home runs while
winning for the seventh time in 11 games and earn-
ing at least a split of the four-game series that is
set to conclude today afternoon. Almora snapped
a 3-all tie with two outs in the fifth, delivering his
first career grand slam on the first pitch from
Phillies left-hander Cole Irvin (2-1).

RAYS 8, DODGERS 1
Brandon Lowe hit a go-ahead single, and Avisail

Garcia and Kevin Kiermaier added three-run home
runs, all in a seven-run seventh inning, as Tampa
Bay ended a brief two-game skid with a victory
over Los Angeles at St. Petersburg, Fla. In what had
been a pitchers’ duel through six innings, the Rays
finally broke through once Dodgers starter Rich
Hill left the game. Lowe’s RBI hit and Garcia’s home
run came against previously dependable reliever
Dylan Floro, who had given up just one earned run
in his 19 appearances this season. Max Muncy hit
a home run for the Dodgers, while Hill gave up just
one run on five hits with two walks and seven
strikeouts in six innings. The left-hander has 17
strikeouts over his past two starts after striking out
14 in his previous three starts.

WHITE SOX 9, ASTROS 4
Charlie Tilson made his first career home run a

memorable one, socking a grand slam that capped
a six-run sixth inning as visiting Chicago slugged

its way past Houston. Josh James entered with no
outs, after the White Sox scored two in the inning
to take a 4-3 lead. James walked the first batter he
faced to load the bases, then got two outs before
Tilson broke the game open. Fellow White Sox
rookie Eloy Jimenez belted a pair of homers, notch-
ing his second career multi-homer game, as the
White Sox rebounded after totaling one run over
the first two games of the four-game series.
Chicago had lost 11 of 12 games against the Astros
dating to the 2017 campaign.

ATHLETICS 7, INDIANS 2
Mark Canha homered and drove in three runs,

and Frankie Montas (6-2) struck out nine over six
scoreless innings as visiting Oakland completed a
sweep of Cleveland. Nick Hundley belted a homer
among his three hits and joined Robbie Grossman
in driving in a pair of runs for the Athletics, who ex-
tended their season-high winning streak to six
games. Jake Bauers launched a two-run homer in
the eighth inning, and Francisco Lindor reached
base four times (two singles, two walks) for the In-
dians, who have lost nine of their past 12 encoun-
ters with Oakland.

BREWERS 11, REDS 9
Mike Moustakas had three hits and scored three

runs as Milwaukee rallied from a pair of early five-
run deficits to beat visiting Cincinnati. Hernan Perez
also had three hits, Orlando Arcia had two hits and
three RBIs, and Eric Thames had two hits and two
RBIs for the Brewers. Moustakas, Keston Hiura and
Yasmani Grandal homered for Milwaukee. Jose
Iglesias had three hits and drove in two runs, Derek
Dietrich had two hits and scored twice, and Tucker
Barnhart hit a three-run homer for the Reds.

PADRES 5, DIAMONDBACKS 2
Eric Lauer (3-4) allowed one run on four hits

with no walks over seven innings, and San Diego
scored all of its runs in the first three innings to
beat visiting Arizona. The Padres swept the three-
game series, their first sweep of the Diamondbacks
since June 14-16, 2013. Four Padres-Greg Garcia,
Franmil Reyes, Eric Hosmer and Ty France-reached
base three times each for the Padres, who handed
the Diamondbacks a season-high fifth straight loss.

RANGERS 2, MARINERS 1
Hunter Pence homered, and Adrian Sampson

pitched 5 1/3 strong innings in relief as Texas de-
feated Seattle Mariners to complete a sweep of a
three-game series in Arlington, Texas. Sampson (2-
3) allowed one run on four hits, with no walks and
five strikeouts. Sampson, a right-hander who made
his major league debut with the Mariners in 2016,
came in for opener Jesse Chavez, who pitched the
first 1 2/3 innings without allowing a run. Pence
scored both runs for the Rangers, who won their
fourth consecutive game. Pence hit a one-out
homer to left-center field in the sixth, his 10th long
ball of the season.

ROYALS 8, CARDINALS 2 (GAME 1)
Jorge Soler capped a six-run third inning with

a three-run homer as visiting Kansas City trounced
St. Louis in the first game of a day-night double-

header. Brad Keller (3-5) gave up two runs on two
hits over seven-plus innings. He walked four and
struck out three. It was his best outing since throw-
ing seven shutout innings on Opening Day against
the White Sox, when he allowed just two hits with
one walk and five strikeouts. Michael Wacha (3-2)
took the loss in his second shortest outing of the
season. He gave up seven runs (six earned) on
seven hits in 4 2/3 innings. Wacha walked three and
struck out four.

CARDINALS 10, ROYALS 3 (GAME 2)
St. Louis hit four home runs to defeat Kansas

City and earn a split of the doubleheader. Marcell
Ozuna and Kolten Wong each had three-run
homers in the nightcap. Both teams entered the
two-game series having lost their past five series.
Adam Wainwright (4-4) picked up the win for St.
Louis, but it wasn’t easy. He gave up three runs on
six hits and four walks in five innings. Wainwright
struck out two and hit a batter. Kansas City’s
Homer Bailey (4-5) allowed five runs on four hits
and two walks in just 1 2/3 innings. He is now 6-16
all-time against the Cardinals.

METS 6, NATIONALS 1
Juan Lagares laced a bases-clearing double

with two outs in the eighth inning for host New
York, which surged back to beat Washington.
Rajai Davis, who was called up from Triple-A
Syracuse earlier in the day, added a three-run
homer in his first plate appearance later in the
eighth for the Mets, who have won the first three
games of the four-game series. New York has not
swept the Nationals/Montreal Expos in a four-
game series since July 1-4, 1991. A solo homer in
the first by the Nationals’ Adam Eaton was the
only run through the first seven innings as the
pitching duel between the National League’s last
two Cy Young Award winners, the Mets’ Jacob
deGrom and Washington’s Max Scherzer, lived
up to expectations.

MARLINS 6, TIGERS 3
Brian Anderson homered for the second straight

game, Garrett Cooper smacked his first career
homer, and Miami stretched its winning streak to
five games with a win over slumping Detroit. Neil
Walker rapped a two-run double in the seventh in-
ning that tied the score. Miguel Rojas added three
hits, including the go-ahead RBI single in the sev-
enth. Jose Urena (2-6) gave up three runs, two
earned, on seven hits in six innings. Sergio Romo
collected his eighth save with a spotless ninth.
Christin Stewart had three hits and an RBI for De-
troit, which has lost eight consecutive games.

ROCKIES 9, PIRATES 3
Daniel Murphy and Tony Wolters each hit two-

out, three-run homers in Colorado’s pasting of host
Pittsburgh. Every member of the Rockies starting
lineup had at least one hit, with the team collecting
16 hits in all. Colorado has won the first two games
of the three-game series following a four-game
losing streak. Rockies starter Jon Gray (4-4) gave
up three runs on a night of sevens-seven innings,
seven hits, seven strikeouts. He walked one. Pitts-
burgh went with rookie right-hander Montana Du-
Rapau (0-1) in an opener role. He lasted two-thirds
of an inning, facing five batters and giving up Mur-
phy’s three-run shot.

BRAVES 9, GIANTS 2
Dansby Swanson and Austin Riley each

smacked three-run homers as Atlanta sailed to a
victory at San Francisco. Freddie Freeman added a
solo blast and went 3-for-4 with a walk for the
Braves, who won for the ninth time in their past 12
games. Max Fried (7-2) won his third straight start
and became the National League’s first seven-
game winner. He allowed two runs and four hits
over six innings, striking out five and walking two.
Tyler Austin homered for San Francisco, which has
dropped two of three in the four-game series that
concludes Thursday. Jeff Samardzija (2-3) allowed
six runs-all unearned-in six innings. — Reuters

Yankees continue to punish Orioles,
Marlins down Tigers for fifth win

BALTIMORE:  Clint Frazier #77 of the New York Yankees follows his three RBI home run as
catcher Austin Wynns #61 of the Baltimore Orioles looks on in the fifth inning at Oriole Park at
Camden Yards. — AFP

Almora’s slam breaks tie as Cubs drop Phillies
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LAUSANNE: FIFA shelved a proposed expansion
of the 2022 World Cup in Qatar to 48 teams on
Wednesday, dealing a blow to the world football
body’s president Gianni Infantino. The 2022 tour-
nament in the Gulf state will now be played with
32 nations taking part. FIFA said it had abandoned
the expansion plans “following a thorough and
comprehensive consultation process” which led to
the conclusion that “under the current circum-
stances such a proposal could not be made now”.

“(The tournament) will therefore remain as
originally planned with 32 teams and no pro-
posal will be submitted at the next FIFA Con-
gress on 5 June,” FIFA said in a statement. The
expansion was a pet project of Infantino, who
pushed the idea despite the likely need for
Qatar’s neighbors to put aside a two-year block-
ade and help to host an expanded tournament.
“The involvement of these countries in the or-
ganization of the tournament jointly with Qatar
implies the lifting of this blockade, in particular
the lifting of restrictions on the movement of
people and goods,” said a feasibility study sub-
mitted to March’s FIFA Congress in Miami.

The study, seen by AFP, also claimed that a
Qatar World Cup with 48 teams would generate
“between $300-$400 million (265-354 million

euros) of additional income”. Specifically FIFA
was counting on an additional $120 million in TV
rights, $150 million in marketing rights and $90
million from ticket sales. The news comes after
Europe’s top football clubs said in March they
would boycott an expanded 24-team Club
World Cup-also backed by Infantino-which is
planned to take place in June and July 2021, re-
placing the Confederations Cup tournament.

COMPLICATED PROPOSITION
An announcement of the final decision had

not been expected until next month’s FIFA Con-
gress to be held in Paris ahead of the women’s
World Cup that takes place in France between
June 7 and July 7. FIFA said it had examined the
possibility of Qatar hosting a 48-team tourna-
ment on its own, but a study “concluded that due
to the advanced stage of preparations and the
need for a detailed assessment of the potential
logistical impact on the host country, more time
would be required and a decision could not be
taken before the deadline of June”.

FIFA has dropped the plan to expand the
2022 tournament despite recommending in
March that the number of teams should be raised
to 48 for that tournament, ahead of the 2026

World Cup in the United States, Canada and
Mexico. Expanding the competition for the 2022
tournament was always a complicated proposi-
tion. FIFA had sounded out potential co-hosts in
the region willing to support Qatar, which is sub-
ject to an ongoing embargo by Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and their allies. Qatar’s
Supreme Committee, charged with the organi-
zation of the tournament, said in reaction to
FIFA’s decision that “Qatar had always been open
to the idea of an expanded tournament in 2022
had a viable operating model been found and had
all parties concluded that an expanded 48-team
edition was in the best interest of football and
Qatar as the host nation.” But it said there was
insufficient time to make a deeper assessment
before the June deadline and “it was therefore
decided not to further pursue this option. 

With just three and a half years to go until
kick off, Qatar remains as committed as ever to
ensuring the 32-team FIFA World Cup in 2022 is
one of the best tournaments ever and one that
makes the entire Arab world proud,” the
Supreme Committee said. Saudi Arabia, the UAE,
Egypt and Bahrain cut all ties with Qatar in June
2017, accusing Doha of supporting Iran and Is-
lamist groups. Qatar vehemently denies the

charges and says Saudi Arabia and its allies are
aiming to incite government change in the emi-
rate, the world’s largest exporter of liquefied nat-
ural gas. Gulf states Kuwait and Oman have not
taken sides in the crisis. However, Oman said in
April it was “not ready” to host matches. Mean-
while, FIFA President Gianni Infantino thanked
Russia yesterday for hosting the “best World Cup
ever” as President Vladimir Putin presented him
with a state award for his role in making last
year’s tournament possible. — Agencies

FIFA shelves proposed expansion 
plans for 48-team 2022 World Cup

PSG’s Al-Khelaifi 
charged in Qatar
world athletics 
graft probe

PARIS: Paris Saint-Germain chief Nasser Al-Khelaifi
was yesterday charged with corruption in connection
with the bidding process for this year’s world athletics
championships in Doha, judicial sources said. Al-Khe-
laifi, who is also the boss of Qatari television channel
BeIN Sports, has been under investigation since March
in a probe of the bidding process for the 2017 and the
2019 world championships. Doha lost out to London to
stage the 2017 worlds but beat off opposition to host
the 2019 event from Eugene in the United States and
Barcelona.

Al-Khelaifi was informed by letter of his “mis en ex-
amen”, a French legal term that has no direct equivalent
in the American or British legal systems but roughly
translates as being charged. The French term does not
automatically trigger a trial but means that prosecutors
believe there is strong or corroborated evidence of
wrongdoing. Al-Khelaifi was unable to attend question-
ing by investigators scheduled for May 16 as he was in
Qatar for the domestic cup final. French prosecutors are
looking specifically at two payments of $3.5 million in
2011 by Oryx Qatar Sports Investment, a company
jointly owned by Al-Khelaifi and his brother Khalid, to
a sports marketing firm run by Papa Massata Diack.

Diack’s father Lamine Diack was president of the
International Association of Athletics Federations
(IAAF) from 1999 to 2015 and a member of the Inter-
national Olympic Committee. As well as probing the

world athletics championships the French investigation
is also examining circumstances in which the Olympic
Games were awarded to Rio de Janeiro for 2016 and
Tokyo for 2020.

Prior to the decision to charge him, Al-Khelaifi had
been questioned in March as “person of interest” in the
case revolving around the 2011 payments by Oryx
which were made at a time when Doha was seeking to
host the 2017 world athletics championship and the
2020 Olympics. Investigators were seeking to deter-
mine whether, in return for the payments, Lamine Diack
used his influence to gain votes for Doha among IAAF
members and also to obtain a date change for the com-
petitions to avoid the heat of the Qatar summer. The
world championships take place at the Khalifa Interna-
tional Stadium between September 27 and October 6.

Al-Khelaifi’s lawyer Francis Szpiner denied all
wrongdoing on the part of his client saying the Oryx
payments were fully transparent and the facts of the
case “do not concern him (Al-Khalaifi).” The head of
BeIN Sports “authorized no payment of any kind in re-
lation to the allegations made,” he told AFP. “Nasser Al-
Khelaifi was neither a shareholder, nor a director of
Oryx en 2011. He did not intervene either directly or in-
directly in the candidature of Doha...” Another BeIN ex-
ecutive, Yousef Al-Obaidly, a PSG board member and
close associate of Al-Khelaifi, is also under investigation
in France which claims jurisdiction because the IAAF is
based in Monaco.

Al-Obaidly has also denied all wrongdoing, saying
the allegations were “utterly baseless and unsubstanti-
ated.” Lamine Diack, meanwhile, was charged with cor-
ruption in March in relation to the case while an arrest
warrant has been issued for his Senegal-based son, also
wanted for corruption and money laundering, according
to a source close to the probe. French prosecutors this
week recommended that Diack and his son stand trial
in a separate matter, for allegedly obstructing sanctions
against Russia for doping in return for payments when
he was IAAF president. —AFP

MOSCOW: FIFA President Gianni Infantino at-
tends an award ceremony at the Kremlin in
Moscow yesterday. — AFP

Putin honours FIFA’s Infantino with state medal over 2018 WCup

S Korea scraps joint Olympic 
hockey team with North
SEOUL: South Korea are dropping their plan for a joint women’s field
hockey team with the North at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, officials said
yesterday, after Pyongyang failed to co-operate. Sporting ties triggered
a rapid diplomatic thaw on and around the peninsula last year, but are
stagnating with the wider process over the North’s nuclear arsenal dead-
locked. The two Koreas formed their first-ever unified Olympic team-a
joint women’s ice hockey squad-for the 2018 Winter Games in the South,
where they proved a media sensation despite losing all five of their
matches by a combined scoreline of 28-2. The two Koreas then formed
several joint teams for the 2018 Asian Games in Indonesia and in Febru-
ary agreed to send unified basketball, judo, field hockey and rowing
squads to Tokyo. 

But just weeks later a summit between North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un and US President Donald Trump collapsed in disagreement over
sanctions relief and what Pyongyang would be willing to give up in re-
turn. That left North-South relations in limbo, with Pyongyang not re-
sponding to offers of talks or implementing previous agreements. The
International Olympic Committee has stipulated that, in team sports, any
joint team Tokyo entries must have qualified as a single unit. That means
a joint women’s team needed to enter the IHF Women’s Hockey Series
Finals in Ireland from June 8 to 16. Yesterday was the deadline for sub-
mitting squads and, with the North not responding, the South decided
to enter alone. 

“It will just be the South Korean team, not a unified team,” an official
at the Korea Hockey Federation in Seoul told AFP. South Korea’s sports
minister Park Yang-woo held out hope of a change of heart by Py-
ongyang. “We have repeatedly sent our request but there has been no
response. We will wait until the very last minute,” he told reporters earlier
this week. “If there is progress in talks for joint teams later, we will resume
discussions but we have to prioritize the opinions of the athletes,” he
said. Pyongyang and Seoul have announced plans for a joint bid to host
the 2032 Summer Games, but officials in the South Korean capital say
there has not been any discussion on the project with their northern
counterparts. —AFP
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